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CROOKED WORK AT THE SLEEP¥' d
1

By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.
AT THE PHOENIX HCYrEL.

When Young Wild West and the friends wbo traveled with
him on his horseback trips throughout the wildest sections
of the rountry In search of excitement and adventure rode
In to Phoenix, Arizona, late one afternoon, a few years ago,
he was glven a rousing reception.
It happened that It was pot the fi rst time by any means tha.t
the Champion Deadshot of the West bad visited that town,
and therefore It was not strange that he should be recognized
the mom ent he appeared in sight rlding at the head of thP
party with Arietta Murdock, his golden-haired sweetheart, at
h is side.
Cheer after cheer went up as the party rame to a halt in
front of the principal hotel of tbe place which, at the time of
which we write, was scarcely more than a good-sized mining
camp.
.. Hooray! hooray'" shouted an enthusia~tlc nrnn, who, j•1dglng by his atlire, was a cattleman. ·• Jest the people I want
to see. Young Wild West an' bis pards are here. They've got
tne gals an ' the two heathens witb 'em, too. I reckon I'n,
runnin' in a streak of luck all of a sudden, tho•tgh I ain't been
goin' that way very much for the last two or three months.
Hooray! hooray!"
Young Wild West, sitting upon the back of hls sorrel stalIioll Spitfire, looked at the man sharply.
Failing to ren,ember having met him before, he mid:
"Stranger, I reckon you have got a little the best of me.
I C:on't know you."
.. Well, I knew you, all right," was the retort, and then the
man rushed forward and extended his hand. "l\1y name is
Jep Ha~kell, an' I'm runnin' the Sleepy J Ranch, which is
for Ly-fl ve miles to the southeast of this here town . Ma~•be
you don't remember me, 'cause I can't say that I ever talked
to yer in my life until now. But l've seen yer a few times,
an' it seems to me as though I'm mighty well acquainted with
yer. Hope yer ain't gain' to git offended 'cause I've spoke
so fresh to yer. ·•
.. Not at all, Mr. Haskell. I meet so many people in my
t•·a vels that It is impossible for me to remember them all.
Probably I may have seen you before, but if I have it was
only a pass;ng notice I took of you . But it's all right, a,1yhow. You seem to be a pretty good sort of man. So you are
running the Sleepy J Ranch, are you'? ..
.. Th.at right."
"Doing a prc,Hy good business, I suppose?''
But," and the man hesitated, "I reckon I
~ Well, yes.
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won't f\:J.Y anything more jest now. I want to have a little
talk with ycr In private whenever you feel llke givln' me
the chance."
"A II right, Mr. Haskell," the boy answered, for he was mucli.
interested In what the man said.
Always on the lookout for a chance to do a good turn for
some one, and ever ready lo put up a fight aga:nst rascality,
Young Wild West had made a name for himseif that many a
nian old enough to be his grandfather might envy.
Being the acknowledged C'hampion Dcad$hot of the 1'rf'st,
and posse:.-sing a coolness that was wonderful, Young Wild
West surely was the ideal Bo,· Hero oE the We~t.
A dozen or more men flocked to meet hi111 as hP- dismo 1 mtl'd,
:i::id after ~haldng hands with s ome oE them he turned his
attention to his sweetheart and quickly assisted her to dismount.
Cheyenne Charlir, the scout, and .Jim Dart, 'l Wyoming hoy,
who was ahont the same age as our hero, dlsmo\il1ted aliso,
and then the other two lad ies of the party were not long In
reaching the ground .
The latter were Anna, the wife o! the scout, and Eloise
Gardner, the sweetheart of Jim Dart.
The two Chinamen who had halted further l:ark remained
in the saddle, holding the lariats with which tll"Y had been
leading a couple of loaded pack-horses.
They were simply waiting to be told to ride on around behind the hotel and unload the pack-horses.
··Have you ~ot accommodations for t:s, Sanford?" Youn g
Wild West asked, as the proprietor of the hotel came n,nning
out.
·• You bet T have, Wild," was the reply. "You might know
if l ilidn't have I'd mighty soon make accommodations. I'm
always mighty glad ter me you come around. It's been two
or three months now slnce I've set eyes on yer. I cari't say
as you're lookin' a bit older, either. You're the same boy,
an' the same deadshot. Charlie an' Jim ain't changed a bit,
either, an' the gal;;, if they've changed at all, look purtler
Lhan ever."
"Never mind any flattery now, Sanford," the boy said, coolly,
while a smile showed upon his handsome face-. "We're covered with dust, and It's mighty hot, so I reckon the quicker
we find water, soap and towels the better we will be satisfied.··
.. A II right. Let tl:e gals go right on In the hotise. I s'pose
you want ter ride arouud to sec to It that your hOrfes Is took:
good care of. Go right on. You'll find a man out there who'll
show you where to put 'em,"
The young deadshot gave a nod and then he took his own
horse and that of his sweetheart by the bridles and promptly
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started around the corner of the building toward the stable
Some of them belonged to men of the v!llainoua type, he
and sheds in the rear.
was sure, but others were tho~e of men who, though rather
The girls at once went into the hotel. while our hero's rough !n their ways, were honest.
partners and the two Chinamen followe d hiill.
It was not strn,nge that all eyes should be turned upon the
They found the man there, as the proprietor had said, and three when they cr.me ln, for our friends always managed to
it was not long before the horses were put av,ay.
look neat in tht-ir buckskin t.-ousers and bright-colored silk
Lt,a ving the two Chinamen to store the camping outfit the shirts.
pack-horses had carried, Young ·wild West and his partners
'vVhen in that climate they seldom wore coats which matched
promptly entered the hotel by the back way, and were soon the trousers.
·
escorted to what they were much in need of-~- place where
As Cheyenne Cl-iarlie remarked, "it was too blamed bot for
th ey could take a good w.ash and remove the dust of travel anything more than a shirt."
from their clothing.
"Well, boys, how a.re yer all, anyhow?" the scout called
Twenty minutes after their arrival til ,!Y were greatly re- out, aa he brushed back bis long, black hair and then gave the
fr eshed, and a li ttlE' later they joined t he girls, as they always ends of his mustache a twist. "Is there anything goin' on
called them, even though Anna was a married woman, in the around these parts? If there is we would like ter know about
h otel sitri;1g-:-oom.
it. Ain't been no banlr robbed or o:ny horse-thieves around
It was not yet time for supper, so after looking at his watch lately, has there?'. .
our hero thought of the man who called himself Jep Haskell.
'' Nothin' since last week," Sanford, the proprietor, an''Boys, yon beard what that fe llow said, I suppose?" be re- ' swe1:ed, witli a, laugh. "A feller took a horiie what didn't
marlced, ncdrling to his partners. "It strikes me n.s thongh I belong to him, but be only got about twenty miles away afore
there is something on hand that might prove intcr 'clstlng. the boys rounded him up. Left him hangin' to a tree for t he
While we can have qulte a good time here in Phoenix if we crows to pick."
rem ain a couple of days, it would, no doubt, be worth while to
"Good!" and Cheyenne qharlie acted as though bl!; was
rid e dovm to the Sleepy J, should it happen that Haslre!l wauts pleased to hear such news.
UR to do so.
I have got an idea that it is rustlers he wants
Young Wild West generally had plenty of spending-money
to te ll us about."
with him, and he was never mean when he struck a place
"It ain't likely it wo uld be anything else, Wild. There's where old friends were to be met.
pleny of cattle-thieves wherever there's ranches," Cheyenne
"Let's have 1;ome cigars, Sanford," he said, nodding to the
Charlie retorted , shaking his head.
boss. "I want a cigar, anyhow. Of course, I am not going to
Jim Dart, who seldom had much to say, merely nodded, as t.ell the rest what they shall take."
though he was of the same opinion.
·
"I reckon we're all putty dry, Young Wild West," a big cow"Go and find out what the man wants, Wild," Arietta spoke boy spoke up, as he turned his grinning face toward the boy.
up, with a smile. "I am sure you are r€ady for anything, f9r 1 · "All right. The best thing when a person is real thirsty
you never can be satisfied t o r emain in idleness longer than a 1s a drink of water. But I know pretty v:ell that you don't
day or two."
want water.'!
·'That's right, Et," was the laughing reply. "But I can't 1 • ··1;,ou have got that ab out right. I never took water ln my
help it, for I was born that way. , Give me my bon,e r.nd a ltfe.
gun, and then let me know where I am likely to find a. gang
'"l'here's a double meaning to that I suppose?"
of rustlers, outlaws or Indians, !'.nd I am well satisfied."
"Yes, I meant it that way. But do~·t think that I'm trvin'
No doubt it would have seemed strange for one to hear the to tantalize you any. I don't want to pick no row with you.
young cleadshot make such ,a remark, for he was yet a boy, If I did most likely I'd have to take wat.er."
and the way he spoke would make it appear that he was an
There was a laugh at this, in which c;:::r hero joined, for he
old band at such business.
could tell right away that the cowboy was one of the goodBut he had started in quite young, having been taught to natured sort who liked to get off a joke whenever he had the
handle fireums when he was so small that he could scarcely opportunity.
hold a. gun out straight.
Not a man in the place refused the l::lvltatlon , and when
Many were the lively times he had experienced, too, and the · they had all been served the young deadshot paid the bill.
more he" kept at that sort of business the better he liked it,
Then he turned to ,Tep Haskell, who was, of course, present.
practicing almost daily, until be had touncl hlmEelf quite able , "Well," the boy said, nodding to him, "I reckon I've got time
to defeat al! the deadshots of the West, and at ihe time of 1 to have a little talk with you, Mr. Haskell."
which we write he stood ready to defend the title that had
"There wasn't no hurry about lt so I was goin' to wait till
been given him by his friends.
you got ready," wa.s the reply. "Come on in \b_e back room.
Young Wild West and hls partners owned and were inter- We kin sit down."
ested in some good-paying gold and silver mines, and _the
"There's crooked work at the Sleepy J, a n' that's what Jep
income they derived from them was far more than sufficient wants to see him about, " our hero heard one of the men say
to enable t hem to ride about t hrougho ut the countr y and in a low tone of ,,olce.
take things as they met them.
But he paid no attention to the remaf'k, and .followej HasOccasionally they would go to the mines and look after their lcell to a room In the rear, which happened to be vacant just
interests, but this was not so very often.
then.
They had simpl y drifted down into Phoenix because it was
The ranchman took pains to close the door, and then pushon the way to the New Mexico bor d,er, and every few months I ing a chair up to the table, he nodded for the boy to sit down.
they went there for no other purpose than to look up exciteWild promptly did so, and then waited patiently to hear
ment.
what the man might have to say,
About tbe' only place to hear the news and find a crowd con·'It's this way,. Young Wild West," Haskell began, speaking
gregated was in a barroom in the towns and mining camps, so in a low voice, '" I've got a range boss what's named Bart
to the barroom Young Wild West and his partners soon made Malloy, He's a mighty good man, as most everybody will say,
their way.
but there's somethin' about him that don't jest suit me."
Wild and Jim never touched anything strong, however.
"How ls that?" and the young deadsbot looked at him curiTbey had begun that way and they meant to stick to it, too . ousiy.
This was rather strange, since those they associated with
"I've got an idea that he's responsible for some crooked work
were of the rather rough element, though only honest men that's goJn' on at the Sleepy J."
were considered to be their friend$.
"I see. You have got that idea, yet you can't prove it"
The three went out upon the porch on their way, and as
"That's it exactly."
they made their appearance several more men who knew them
"What is the crooked work, Mr. Haskell?"
came tunning toward them in order to shake hands.
"There's bein' lots of rustlln' done. "
The three good-naturedly permitted them to do so, and they
''Losing cattle, eh?"
soon entered that part of the establishment where liquor was
"Yes, losin' steers, cows an' calves. An' a horse or two has
dispensed, and which was generally used as a sitting-room.
been r un off."
There was a motley crowd gathered there, and· Young Wild
"And you can't find out where they gc?"
West ran his eye over them quickly.
"No, that's the worst part of it.•·
Miners, mine bosses, cattlemen, cowboys, halfbreed Indians,
"There's nothing new In this sort of thing, Mr. Haskell.
Mexicans and one solitary dark y was gathered there.
Every -no.w and then we run across a ranchman who is in the
Our hero was a quick and keen observer, and he took all same fix that you are no-.i. You suspect that your range boss
the faces in In almost ten seconds.
li:nows something about the crooked work, don't you?"
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"Yes, I can't helJ? saying it, though I wouldn't want ter tell
him, 'cause I miglit be mistaken."
"What sort of a man is he, anyhow-I mean how does he
look?"
·
" He's a big, rawboned feller, an' he's as strong as an ox.
He ain't afraid of nothin', either, an' kin shoot li ke Ughtnin'.
But maybe you'll have a chance to see him afore long, 'cause
he's in town."
"Came In with you, I suppose?"
"Yes, that's right. But ho don't lm:lw that I'm tryin' to git
some one ter come down to the ranch an' watch him for a
few days."
"No, I suppose not. It wouldn't be a good iclca to let h im
know such a thing as that."
"Of course it wouldn't. Now I'm goin' to ask a faYor of
yer. I happen to know that yo u ain't never in much of a
hurry about goin' from one place to another, so why can't yer
come down an' spend a few days at the Sleepy J?''
"Mr. Haskell, I am sure we would all be very glad to accept
the invitation. But unless there would be something going on
to k eep us busy while we were there it would hardly pay us."
"Well, I don't kn ow how much there w1ll be goln' on, but
there's rustlln' bein' done, an' maybe · you could find enough
ter keep you busy tryin' to ketch the rascals."
"Yes, that's right. I reckon we'll take a ride down with
you. We'll stop and have dinner with you, anyhow, even
if we don't stay very long."
''If you stop an' have dinner you'll hav':l supper, too, an'
you'll have breakfast the nex t day, an' ar.other dinner an'
sup per, an' then--"
"Never miud. You c::tn keep on goi11g that way 11ntil you
make a week or t wo of it. But we'll 1go down that way,
anyhow."
Just then the door opeled scldenly and a man sLepped
inside.
·
"Hello, Jep!" h e called out, nodding to the ranchruan.
"Sanford said you was in here. I've got somethin' to tell yer.
I hopa I ain't dlsturbin' yer."
Then he turned his eyes upon Young Wild West and looked
at him curiously.
"No, you ain't disturbin' me any, Bart. What did you want
to see me about?"
"I'd like to have a little money, if you don't mind."
"How much do yer want?"
"Twenty dollars wlll be enough, I reckon."
"All right. You kin have it."
Haskell drew a buckskin bag from his trousers pocket and
soon counted out the money.
"Bart," said he, "I want to make you acquainted with
Young ·wild West. "
" I heard he was In h ere with yer," was the rather cool
reply, and then once more Bart :Malloy t ook a look at the boy.
"He says he might stop at the ranch to-morrow, an' ma{be
he'll stay a few days there. "
"Yes, I know. I s'pose you want to git him to h elp yer
straighten out the crooked work that's goin' on. I don't
blame yer, an' from what I've heard say about Young Wild
West a~· his pards, they'll m/ghty soon git things goin' right.
Of course, a boy kin do a whole lot more than a man like
me, anyhow. I've been workin' mighty hard to try an' find
who the rustlers are, but I ain·t done it yet. Young Wild West
1
wlll find 'em mighty qnick."
The last was said with something of a sneer, and our h ero
smiled at the fellow .
"So you think I'll find the rustlers mighty quid., do you?"
he said, after a short silence.
u1 said so, didn't I '?"
"Yes, you said it, but you didn't mean it exactly. You
have an idea that since you have been unable to catch the
rustlers no one else ls likely to do it."
"All right, then, let it go at tllat. That's jest my opinion,
Young Wild West."
"Good! I am glad to hear you say that. for it makes me feel
as though I have got a hard job on hand. But l a.,;sure you
that I am going to do my level bet;t to cutch the thieves who
are helping themselves to the cattle belonging to the Sleepy J."
At that moment a yell sounded in the barroom.
"Hip hi! hip hi! Stcppee! stoppee!" carue the cry.
Young Wild West quickly startEd for the door.
"I reckon our Chinee is in trouble,'' he said, nodding t o the
ranch man.
Crack!
A sharp report rang out, and then Wild dashed from the
room and saw Cheyenne Charlie with a smoking revolver in
his hand.

CHAPTER II.
'fHE RANGE BOSS SHOWS

ms

Dll.'FIANCE.

While Young Wild West was in the rear room talking with
J ep Haskell, Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart stepped outside
and began talking with some men who were s~nding there.
Just then Hop Wah, who was called Young Wild West's
clever Chinee, entered the barroom after having finished his
work at the stable.
This Chinaman was a great character, since he was a very
clever s leight-of-h and performer, and fond of practical joking.
When he entered the room he came through a window at
the end of the building, and it was not strange that the
crowd inside should Instantly fix their attention u pon him.
There was a bland smile on the Celest!al's face as he
stopped near the center of the room.
Then he Degan bowing right and left, at the same time
saying:
''Velly nicee day, so be. Me velly, smartee Chinee. Ma
nnmee Hop Wah. Comee fiom China."
Some of the men laughed, while others looked at the heathen
with disgust.
But Hop did not seem to be the least bit disturbed over it.
He wal ked to the bar and ordered something to drink for
himself.
It seemed that the proprietor !mew him pretty well, so he at
once waited on him.
Nearly every one who knew Young Wild West knew the
Chinaman also, and they were the ones who did the laughing.
But there was at least one man there who objected to Hop's
presence in the barroom.
W ithout saying a word, he stepped over just as the Chinaman was lifting' a glass to his lips, and seizing him by the
pigtail gave a pull upon it and caused the contents of the glass
to splll on the bar.
Then it was that Hop Wah let out the yell that Young Wild
West had heard.
Cheyenne Charlie was on hand instantly, ·and when he saw
tllat it was the intention ot the ma.u to drag the Chinaman
about the room he quickly pulled his gun and fired a shot at
the floor.
The bullet hit within an Inch of the fellow's toe and caused
him to let go his hold upon the Chinaman's queue instantly.
'' What's t he matter, Charlie'f" our hero called out, as he
darted toward the scout, who was standing with a r evolver
in his hand and facing the man who had interfered with the
Chlnee.
"Tbat snealdn' coyote thought he would like ter yank Hop
around by his pigtail, Wild," was the reply. "I jest let a bullet go through the floor cloee to his feet to make him understand that he couldn't do s1ch things."
·' Ah! I thought a fight had started or some kind of trouble
was on. "
"I reckon a fight w111 start mighty quick, H said the fellow
who had caused the trouble, as he recovered the use of his
tongue. "I don't take it for a joke when a galoot shoots at
hoofs. I'd like ter know what he's got ter do with this here
business, anyhow. Any man as takes. up for a heathen ain't
white."
c, See here," Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, his eyes flashing,
"accordin' to what you say, I ain't white. You jest step out
back of the buildin' here an' I'll mighty soon show yer what
kind of stuff I'm made of. You'll find that I'm white througll
an' through, too, afore you git through with me."
'' I'm your huckleberry, pard," and the man, who wa.e evidently a prosperous miner, seemed perfectly cool. "Maybe I
ain 't handled a gun as much as you have, but I know som&thin' about shootln', an' I'll take my chance with a.ny galoot
as ever lived. Come right along."
He started f:lr the door, and Charlie was right after him.
when Wild stepped between t hem.
"Hold on a minute!" he said. "I see no reason why you
two should go out and shoot at each other. I can't say that I
ever saw you before, my friend," and he nodded to the miner
who was now quite angry. ''But when you understand that the
Chinaman You was about to give a mauling is a very decent
sort of fellow, and that he belongs to our party, working in the
capacity of ll- servant, maybe you will be willing to allow that
you ma<l.e a mi~take."
"What's that, kid?" and the man grew more angry than ever.
"I won't allow that I made a mistake, npt when I grab a Chinaman by his pigtail. I've seen too many or them yaller skunk.I
~ make a mistake in takin' hold of one uf ·~n1. I know wll&t
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they are. There never was one that was worth a charge of
powder that come to this here country, an' I don't believe
there's any that is in China, either. You jest git out of the
way, kid. I'm goin' out an' take my chances with this galoot
who's so handy at makin' a noise with his gun."
Wild was not afraid that Charlie might get the worst of it,
but he did not want to see any blood spilled.
"Just wait a minute," he. said, persuasively, as he laid his
hand upon the man's shoulder. "If you go out there and do
any shooting you might kill my partner. Then, again, he
might kill you. I am pretty sure that he can get the drop otr
you in no time, and I don 't want to have anything like that
happen while we're here."
At this the miner made a sudden grab for the boy and,
catching him by the shoulder, whirled him half around.
"Git out of my way, kid!" he said, sharply. "I reckon you
ain't got nothin' to say about this."
"All right, go outside and take your medicine, then," Wild
answered, not showing the least anger at the rough way he
had been handled.
Out went the man, Charlie right after him, each holding a
hand upon his gun.
They did not attempt to shoot it out in the, street, for there
was too much going on there, and both seemed to be inclined
not to damage any of the windows, or run the risk of hitting
some innocent person.
They walked side by slde until they got behlnd the hotel,
and when they did the entire crowd was on the spot, for some
of them had gone out of the back door, while others leaped
through windows.
"Charlie," called out Wild, "don't hurt this fellow if you
can help it."
·• I ain't goin' to let him hurt me, either, Wild," was the
quick reply.
'' All right, you know what to do, then."
"I reckon I do. I'll try it, anyhow. But if I happen to make
a miss of it an' fetch him down with a bullet through his
carcass, I can't help it."
The miner was game, and he laughed lightly and stepped
over to\\ard a tree that was close at hand.
Charlie turned and walked in the opposite direction, and
then every one got out of the way.
"Say when you're ready," the miner called out, his hand
st!l! upon his gun.
·' Go ahead an' shoot whenever you want to," was the reply.
Very quickly the miner drew the revolver from his holster.
But as quick as he was, Cbarl!e was right there, and his
weapon spoke first.
As the report rang out the miner uttered a cry of pain and
let his gun drop to the ground.
··Wild," said the scout, proudly, u1 reckon I done that putty
nigh as well as you could have done it."
''Ycu certainly did, Charlie."
"Shot the gun from his hand!" exclaim ed a cowboy, admiringly. "I sorter reckoned that somelhin' like that would
happen, 'cause I've heard tell what Young Wild West an' his
pards kin do."
The miner stood sucking his finger, never once attempting
to pick up the weapon, which lay on the ground almost at his
feet.
''Well, my friend," the ~oung deadshot said, stepping over
to him, "are you satisfied? It s'eems that Cheyenne Charlie
was a little too quick for you. He could easily have shot you
dead, but h e was satisfied to make you drop your gun."
.. I sorter understand it, kid," was the reply. "I know jest
about what was done. I'm satisfied, of course. What's the
use of sayln' I ain'~? I don't stand no show, an' I ain't goin' to
let him take another shot at me. If you don't mind you kin
pick up that gun an' put it where it belongs, I won't take {t
out ag'in, not this day, that's sartin."
With a smile on his face, Young Wild West obeyed, and
when he had dropp ed the weapon into the holster he looked
at the man 's fmger and found that it had been grazed by a
bullet.
.. That w!ll heal up in a few days!" he said, nodding his
head. "Go inside and get a piece of rag and tie it up."
.. Three cheers for Young Wild West!" some one shouted,
and then the crowd joined in giving a cheer for the dashing
young deadshot.
Wild looked at them in surprise, and when they were
through he said:
"Gentlemen, I reckon you have made a mistake. I didn't
do this. If you want to do the right thing give Cheyenne
Charlie the credit of it. It was he who knocked the gun from
this man's hand."

''Hooray for Cheyenne Charlie!" the proprietor of the hotel
i;houted.
The cheers were given with a w111, and then the victim
'!,hook his head sadly and walked back into the barroom.
Hop Wah was there ahead o! him, however.
He had been supplied with another glass, and as the defeated miner came in he looked at him smilingly and said:
"You havee lillee dlink, so be. Me likee you velly muchee.
You no hurtee me some more. Me velly goodee Chinee."
·• All right, heathen," and the man looked decidedly sheepish.
"I reckon I did make a mistake. I didn't know I was workin'
ag'in any one that belonged to Young Wild West's gang. If I
had knowed who it was I sartinly wouldn't have laid a hand
on him an' pulled him out of the way when he tried to stop
me from goin' outside. I've heard too much about that kid
to....want to fool with him much."
"Plenty Melican men makee lat mistakee, 110 be," Hop de- .
ciared.
The proprietor had a helper behind the little bar now, so he
remained outside, a grin on his face as he listened to what
the miner said.
When the la~ter had poured out his drink he reached over
and raising his glass, said:
"Here's good luck, heathen. You're the first Chinee I ever
drank with in my whole life."
"Dlinkee hearty,·· Hop a.n~wered, cheerfully, and then the
two lifted the!r glasses.
· Wild, Charlie and Jim had returned by this time, and all
three were acting just as though nothing out o! the ordinary
had happened.
Charlie was quick to get angry, but soon got over it, and
finding that the miner had enough of it, he was satisfied.
Presently the man came over to him and put out his hand.
The wounded finger had been tied up, for he had found a
piece of rag right away, and though it was bleeding slightly,
he did not seem to mind it.
"Shake, pard!" he said. "They say you're Cheyenne Charlie.
I'm mighty sorry there was any trouble."
"So am I," and the scout at once gripped his hand, taking
care not to interfere with the wound ed finger.
That settled it, for the miner was one of the sort of men
who do not bold a grudge,
When it was all over, Bart Malloy, the range boss o! the
Sleepy J, turned to Jep Haskell and said, speaking loud enough
for every one in the room to hear plainly:
"Well, that sartinly beats me! That's about the rottenest
piece of business I ever seen. I reckon if I went outside to
do any shoot!n' I'd do it, even though the other feller got in
the first shot an' skinned my finger by accident. If I didn't
have another gun with me I'd pick up the one I dropped
mighty quick. I sart!nly wouldn't cave in like that."
"Keep stlll, Bart," advised the ran chm an, shaking his head
warningly ... There ain't no need of you kickin' up a fuss now.
Go on where you was goin'. I let yer have what money
you wanted, so go ahead an' spend it, BO you kin git back on
the range by to-morrow.··
"I ain ·t got no particular place to go. I only run out of
money, that's all, boss. I want to stay here jest now. I'm
sometbin' on the shoot myself, an' maybe somebody will take
a notion ter trim me up a little. I've had my fingers skinned
by bullets, o.n' I've had bullets go through my hide, too. But
I'm here yet, an' I'm jest as good as I ever was. There 's
more than two ounces of lead somewhere in my system at this
minute, an' l'm takin' the chance of gitt!n' more ther e."
Charlie might have said something to the blov,er if Young
Wild West had not shook his head and warned him not to.
No one else said anything, as far as making a reply to the
range boss was concerned.
But Malloy was bent upon making some troubl e, that wo.s
certain.
'' About the worst part of it all is that the big galoot started
in to have some fun with the Chinee, an' now he's been
drinkin' with him jest as though they was old friends,,. he continued. "That's enough to disgust a prairie dog, blamed if it
ain't."
"Never you mind about it, stranger," answered the mluer,
rather sharply, "I don 't know as it's any of your business, so
what's the use of kickin ' up any fuss? But don 't think I'm
one to be scared by you."
.. That's the way to talk, Dan," a friend called out. "That
feller ain't one of Young Wild West's pards, an' it ain't likely
he amounts to a whole lot. Ir he keeps on at yer, take him
outside an' try it out with him. You have got another finger
to pull the trigger, I reckon."
''Him first, an' you afterwards," Bart Malloy called out, his
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face turning red. "I ha.11 from the Sleepy J Ranch, an' I'm
all wool an' a yard wide. There ain't nothln' as ever wore
boots as kin scare me. I don't care If it's Young Wild West,
Cheyenne Charlie, or who it ls."
"Not quite so fast, Mr. Malloy," our hero observed, in his
cool and easy way. ··r hardly think you had any cause to say
just what you did. You h eard your boss say that we were
going to stop at the Sleepy J to-morrow, and that means that
probably we will meet each other there. Do you want to make
enemies of us before we get there, or are you willing to wait
until after we have seen more of each other?"
.. Pshaw! " exclaimed the range boss, and he spat contemptuously toward the boy's feet. ·•I don't know how many friends
I've got in this here matter, an' I don't care, but I want you
to understand that I ain't afraid ter tackle the whole bunch
at one time. I'm ready now."
He then &howed that he was very-quick at pulling a gun,
for it flashed in his hand In a twinkling, the muzzle pointed
toward the ceiling.
.. Bart, I want you to stop that!" cried Jep Haskell, angrily.
"I want you to remember that you're workln' for me, an' I
don't want you to cut up like this. Now, then, you go on out
an ' keep out, too. You hear what I say?"
·' I s'pose If I don't go you'll discharge me."
"That's jest what I'll do, exactly. You have been a mighty
good man on the range, but I ain't goin' t er stand everything. "
.. All right, then, Jep. I don't know as I could git any job
as good as the one I've got"rlght now, so I s'pose I'll have to
simply go on out. But what I say stands good," and he shook
the revolver threateningly and then stalked out of the place.
"Mr. Haskell," Wild said, as he stepped over to the ranchman, "that fellow is no good But I didn 't want to have any
trouble with him here. I have an Idea we will have plenty
of it before to-morrow night, though. Let him go the limit,
and we'll see what he does when I meet him on the cattle
range to-morrow."
The ranchman nodded his head to show that he approved of
what the boy said, and just then the bell announcing that supper was in readiness at the hotel sounded.

CHAPTER III.
ON THE WAY TO SLEEPY J.

There were quite a number of guests stopping at the hotel,
and when Young Wild West and his partners entered the dining-room all eyes were turned upon them.
Two or three were partly acquainted with the young deadshot, and one of them took it upon himself to make an introduction.
·when this had been done Wild smilingly introduced the
girls, and after that an animated conversation took place.
This kept up during the whole length of the meal, and when
It was over our friends were glad enough to get away from
those who seemed to be so inquisitive.
It was quite a pleasant evening· that they all spent, for
though Wild and hi s partners paid another visit to the barroom, they failed to find Bart Malloy or any one who had a
notion to create a disturbance there.
Jep Haskell, the ranchman, bad decided to st.ay all night
at the hotel and accompany our friends to the Sleepy J in
the morning, and when they parted compa ny for the night he
assured them that he would be Ul) bright and early and waitIng for them.
Young Wild West and hls compan ions were ·so used to
sleeping in tents that it took Lhem so01e little time to drop
orr iuto sluwlJer-land, but when once they t;ot to sleep it wa.;
a sound one.
As was their custom, they all arose early.
Wild and his partners went downstairs and were outside
before half the population was stirring.
But they found Haskell at the stable grooming his horse.
When the r anchman saw them he loo ked somewhat surpri sed, but quickly gave them a hearty greeting.
"Up earlier than I thought you would be,·· he observed, with
a smile.
··we have a habit of rising rather early, Mr. Haskell," Wild
answered. "We don't sleep In such good quarters very often,
you know."
• Sorter like it, I s'pose, for a change."
··· 1t·s all right, for a change, but. I think a blanket thrown
u pon some dry leaves Is more to my liking, after all."
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"I don't doubt it. I've been there myself. But since I've
been livin' at a ranch so long I've got used to sleepin' in a
room an' on a soft bed. How soon after breakfast will you
be ready to start?"
"Right away. I'll see If I can find our two Chinamen , a nd
after the pack-horses haYe eaten they can load them r ight
away, so there will be no deiay about it."
Wild had been told by the landlord where the Chinamen
were to sleep, so he at once went to look for them.
He found Wing already up, but Hop, who had put in a
pretty good night of it, was still dead to the world.
"Wing," the young deadshot said, smiling at the cook, " I
reckon you had better make your brother get up. I want
the horses attended to. As soon as the pack-horses have eaten
their breakfast I want them loaded. We are going to leave
as quickly as possible."
"Allee light, Mlsler Wild. l\fo makee my blother wakee
pletty quickee, so be ..,
There was something in th e way of humor in Wing, aft.er
all, and he certainly liked to get a chance at Hop once in a
while.
But he had a rather rough way of playing a joke, for he
seized a pitcher which was partly filled with water, and
promptly ran over to the bed where Hop lay snoring and
dashed it upon his beau antl face.
··Hip hi! Whattee mattee?" cried the Chinaman, as he
leaped from the bed and began dancing wildly about. "Somebody allee samee makee me blind."
Luckily for Wing he had not been seen, and he and Wild
both got out of the room before Hop was able to look around
the room.
But he heard the receding footsteps, and as Cheyenne
Charlie was constantly playing some sort of trick on him, he
at once laid it to him.
''Me fix ee Misler Charlie!" he called out, loudly. "You
waitee. You velly smartee Melican man, but me vellY' smartee
Chinee."
Wing laughed more than he had done In several days, and
Wild could net help joining in when he saw how the cook
enjoyed it.
·
. .. I don't know how the chambermaid will like It, Wing,"
the young deadshot said, as the two walked toward the place
where the horses were stabled. ·'You gave the bed quite a
soaking. There was m0re water in that pitcher than I had
any idea of."
··whattee um chambe!maid, Misler Wild?" Wing asked, Innocently.
·· The woman who makes up the beds and fixes up the sleeping-rooms.•·
"Ob! Lat veil y funny namee, so be. Me no hear lat before.•
Ju st then Cheyenne Charlie joined them.
'·Where's th e other heathen, Wild?" he asked.
'· He will be here soon enough, Charlie,·• was the reply,
·' Wing just gave him a good sousing with a pitcher of water,
and he got out of bed quicker than he ever did in his life
before."
.. Is that right?" and the scout's face at -once broke into
a smile. ·· I wish I had ,1J1;en there."
_
"! suppose you might just as well have been there, !or
you have got the blame for it."
.. How is that?"
"I don 't know. But we managed to get out of the room
before Hop saw us, and as we were hastening away he called
out that he was going to get square with you. He laid I t
to you."
"Oh, he did, eh? Well, I re<.;kon I'll have to be on the lookout for him, then.··
\A/hiJe they were seeing to the horses Hop came out .
To look at him no one would ever have thought that a joke
had been played upon him, though his face wore an exp re11slon of extreme inno'-'ence.
·· Velly nicee mo ruing, tiO be,·· he said, as he came up.
"Awful polite, ain't he? .. remarked Haskell, with a grin.
·· That's what I like to see, especially out of a Chinee. But
say, Young Wild ·west, that fdler knows more about playln'
draw poker than any one I ever seen. I was watchln' him
last night. He must have got a big pile of money out of a
cou ple of card-sharps what was tryin' to skin him."
.. Me gittee allee samee eight bundled dollee, so be," Hop
spoke up. somewhat proudly.
·· All of that, I reckon," the ranc:hman declared. "The best
part of it was they didn't git mad about It, either. They
seemed to be a little sad, though, an' I heard one of 'em say
that the next time they tackled a Chinaman they would want
to know somethln' about him afore they got the &ame goin',"
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"When Misler Charlie comee outtee here, so be?" Hop asked,
suddenly, looking at the ranchman.
"Why, he come out here somethin' like fifteen or twenty
minutes ago," was the reply. "What did you want to know
for, Hop?"
"Lat allee light. He comee outtee here, len he go back
to um house, maybe."
"No, he didn't. He's been right here with me. Young Wild
West an' your brother went to the house. I r eckon they
went lo look !or you."
Hop's face lighted up with surprise.
"M!sler Charlie," he said, shaking his head, sadly, "you
velly lucky Melican man, rn be."
"What are you talkin' about now, heathen?" Charlie answered, trying to talk in an angry way.
·• Me thl!nkee you chuckee water on me when me slecj:Jee,
so be. Me gittee !eddy to shootee you velly muchee qu!ckec.
You vclly lucky Melican man."
"I reckon if I never git shot till you do it I won't have
nothin' to worry about in that direction," and the scout
laughed heartily.
"My lJ!other al!ee samee fool Chi nee," went on Hop, nodding toward Wing. "He thl!nkee ho velly muchee smartee.
Ho chuckee water on me."
"Shutte uppee, my blother," Wing answered, shaking his
finger at him in a tantalizing way. "You stay ·uppee velly
muchee late, dlinkee plenty tanglefoot, Jen you no walrne when
morning comee. Misler Wild tellee me wakee you, and me
wakee you pletty quickee. ·•
"Me makee you go to sleepee velly mucbee quickee!" exclaimed Hop, and then he quickly sprang toward his brother
and managed to grab him by the arm.
Hop was certainly angry, though lie had been concealing it
pretty well.
But now he struck out with his clenched fist and caught
Wing squarely on the nose, causing the blood to flow in'
stantly.
"Me flghtee allee samee Mellcan man. Me llckee my fool
blother velly muchee quickee. Hip hi! Lookee outtee!"
Blff!
He landed another blow on Wing's shoulder that sent him
staggering.
But not satisfied, Hop sprang forward and catching him by
the queue began running around in a circle, while Wing yelled
loudly from anger and pain.
Several loungers who had gathered early at the hotel barroom came running out excitedly and when they saw tile two
Chinamen moving around so swiftly they broke into a laugh.
"Hit him back, you fool!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as
he ran forward and caught Hop, so he could not hurt his
brother any further. "What did you let him swing you around
like that for? He's made your nose bleed an' punched you all
over; an' now he's tryin' ter pull your pigtall out by the roots.
Boak him one r!gh t in the jaw."
"Allee light," said Wing, and then he gathered himself to~
gether and swung hard for Hop's face.
But the blow missed him and caught the scout a glancing
blow right on the cheek, causing him to stagge r back In spite
of himself.
''What are you tryin' ter do, you fcol?" Charlie said. "I
didn't tell you to hlt me. I told you to hit Hop."
"Me hit velly muchee quickee. M!slcr Charlie,'" and then
Wing aimed another blow at his brother.
Bu.t Hop threw up his foot this time and, catching the cook
in the stomach, sent him sprawling upon his back.
Then he managed to tear himself awa)' irom Charlie and,
jumping back alongside a shed, he pulled out the big, oldfashioned revolver he always carried with h!m and began
swinging !t in the air.
"Me ehootee um first man what comce !is way!" he called
out. ·' Me allee samee likee Young Wild West. Shootee velly
muchee stlaight. K1llee seventeen thousand ledsk!ns. Hip hi: "
Then he pulled the trigger and a loud report sounded, while
a streak 0f red-fire s)lot upward for a distance of a dozen feet.
The report was quite sufficient to draw more people to the
scene, and for a few minutes there was much excitement there.
But Jim Dart explained matters to them, and when they
understood that it was simply a little fun, they seemed anxious
for it to proceed.
But both Chinamen seemed to have had enough of It, so no
furth er hostilities occurred.
Finally Wild got the two on pretty good terms again, and
then bidding them to look after the horses and have everything
in readiness to leave in less than an hour, he returned to the
hotel, his partners and the ranchman goin~ with him.

"I s'pose I oughter look after that range boss of mine, Wild,"
Jep Haskell said; with a shrug of his shoulders. ·'Most likely
he's had a high time of it last night, and he's asleep somewhere. But I want him to be on the range by noon to-day, so
I reckon I'll go an' look for him while the breakfast is gittln'
ready."
• ·• All right, Mr. Haskell," was the reply. "I imagine lt won't
be very long before breakfast will be ready, so you had better
hurry about it. "
"Oh, I won't have ter go very far. I know about where he
hangs out."
The ranchman at once left the spot, and he came back
fifteen minutes later, just in time to hear the breakfast-bell
ring.
"l found him," he said, as our hero and his partners looked
at him inquiringly. ''He was asleep yet. But he's promised
to start back for the ranch inside of an hour. Most likely he'll
do it, too, 'cauee he admitted that he ain't got ten cents left.
He didn't as!, rr;.e (or any more money, but if he bad I wouldn't
have given it to him. He's eighteen dollars ahead of his
wages now."
"And the chances are that he will always be that much
ahead of you, Mr. Haskell," the young deadshot said, shaking
his hPad.
·'What do you mean by that? Do you think he'll quit pretty
soon?"
"Yes, I'm quite sure of it. I am well satisfied that it won't
take us long to find out all abput the crool:ed work that's
being done at the Sleepy J. If Bart Malloy is in any way
resvonsible for it he certainly won' t remain in your employ. "
"You kin bet your life he won't."
"All right, then. You ought to understand why I think
he'll remain eigh~een dollars al!ead of you, then."
.. I did, but I couldn't help speakin' that way. It seems
like a shame, too, that sich a good workman as Bart is should
have to be crooked. Mind you, I don't know for sure that he
is. But there's things been happen!n' that's made me believe that he must be.''
"We'll find out whether he is or not, so we'll drop the subject now. The fact is that I'm pretty hungry. I smell ham
and eggs, if I am not mistaken, and that will just about suit
•
me this morning."
"Me, too," the scout spoke up. "A piece of him about six
inches long an' four inches wide, with a streak of fat at one
side, an' six fried eggs will jest a.bout suit me. I may want a
couple of cups of coffee an' half a dozen hot biscuits. Then
ag'in, sometimes they have fried potatoes when we stop at
hotels. I kin eat two dishes of them.''
·· A mighty good appetite, I reckon, Cheyenne," the ranchman said, with a laugh.
"I've always got a good appetite. What's the use of Uv!n'
if you can't eat?"
"That's so. Well, I reckon you'll always git good grub here
'
an' plenty or it. It's a fine hotel, as I happen to know."
They all went Into the dining-room and found the girls
waiting fol' them.
Then it was not long before they were busy putting away
.
the good things that had been provided for them.
Half an hour later they were nearly ready to start.
The pack-horses ha~ been loaded by the two Chinamen,
who were now eating m another part of the house.
Wild and his par~ners went out with the ranchman and the
horses were soon saddled, and when they were led around to
the front of the building Hop and Wing had finished breakfast
and all they had to do was to saddle their own horses.
This they did a few minutes later, and as they came around
to the front of the building they were greeted by a cheer from
some of the men who had taken a great liking for Hop.
Wing made out that he was attracting as much attention as
hi& brother, and he bowed right and left.
This did not suit Hop altogether, so he called out loudly:
"My fool blather thlinkee evelybody llkee him. He makee
velly muchee mistakee, so be."
.. 1ever mind, Hop Wah," a miner answered from the porch.
"He's a sleepy heathen, but you're always wide-awake."
''He wasn't wide-awake this mornln' when his tool brother
chucked the pitcher of water on him," Cheyenne Charlie
quickly spoke up.
·'Stoppee lat, Misler Charlie!" Hop exclaimed, shaking his
finger at him warningly.
There was laugl!ing at th!:;, for most of those present had
heard what had caused the excitement in the back yard.
When the party had mounted, some one proposed three
cheers for Young Wild West, and they were given with a will.
Then they all rode off, and turning the first corner to tho
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left, quickly reached the outskirts ot the town and struck the
trail that would take them to the Sleepy J Ranch.
It was a good forty-five miles, and Haskell declared that he
would like to get home by noon.
But he shook his head when he looked back at the. packhorses, which were loaded pretty well.
" I reclron It will be about two afore we git there, so I
s'pose that will be all right," he said. "I don't know as I'm
in any particular hurry, only I've got about fifteen men out
lookin' up the stragglers an' stray calves. l'm gittin' a little
anxious since I've been losln' so many of my stock, an' I think
it's about time that things was straightened out so they would
run along smooth. I can't afford to be Josin' cattle all the
time."
.. Have you heard of any one else losing any stock?"
"No, I ain't for some little time. But there ain't no ranch
within fifty miles of mine, so it ain't likely I'm to hear everything that goes on."
.
"Ever see any strangers riding around yoµr rar.ge?"
u No, there ain't been none there in a month, as far as I
know. Some of the boys have told me that they've seen signs
of strangers, but no one seems to ever ])ave met any of 'em.
The chances are there ain't no strangers comin' around here
at all, then."
"Maybe not."
\
· "That means, I s'pose, that it's my own men what's doin'
the stealin'."
"It looks that way.''
"Yes, I've thought the same thing. But I've tried my best,
an' I can't seem to find any one who would be apt to do any
rustlin'. I don't \{now what they do wifo the cattle after they
take 'em. They jest disappear, that's all."
''You just said that there wasn't another ranch within fifty
miles of you. I suppose there must be one somewhere about,
though."
"About the nearest one is the W X, which lays off putty
close to the railroad track somethin' like sixty miles from my
place."
"Do you know the man in charge of it?"
"No, I don't; but his name is Husker."
"Don't know what kind of a man he is, then?"
"No, I ain't got no idea."
They were now over three miles from the town, and as
Young Wild West looked around he suddenly noticed the fresh
prints of cattle's hoofs going off to the left toward a wide
ravine.
·• Whoa, Spitfire! " he called out, and almost Instantly the
sorrel stallion he was riding came to a halt.
"What's the matter, Wild?" Arietta asked, as she turned
her horse quickly and looked at him.
"Cattle have been this way lately, Et," was the reply. "It
might be . that some of Mr. Haskell's stock has been driven.
through here."
"Great ginger!" excli;timed the ranchman, as he quickly
dismounted and looked at the traclt.s. "My range is about the
only place cattle would be apt to come from. I wonder if it
kln ·be that the rustlers have been to work ag'in last night?"
'·Sl!ppose we follow the tracks and find out," our hero suggested.
·'All right. You kin Jet the gals an' the two Chinaman go
on , an' we'll do it."
This was satisfactory to every one concerned, so a couple of
minutes later Young Wild West and his partners rode along
toward the ravine with Haskell.
They did not go more than a mile before they saw a drove
of about forty steers coming toward them.
F ollowing them along were two cowboys, and the moment
the ranchrna.n was able to see them he exclaimed:
·'Two of my men. •By ginger! They must have found the
cattle up here an' are drivin' 'em back."

CHAPTER IV.
AT THE SLEEPY J.

"It's Jackson an' Stumpy!" cried Jep Haskell, as the men
driving t]:le cattle drew nearer. "I wonder what they was
doin' away up this way, anyhow?"
·'We'll try to find out rigb.t away," Young Wild West answered. "Seems strange that your cattle should be so far
away from the range. They certainly must have been driven
here by some one."
"Yes, the rustlers have been at work ag'ln, that's sartin."

't

They rode on at an easy pace so they would not disturb
the cattle, and when they got close to them they turned off to
the left and went on around until they joined the two cowboys,
"What's the matter, Jackson?" the ranchman asked, as he
bronght. his horse to a halt and looked sharply at one of the
men.
''Somebody's been tryin' ter git away with some of the
steers, boss," was the quick reply.
.
· .
"Did you see 'em doin' it?"
"We jest caught a glimpse of two fellers what was work ln'
the cattle along with their whips. When we started toward
'em they went off like • lightnin', so 'we couldn't tell who they
was, or neither of us would be able to recognize 'em if we was
to see 'em ag'in. Vve wasn't close enough, boss."
"How comes it that you happened to be out this way?"
"We took a notion to ride to town after we got a Jot of
stragglers together an' set 'em right. We slept away from
the wagon last night, 'cause we was too far from if to git back,
an' there was a lot of trouble keepin' things sti:aight among
the cattie."
"I see. Well, It was a mighty lucky thing you happened to
be out this way."
"That's what I told Stumpy."
The man called Stumpy, who was a rather $hort fellow,
nodded and seemed greatly pleased at what was said.
"Glad we was a:ble to ketch 'em, boss,•· he said, as he rode
up cloiie to the ranchman.
The other fellow was looking at Young Wild Wes t and h:s
partners in a curious rnrt of way.
"Got strangers with ·yer, I see, Boss Haskell," he obser ved,
after a pause.
"Yes. I've got Young Wild West an' bis pards with me.
They're goin' to help me ketch the thieves what's been takin'
oJ'f',my stock. I reckon they'll come putty near to doin' lt, too.
You boys have heard tell of Young Wild West an' his pards,
of course." .
Undoubtedly they had, for Jackson and Stumpy were looking at each other now in a startled sort of way.
The young deadshot took particular notice of this, and he
put them down as being crocked right away.
"So you two fellows were going to Phoenix, were you?" he
asked, looking at them and smiling pleasantly.
"Yes, we allowed it would be all right if we did, since we
was so close by,"- Jackson answered, with a shrug of the
shoulders.
"Where did you first see the cattle?''
"About a mile back here on the trail."
"And two men were chasing them alcng and using their
whips, you say?"
''Yes, that's right."
"But you were not close enough to be able to recognize
them if. you shoul,"4 see them again?"
"No. They took pains to lteep out of our sight. They must
have seen us coming before we seen them."
"It's a wonder they didn't offer to put \IP a fight. It was
two against two, you know."
"I reckon they knowed better than t o do that," spoke up
Stumpy. "We kin shoot about as good as any one in these
here parts."
"Well, it's a good thing you managed to keep them from
getting away with the cattle. I suppose you'll drive them on
back to the range now."
"That's je8t what we intend to do."
"Go ahead, boys," the ranchman spoke up. "We'll go on now,
'cause I'm anxious to git over to the ranch."
"Mr. Haskell," said Wild, as he made no move to ride
away, "I reckon you and Jim can go on back to the girls and
then take them over to the ranch. I'll take Charlie and go on
and see if we can find the two rustlers. I told you we were
going to help you catch them, so this will be a good way to
start it, I think."
As the boy said this he was watchiJ;ig the faces of the two
cowboys, and when he saw them show signs of great uneasiness he was well satisfied that he had hit it just right.
That they had been driving the cattle away themselves and
had noticed the ranchman approaching with three companions, he was well satisfied.
"If you ketch 'em you'll be mighty smart," Stumpy declared,
after a short silence.
'"rhey were going this way, of course," and Wild pointed
in the direction the cattle had come from.
"Sartin they was. But they might be two or three mlles
from here now. There's plenty of places to hide around, you
know."
"That's true enough. But if we don't find them now we'll
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find them later on. The two men who were rustling the
cattle nm bound to be caught, and you can take it from me
that they will be, too."
'' I hope yer do ketch 'em," declared · Jackson, and then he
looked at St umpy with just the vestige of a smile showing on
his face.
"Do you want me to go on with Mr. Haskell, then, Wild?"
·
Dart asked.
"Yes, go ahead. I'll take Charlie and we'll ride back and
see if we can find the two cattle-thieves. They may be hangIng arcund somewhere, especially when they find that the
cattle were turned back."
Jim und erstood pretty well what was passing ' through the
b() y's mind, so he nodded to the ranchman to come on, and
promptly rode back to the tra!L
After telllng the two cowboys to talce it easy with the cattle,
Haskell follow ed him, and then W!ld and Charlie promptly left
th e spot and proceeded on.
They did not have to go very far before they came to the
spot where the cattle had been turned.
The g1 ound was soft and yielding there, and It was easy
to see the hoofpr!nts.
The prints of the horses' hoofs were plainly discernible, too,
and when they had looked around a minute or two they d1sco,ered that all there were to be seen had turned and come
,
back.
There were no evidences of horses having gone on through
the ravine recently.
"Well, Charlie, I suppose you know what to think of it,"
the young deadshot said, as he started for his horse after
having made a good search of the ground.
.. I reckon I do, Wild," was the reply. "Them two galoots Is
th e ones what was drlvln' the cattle away themselves. They
seen us comin', an' they thought It better for 'em to turn back
an' make out they got the cattle."
"You have got it just right, Charlie. I reckon we have
started in early to straighten out the crooked work at the
Sleepy J Ranch. I suppose we might call it luck, but, anyhow, we'll soon get to the bottom of it. And when we do the
chances are that Haskell wm have to hire a. iew new men."
.. You kin bet your life he wlll. I s'pose we may as well ride
on back now."
"Yes, we'll take It along a little easy, tor It's about time that
Bart Malloy came along. Maybe we'll strike him when we
r each the trail."
The two swung themselves Into the saddle, and turning
their horses, proceeded along at an easy canter.
They ca.me in sight of the cattle and the two cowboys just
es tbey reached the trail that led to the ranch.
Not wishing to be seen by them, the two came to a halt,
bnt remained in the saddle.
'I hey waited fully ten minutes, and then 1'?ent on again, their
h orses at a walk.
When they came to the place where the trail came along
there was nothlbg to be seen of the cattle or cowboys, since
there was quite a high ridge a short distance furthe.r along
the trail, and they were at the other side of it before this.
"Might as well go on, I s'pose, Wild," the scout said, after
he had looked up the trail in the direction of Phoenix.
"Don't be in a· hurry, Charlie," was the reply. "I told you
that "e might come across Bart Malloy as he was returning
to the ranch. I feel quite sure that he hasn't come along yet,
so I propose to wait."
• All right, then. We'll wait," and so saying the scout dismounted and threw the bridle-rein over his horse's head.
Wild followed his example, and then the two sought the
shade that a big rock a1Iorded and sat down.
They had not waited longer than ten minutes when thev
·
heard hoofbeats.
The sounds came from behind them, and they knew that a
horseman was coming from the direction of Phoenix.
"It's the range b06s, an' I'll bet on it!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed.
·· Quite likely, Charlie. But take It easy. Maybe he might be
a little out of humor when he sees us. But we'll have to take
a little from him, for I don't want to come out on him too
strong. I mean to give him a chance to hang himself, so to
epeak. · We'll let him go the limit and then catch him dead
to rights. If he Is what we suppose he Is It won 't take a great
while to get the thing down to a solid basis. Now, then, you
just keep cool, and no matter what he says you mustn 't pay
an y particular attention to it. Of course, you can answer
him as much as you like, but unless he attempts to pull a gun
)'ou can let him have his own way."
".A.11 riiht, Wild. If you say so I'll do it. But I ain't got

much use for that sneakln' coyote. The minute I set eyes
on him I made up my mind that he was no' good."
"So did I, Charlie. But that's all right. Now you let me
do the talking at first. I'll try and explain why we are
resting here."
A few seconds later a horseman appeared around a bend
•
of the natural cut that the trail ran through.
It was Bart Malloy, sure enough.
He was riding along at a lope and appeared to be in a
meditative mood, for his chin almost touched his breast.
He did not see our two friends un til he had almost passed
them.
Then he gave a violent start and quickly reined in his
broncho.
"Hello!'' he called out, somewhat astonlsh(ld. "What are
you two doin' here? Anything wrong?"
"Nothing wrong at all, Bart Ma.lloy," Wild answered, in his
cool and easy way. "We're waiting to catch a couple of
rustlers."
"Rustlers, eh?" and the range boss shrugged his shoulders
and looked at them keenly. "Where are they?"
"Oh, we know pretty well where they are, but we don't want
to lay bands on them just yet."
Malloy then looked at the ground, and seeing the fresh
hoofprints of cattle, he appeared to be surprised.
"Cattle has been along here lately," he said, as he dismounted.
"Yes, about forty of them. A couple of rustlers were driving
them away after taking t hem from the range of the Sleepy J.
Two of the men working under him happened to come along
and catch them. The rustlers fled, s.nd then they turned the
cattle, which were well up in a ravine over there, and drove
them back here."
"Putty good work, I should say. Did you hear what the
names of the two men was?"
"Yes, one of them was Jackson, and the other was called
Stumpy."
uTwo of my best men," and the range boss appeared much
pleased.
Then he wanted to know all about It, and Wild related as
much as he cared to, but, of course, omitted telllng "hlm that .
they had failed to find the prints of horses going any further
than the spot where the cattle had turned.
''I'm mighty glad Jep come along with you folks," the range
boss declared, as he turned to his horse. "Come on. H you're
goin' to the ranch I'll rid e a long with yer. I want you to
know that I don't bear no grudge against you for what happened last night. I ain 't tbat kind of a man."
''I'm glad to h ear you say that, •· Wild answered, as he
winked at Charlie without being seen by the fellow. "We met
Jep Haskell by accident and he seemed to want us to come
down to the ranch and help him out. so we thought we would
do It. The girls always like to stop at a ranch-house, so they
can take a little rest."
"I don't see what you have t\YO or three gals rid In' around
with yer when you strike out on sich lon g trips,·· Malloy observed, shaking his head. "I s hould think you would be afraid
that they would git hurt. From what I've heard say, you ' re
<!lways gittln' into.some kind of trouble, Young Wild West."
"That's _right, Bart. But that ls what I like. But you can
be sure that we never get into any trouble with honest people.
It's always outlaws, road-agents, bad Indians, horse-thieves, or
cattle rustlers. When we heard that rustlers were at work
on the range of the Sleepy J it struck us as being just in -our
line. You can bet that it won't take us long to clean up the
gang. Haskell says there's crooked work being done here,
and we've promised to straighten it out for him."
'' I hope you do straighten It out, but I can 't see how yon,
comin' here as strangers, kin do it. I'm the boss of the cattle
range and the men is all under me. I'm workin' for the interests of Jep Haskell, an' when I don't manage to ketch the
rustlers, how kin strangers expect to do it?"
'' You'll find It ls a pretty easy thin g to do, Bart. vVe usually
have a lot of good luck. Anyhow, I feel just as certain that
we'll soon catch the rustlers and straighten out things at the
Sleepy J as I do that I am looking at you this minute."
"That's what you call confidence, all right," and the range
boss spoke In a sneering so rt of way.
"Well, confldenee ls a good thing to have. I suppoRe you
have a lot of it sometimes yourself."
"I don't know as I do."
'· But 3 ou're talking that way now. You seem to be confident that we won't be able to do what we've promised
Haskell."
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"I ca n't help th1nkin' that way, Didn't I jest tell you
"All right, I'll see about it when the time comes."
that if I couldn 't do it it a in 't likely tha t st ranger s kin ?"
The party rode on, halting now and then to give the horses
·· Yes, you told us that. But we'll see ab ou t it later on . a breathing spell, and about one o'clock they came in sight
Come on. If you' re going to the ran ch we'll ride over with of the ranch, which lay but a mile a.way.
you. "
The house was partly hidden by a growth of trees, which
Then all three mou nted th eir ho rses.
looked cool and inviting, since the biggest part of the way had
The furth er they rode th e more Bart Mallo y tried to appear been almost devoid of anything 111m tr ees.
pleasant.
As they neared the house the r a nge boss turnr d an d rode
But ther e was something in his way that told Wild and a way to the bunk-house, where the cowboys had their quarCharlie quite plainly that he was forcing himself.
ters when in from the range.
Finally the conversation turned upon the two rustlers who
"Wild," said Haskell, nodding his head approvingly to
had got away so easily.
the young deadshot, "I reckon you ain't made no mistake ln
·' I should think you would have gone on after 'em an' tried what you thought. I ain't, either. I'm no,v more than satisto find 'em, " Ma lloy observed, a peouliar smile on his !ace. fied that my range boss knows all about the ru stlin' what's
" We did go on after tl).em, but we lost the trail."
been go!n' on here. Theru two men which he says is the best
" Lost th e trail , eh? Well, there ain't nothin' strange about ones he's got under him was sartinly lntendin' to git away
th at. "
with them cattle. Most likely they meant to go •some where so
.. No, ther e was nothing s trange about it at all. We simply they could m eet others to· take charge of th e cattle. Then they
wen t as far as the hoofprints showed and then we gave it up." would have come back, 'cause the y didn 't have no in ten tion
.. Stru ck a rock y part, I s'pose, so you couldn't see no of goin' to town. We come along an ' they seen us an' thong ht
prints. "
it best to make out they had found the cattle and chased the
" Something li ke that," Wild answered. "But it's all right. rustlers. You 'll git 'em, an' that's sartin, but nev er mind
talkin' !l.bout it now. Here we are at the house, an' there's
If we don 't find them, th en we will later on."
In a littl e w hile they came upon the two cowboys and the the old woman standin' In the doorway · loo kin' migh ty surcattle.
prised. She will be awful glad to fee the gals, an ' I know it.
The range boss halted and after Usfening to what they had Ther e's my daughter, too, an' there's little Bill. See him
to say about it, complimented them and then bade theiµ see wave his hat?"
But our friends had already seen the three he had mento it that the cattle were t aken care of.
tioned.
He then rode on with Wild and Charlte.
In less than an hour they overtook those who had gone
Little B111 was a boy probably ten years old, and the daughah ead of them.
ter must have been three or four years older.
Wh en the ran chm a n saw that the range boss and Wild
They were standing near their mother, and all three arlk
and the scout seemed to be on very good terms he was some- peared to be delighted at seeing the strangers.
wha t su rprised.
·
But he said nothing, however, and talked it over with Malloy
about the clever work that had been done by Jackson and
Stum_py.
CHAPTER V.
"Them is the two best men I've got, Jep," the range boss decla red. " I kin always put dependence on 'em. Maybe they
A. SUDDEN INTERRUPTION.
wasn't doin' exactly right in starttn' off for town, but see what
happened from it. If they hadn't done that you would •have
"Emma!" cried the ranchman, as he rode up and brought
been out forty fine steers."
his broncho to a halt, "I've brought some visitors. They're
"That's right, Bart," and the ranchman shot a glance at gain' to stop with us a couple of days, I reckon. It's Young
Wlld as he spoke, for he seemed to be thoroughly satisfied Wild West, his partnere, an• the gals what go around with
now that the two cowboys had really been the ones who were 'em. You have heard tell of 'em all, I knov:, 'cause they've
stealing the cattle.
been at Phoenix afore, an' I'w ?ften spoke about 'em."
Malloy was a pretty sharp eort of fellow, and he noticed the
"Yes, yes!" the mistress of . he ranch exclaimed, clapping
look the ranchman gave our hero.
her hands. "I'm very glad to see them. We always like
"What's the matter , Jep? " he asked, suddenly. "You seem visitors."
to act as though you don't think it was much of a thing that
"I want to shake hands with Young Wild West!" cried
was done at all."
little Blll, as he ran forward, ignoring all the others but the
" Aro I actin' that way, Bart?~
young deadshot, who promptly reached down and gripped his
"Well, you looked at Young Wild West in a funny sort of hand.
way when yo u spoke jest then."
"So do I!" the girl cried, and she, too, ran forward. '' My
·· I didn't k now as I did. But I didn't mean nothin'. I name Is Lizzie," she added. "Lizzie Haskell."
ain't fi nd in' iault 'cause the two men took occasion to ride
"Glad to meet you, Lizzie. Let me introduce you to Arietta
to town. I've got the cattle back, an ' that ruakes me feel Murdock."
glad, anyhow."
The girl at once turned to the young deadshot's sweetheart,
" But you ain't got 'em back yet, Haskell," Cheyenne and then all hands dismounted and the introductions were
Charlle spoke up. "S'pose them two rustler s should be hangln' soon made complete.
around somewh er e, an' when the y find the 'two men is alone
'' I'll bet you're awfully hungry," the boy declared, as he
t hey migh t take a notion to shoot 'em an' git away with the assisted his sister 1n escorting the girls into the house.
"Mother allowed that pop would 'feel like eating a whole lot,
ca ttle, wh lc!J they sta rted with."
.. They ain't apt to do that," the range boss declared, shak- so she fixed up enough for half a dozen. Maybe it won't do
In g his head and laughing. "Rustlers ain't likely to show for all of you, but it won't take long to get something more
th emselves. They're worki n' on the sly, an' they're a mighty ready. Me and Lizzie gathered eighty eggs last night, and if
clever lot , too, or they couldn't do as they've been doin' sich you llke eggs you can have a.II you want."
a long time."
There was a laugh at this, and the mother chided the boy
" Of cou r se they couldn't, our her o spoke up, shooting a for having so much to say.
warning glance at the scout. "Bart, I suppose the rustlers
Wild and his partners went with the two Chinamen to turn
take the ca ttle they st eal to some r a nch and dispose of them. the hors es Into the small corral near the big barn, the ranchProbably they mi ght drive t hem over to the W X Ranch, man accompanying them.
wh ich, I und erstand, ls pr etty close to the railroad track."
As they pas!!ed the bunk-house they saw the range boss
The range boss gave a violent start as the boy said thls.
standing there puffing away on a cigarette.
•· I ain 't go no slch idea as that, but you may be right.
He had not yet taken the saddle from his horse, and seemed
Wh y don 't you try an' find out? It's only sixty miles from to be waiting to say something.
01.:r place to the W X. "
"Anything particular you want me to do, Jep?" he asked,
" Oh, I mean to r ide over there between now and to-morrow as the ranchman paused before him.
night. "
"Not jest now, Bart," was the reply. "I reckon you can
·· You do, eh?"
turn your horse out."
"Yes, tha t 's right."
"Any of the boys inside?"
''I'll go with yer, then."
"Only the tenderfoot. He's nurs1n' that ankle of his. Seems
"If I want you I'll let you know. "
that the swellin' ain't gone down yet."
"I might be a big help to you, 'cause I'm acquainted with . "You might think you're goln' to make a cowboy out of him,
Husker, the head man at the W X."
but I ·don't believe it. I was ag'tn hirln' him. anyhow."
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"That's all right, Bart. I took pity on the feller. He
seemed anxious to work, an' he was stranded in Phoenix
when I found him_. I lhlnk he'll turn out all right, 'cause I've
been watchin' him enoagh to make me feel that way."
Just then a young fellow of about twenty came limping to
the door.
The moment our hero set eyes on him be made np his mind
that he was a stranger in that part of the country.
·
But his face was frank and open, and he guessed right away
thi;.t the ranchman was about right In what he said of him.
'·Mr. Hasl,ell, I think I'll be all right in two or threo days.
That was a bad fall I had the day before yesterday, and I
haven't quite got over it yet. But if you'll only give me a
chance I'll try and do the best I can. I'm willing, and It won't
tak e me long to learn my duties. You can take my time out
while I'm iqle, of course."
··r won't llo nothln' of the kind, Sam Radburn," Haskell
retorted, quickly. "I told you I was goin' to give you a chance,
an ' I'm sartinly goin' to do it. Don't you go to hurryin' things
along too much. You have got a sprained ankle there, so
jest wait till it gits better. I've noticed that you kin ride a
broncho all right, an' that you're wlllin' to work. You seem
to staud a rough tJme of It, too, an' you jest stick to it all'
you 'll come out at the top of the heap. Never mind what
the range boss or any of the cowboys says, They always feel
a little sore ag'in a tenderfoot."
At this Bart Malloy wave utterance to a harsh laugh.
·•rt ain't none of my busine5s, Jep," he said, shaking his
head. '' It ain't my money what's payln' him."
"All right, Bart. Don't say nothln' more about it, then.
It I want to keep Sam Radburn workin' for me It's my bus!ness. Of course, he's got to work under you, 'cause you're the
boss of the range. But I hope you'll give him a show."
"Oh, I'll give him a show, all right. I've been doin' that
right along. Jest ask him if I ain't."
"I am not kicking about the show I have bad," the ten:.
derfoot spoke up, quickly.
Malloy now took his horse by the bridle and started for
the corral, which was but a short distance away.
The ranchman bade our fl1ends to come on, and they followed.
A few minutes later the horses were turned out, with the exception of those carrying the packs.
The two Chinamen were not long in unloading them, however, and when the outfit was stored In the barn the last two
animals were turned in also and were soon cropping up the
short grass.
"Come on up to the house with us, Sam," the ranchman
said, as they were passing the bunk-house. "I think we have
got some better liniment there than what you've been usin'.
We'll try an' help that sprain along a little."
''Thls quarters is good enough for me, Mr. Haskell," the
young fellow retorted, shaking his head. "It isn't my place
at the house."
"It Is H I say so, so come on."
"Maybe yuu'II be thinkin' of putt!n' him in as range boss,
Jep," spoke up Malloy, sarcastically. "I neve1· knowed of you
takin' a cowboy to the house to doctor him up afore."
"It ain't none of your business, Bart," was the reply. "I
reckon you have been to the house often enough. You have
helped drink the liquor I've got more than once, toq. Yoti
ain't got notbln' to kick about. I've always treated you white."
"An' I reckon I've always treated you the same."
"Yes, maybe you have. But lt seems that you're down on
the tenderfoot, an' that's one reason why I'm goin' to take
him to the house. Come on, Sam."
"If you say so I suppose I must. You're the boss."
The young fellow soon came out with a stick for a cane, and
as he walked limpingly along Wild kept at his sJ.de.
"Let Cheyenne Charlie have a look at your ankle," the young
deadshot said. "I reckon he knows something about such
things. He used to help out a surgeon while he was a scout
in the Government service, and he has learned a whole lol"
"You kin bet your life I have!" the scout exclaimed. "Young
feller, you have got a putty bad ankle, but with some hot
water an' liniment I sartinly kin git that swellin' down between now an' night."
"I wm be very thankful to you 1f you can," was the reply.
When they reached the house, Charlie insisted on going
right at work on the tenderfoot.
Hot water and liniment were supplied to him quickly
enough, f!.Jld for the next twenty minutes he was very busy.
When he got through, Sam Radburn declared that much o!
the pain had disappeared, · and he thanked the scout, over and
over ago.in.

Charlie then went out to the rear of the house and washed
up and quickly joined the others, who were sitting In the shade
of a big tree.
It was not long that they had to wait before Mrs. Haskell
called them to dinner, and they were surprised to find such a
bountiful repast spread for them.
It was of the plain sort, of course, but there was plenty of it,
and all being hungry they did full justice to the meal.
Wild had no Intentions o! going out on the cattle range
right away, though he meant to do so before night.
Having nothing else to do after dinner, he sought a shady
spot along with Arietta and the two sat down.
Charlie and his wife and Jim and Eloise were not long in
joining them, and the ranchman's children soon came toward
them rather timidly, but paused before getting very close to
them.
"Come on," said Arietta. "What are you afraid of?"
"Mother said we must not be too fi;esh," Lizzie answered,
quickly.
"Well, never mind that. You are not fresh, I am sure. We
are glad to talk to you."
The two then came forward eagerly, and noticing that Sam
Radburn was just coming out of the house, Wild turned to
little Bill and said:
"Go and tell the tenderfoot to come over here, too. We
would like to talk with him."
"All right," the boy answered, and he quickly ran to the
house.
He was not long in returning with the tenderfoot, who
limped along with the aid of his cane.
Radburn seemed to be quite willing to talk, and he related
bow he had come from a little Ohio town to seek his fortune
In the ·west, J:,ut had become stranded at Phoenix, and was
very glad to accept a position when Jep Haskell offered It to
him.
"I like life on a ranch," he declared, when he bad finished
that part or his story. "But the men I am working with
don't seem to take a great deal of stock in me. Wb1le I admitted that the range boss had been giving me a good show,
I did not mean it. I didn't want to say anything that would
cause troublfl between him and Mr. Haskell. The fact is, that
I haven't been given much of a show. It was Malloy's fault
that my horse threw me the day before yesterday. It seems
he's been trying his best to discourage me, and once he !ndlcated that If I remained here very long I'd get k1lled.
There's something in the way of a secret between the range
boss and half a dozen of the men. I don't know what It is, and
I have no Idea, but they seem to think t~at I am spying on
them."
"I reckon I know pretty well what the secret ls, Sam," our
hero said, with a smile. "But I won't tell you just now.
You take it easy. It seems that the owner of the ranch is well
satisfied to have you here and give you a chance, so you just
sticlc it out. Perhaps there will be a new range boss before
many days."
"Do you think so?" and the young fellow looked at the boy
in surprise.
"Yes, I have an idea that such will be the case. But don't
ask any questions. You have heard about the rustling that's
been going on here, of course. "
"Yes, there are lots of cattle being lost here all the time.
Calves and cows have been disappearing, too, and it seems
that the range boss and bis men can't seem to find out where
they go."
"Well, that's why we are here. We are going to try and find
out about It. There's crooked work being done here, and
Mr. Haskell invited us to come down and try and straighten lt
out. We have a way of doing such things, you know. But
you certainly must have heard of us."
"I am from Ohio, and I haven't been In these parts very
long, Young Wild West," the tenderfoot answered, with a
shake of his head. "I don't remember of ever having beard of
you."
"Mighty strange," spoke up the scout. "I thought every.
body knowed about Young Wild West."
"Don't talk that way, Charlle," the young deadshot said,
with a laugh. "It's mighty seldom we go very far east of the
Rockies, and how should any one living toward the east
know about us?"
"It's been In the papers lots of times what you have done,
Wild."
"Yes, that's true enough. But only in the papers that are
printed in the towns in this part of the country."
after a while Mrs. Haskell came out of the house, leaving
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the bala nce of the work to the servant, who was an Indian
"Do a s he tells you," the mother spoke u p. " Surel y you are
1
&quaw.
not afraid of Hop Wah, Young Wlld West's cleTer Chlnee! ·•
She bad no sooner taken a seat with the girla when who
"You do it, mother," the girl said.
shou ld come upon the scene but Hop Wah, Young Wlld West's
"No, you take up the handkerchief. Take hold of -It by one
clever Chlnee.
corner and lift it gently."
" Velly nicee day, so be," he observed, smiling blandly and
After some little hesitation the girl did so.
bowing right and left.
As she removed the handkerchief she gave utterance to a
The two chl1dren looked surprised, for evidently t hey cry of surprise and joy, for apparently growing over the
thought It quite an intrusion for a common Chinaman to mound of dirt was a little bush with a beautiful red flower at
walk over with the intention of joining the party.
the top of it.
But when they eaw how funny he acted, and how polite he
A fragrant odor came from it, too, and delighted at the
seemed to be, they turned to their mother and the boy said: sigh t of it, though there were plenty of all sorts of flowers
"He's a funny heathen, isn't he, mother?"
growing about the ranch, Lizzie turned to Hop, eagerly, and
"Yes, Bill," was the reply. "Your father has spoken about I said:
·
him often. If I am not mistaken he is a sort of magician, and '• It Is for me, just for me."
performs all sorts of wonderful tricks."
"Lat light, missle," and then Hop quickly broke ofr the
"Oh!" and the boy promptly got up and ran over to Hop. stem and handed her the flower, which was really nothing
"Say,•· he said, "what is your name?"
_
, mo!'C than one made cf paper and ecented with cologne.
"Me namee Hop Wah; comee fl.om China. Me velly smartee I While th ey were all talking about the wonderful feat of
Chlnee."
I magic, hurried footsteps wete heard, and the next moment
Then Hop patted him gently on the heacl, after wh!ch he the range boss was seen running to the spot.
appeared to suddenly take somethlng from his ear.
j "Hey, there, Young Wild West!" he called out, " I reckon
It was a small stick of candy, and when the boy saw it he I there's sornethin' for you to do. Jackson an' Stumpy has jest
gave a cry of astonishment.
got in, an' they're mighty lucky to be alive. A gang of rustlers
"You llkee candy, so be?" the clever Chinee observed, : come along a little after we left 'em an' took the cattle a way
blandly_ "Eatee ve!ly muchee quickee."
! from 'em. They didn't have no chance, 'cause there was too
He then quickly walked over to the girl, who seemed \.o be many ag'ln 'em, though they tried mighty hard to keep 'em
s ome-what afraid of him.
l from gittin' away with the steers. Where's Jep? I reckon
.. Me no hurtee," Hop said, coaxingly. "Me see somethling this rustlin' bus!ness has got to stop."
In you ear."
"There ain't anything in my ear," Lizzie answered, someCHAPTER VI.
what sharply.
"You makee llllee mistakee. Me lookee."
THE
RUSTLERS
ARE FOUND.
1
Then Hop reached forward and suddenly appeared to take I There was much exultation In the manner of the range bos&
a stick of candy from her ear.
; as he made the somewhat startling announcement .
'·Well, I never!" exclaimed the ranchman's wife, breaking : Yeung Wild West was on his feet in an instan t.
Into a laugh. "He surely is a great magician. Children, don't ! "Come on, boys," he said, nodding to his two partners. "I
be afraid of him, for he won't )lurt you. •·
reckon it's time for us to get out on the range. Mrs. Haskell,
The boy ate the candy, but the girl refused t o do so.
I I wish you would call your husband. I would llke t o have
"If he took it from my ear I don't want it," she declared. him with us."
"Anyhow, I'm too big for canpy."
I ·'Jep had to lie down and take a nap. He says he didn't
"Mc makee somethling velly nicee for lillee Mellcan gal," . sleep very gocd last night," the woman answered, as she hasHop declared. "Me velly smartee Chi nee ..,
_
1tened for the house. ·• Just like him, and when h e's got comThen, without waiting to be told to go ahead and perform pany, too."
a feat of magic, he sat down upon the ground before the party I As our hero and his partners started for the corral t o get
1 th eir horses, Arietta ran after them.
and proceeded to scrape some dirt into a small heap .
Having done this he produced a seed' that look ed something 1 ''I am going, too, Wild," the girl exclaimed. "Don't say I
like an ordinary bean and, holding it in the palm of hls hand, can't, fer I feel just like having a lively ride over the range."
invited every one to have a loo!, at it.
I "Come on , all of you!" Cheyenne Charlie shouted, as he
"Wba t is it•" Mrs. Haskell asked.
i becl::oned to his wife and Eloise. "If we find that we've got to
"Um velly nicee seed," was the reply. "Me plantee in um go too far you kin come back. But I reckon we won't have
glound and In flvee minutes me rnakee velly ulcee flow er."
'j to go so far afore we ketch the rustlers, eh, Wild ?"
"Oh, please do It, then!"
"Not very far," the young deadshot answered. "But keep
"And Is the flower going to he for me?" Lizzie asked, 1 quiet, Charlie."
·
ea!ferly. .
.
,
_
, ,.
The range boss had heard what the scout said, and he
Lat light, mlss!e. Me. rnakce ,elly m cee flower for 3 ou. 1 looked at him In a peculiar sort of way, as though he could
_ It was an old tnck, which our friends had witnessed many not quite understand his manner . .
times.
When Wild reached the bunk-house he found the two cowThey knew exactly how Hop performed it, too, but since the · boys they had met that morning.
others did not they were quite wil!lng to let him go ahead.
Their bronchos ,.-ere covered with foam and were standing
The clever Cbinee planted the bean in the little mound of with drooping heads close at hana.
dirt, and then drew forth the big, yellow silk handkerchief he
·'Had a little bad luck, eh?" our hero said, as he nodded to
always carried with him.
them and smiled. "The rustl ers were bound to get the cat tle,
"Evelybody watchee!" he called out.
I see. "
_
Of course, all did watch him, for they could not help doing
·'That's jest what they was, Young Wild West!" Stumpy exso.
.
, claimed. "'We couldn't make the steers go but jest so far, an'
The tenderfoot was as attentive as any of the rest, too, ! we didn 't git more than five miles this side of the place where
though he had already told Wild that he had seen ma gicians you met us when along comes six or eight horsemen . They
perform In various parts of the country, and knew pr etty weu j! was strangers to us, but we thought they might be cowboys
what their tricks were.
from the W X Ranch, or that they might be stranger s lookln'
Hop carefully placed the handkerchief over the mound of for a job. As soon as they got close to us they com men ced
dirt and adfusted it so that it r emained in the shape of a shootln'. A couplfl of 'em rode around an' beaded off the
pyramid.
steers, an' then we had a lively time of It. More than one bulHavlng arranged it to his full satisfaction, he arose t o his ! let whizzed past my head, an' I done some shootin' then, too.
feet and began making my!lt-erlous passes over it with his I'm dead sure I shot one of 'em In the arm, 'cause I seen his
h ands.
arm hangln' at his side as he went away. But there wasn't no
He rolled his eyes and looked toward the sky, too, and chance for ue, so we had to let the cattle go an' !co)!: out for
began muttering something In a sor t of gibberish that no one ourselves."
could understand.
"It's a blame wcnder we didn't git shot full of holes, ~
Suddenly he clapped his hands, and then turning to the Jackson spoke up. '"I got a bullet through my shirt-sleeve.
little gi r l, said:
Here's the hole."
"Missie, you takee uppee um handkelchlef. Be velly muchee
He showed where the garment had been torn by a bullet or
caleful."
something else, but Wild paid little a ttention to it.
"I don't want to touch It, for I saw something move under it
"There were six or eight of t hem, you sa y ?" he said, quesJust now, " L izzie answered, stepping back.
tlonlngly,
·

i

I
1·

I
I
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"Seven, I counted, tho1!gh Stumpy said there wasn't but
six."

Ihis"' Young
·W!ld West," exclaimed the range boss, reaching for
revolver, ·• I don't like that kind of talk, an' unless you

'·They turnerl the steers around and started along on the talre it back me an' you is goln' to have it out right here."
back track, th en?"
I '"I am ready to do that, Bart. Corne on out of the way, so
"No, they lit out over tbat way,·· and h e pointed to the west. no one w!Il be In danger of getting hit by a bullet. I don't
"Vi'hy, that isn ·t in th e d irection of the W X Ranch, is it?" I lil, e you, and r want you to know it right now. Of course,
"No, but what's the W X got to do with this?··
you don 't like me, either, for you thlo.k I came down here to
"I thought perhaps the rustlers . meant to take the cattle interfere with your business. Come on out here."
there."
The range boss cool ed uown Ins tantly when he saw that the
··I don't see what the y would ta:rn 'em there for. Husker boy was in earnest.
sartlnly wouldn't take in DO stolen cattle."
"I reckon we'll wait until you have found ont you're mis" All right. We'll find out where th ey went. The rustlers taken In what you think of me, " he said, rather mildl y. "[f
may have a place to hide them not a great ways distant. If we l?Ot to fi g htin' we wouldn't sta nd much of a chance of
1 findi n ' DO ru stlers.··
they ha ve you can bet we'll soon !orate th em.·•
At this the two men exchanged glances, and both appeared
"All right, just as you say. I'll be ready whenever you are."
to be rather un easy .
I Th en, with a laugh, the young deadshot rode back and was
.. Git fresh horses an' we'll go with 'em,·· the range boss soon at the side of his sweetheart again.
called out juist th en. "Young Wild West has come here to
Presentl y the ranchman rode up and got upon the otller
straighten out things. He says there 's crooked work at the side of our h ero.
Sleepy .T, so let him :,how us how to fix things up."
I .. Just the man I want to see, Mr. Haske11 ," Wild said, in
Charlie and Jim bad gone on to the corral, which was but a low tone of YOice. as be leanerl close to the rider. "Jus t
a short distance away, and when Wild got there with the show me the direction in wb !ch the W X Ranch lies."
cowboys they were alread y saddling their horses.
\ "Right over there, " and the ranch man pointed to the northTbe young deadshot had no diffi culty in catching Spitfire, east. "Them hills is about five m!les trom here, an' you have
for all he had to do was to whlstle and the animal came trot- got to go over th e top of 'em alore you strike the level ground
ting toward him.
' ag'in. Then it's almost straight ridin' clean up to the railBut the girls: were going, too, so it tock some little 'time to read track."
get all the horses ready.
I ·· Very well, then. We'll go over to the hills. I reckon .
Finall y all were n' o·mted, and th en they rode off OYer the there's pl enty of hiding-places among them where the cattle '
level stretch of lan j toward a small range of hills two or three might be concealed. I suppose the rustlers had time to get
runes distant.
them ther e."
With: fresh horses, Stumpy and Jackson seemed quite at
·· Oh, yes! If the cattle come on fi ve miles this way afore
their eaae and \,ept along with the rest.
th e rustle rs got hold of 'em they might be there in them hills
When they were perhaps a quarter of a mile from the ranch ' by this time."
a shout sounded b~h)nd the_m and then they looked back and
"There's where we'll go, then."
sa:;i Jep Haskell ndmg swift!~ to _overtake ~~ em . .,
When they had gone on for three or four miles Stumpy rode
I reckon the old woman _wo.ce him up all 11ght, Cbeyenne forward and called out:
Charlie observed, with a chuckle, as he J:Odded to Anna.
'' There ain't no use in go!n' in that direct.ion, Young W!ld
"Gal,, you _don't n_ever h~~·e, to wake me ~P like th at, ~o yer? West. I to'Jd yer that the cattle was drove off to the west.
I ain t in the habit of tal,.n a nap after dmner. I don t never You're goin' dead wrong."
hn;~e tl~1e. ".
. ,.
.
.
"
"Never mind wbat you told me. We'll go around this way,
Thats right, Charlie, she answered, v, Ith a smile.
You · and if we don't find anything of them we'll turn to the west "
would be afraid tha t somel hing mi ght happen you wouldn't
··we'll go the other way then "
·
be able to take l)art in if you took a nap in the af ternoon. But
"
'
•
I don't blame Mr. Haskell. r 51:ppose he didn't sleep well :1
All right, go ahea~. That will be a good }dea, for if we
last night because it was a strange berl."
tall to find out an ythmg you might succeed.
·'What's all this ber e about, anyhow, bo ys?" th e ranch man
. The young deadshot watched the three men undE:r susyelled, as he rode up and joined the range boss and the two p1c!on as they turned ~nd left them, and he co~1ld easily tell
cowboys. "You had ter let them cattle be took from you, eh? that the)'. we re not a little worried over sometbmg.
Well, this is what I call a putty piece of business . Blamed if
In a httle while they h'.1-d disap p~ared from vi ew over a
there ain't somethin' crooked for fa ir here, an' I'm goin' to rise, and th e~ Wild and his compamons reached the foot of
find out jest what it is afore tbe day is over. I don'{ be- th e first big hill.
l!eve there was any rustle;·s."
The ranch man had be~n there before, of course, so he showed
"What's that, .Tep?" Bart Malloy asked, an angry flush show- the way around the hill, and then they struck a gully that
tng on his face. "You talk jest a.'! though the boys is tellin' wound its way along for several miles, so he said.
a l!e."
I They continu ed on until about an hour had passed since they
"Maybe they are, Ba rt," was the quick r eply. "Maybe you·re set out from th e ran ch.
somewhat of a liar yourself."
I ~hough the horses of Young Wild West and bis friend s had
"I'd like to know what you mean by that, Jep? I've done covered a good bit of grounrl that cla y they did not seem to
my level best to do your work for yer, an' now you 're tryin' be any more tired that the fresh horse the ranchman was
to say things that makes me out a crook."
riding.
·
"All right, then. I won't tate back nothin' what l said. · But they were nsed to that sort of thing, so there was nothYou have got ter help git hold of the rustlers afore I'll stop Ing really strange about it, after all.
susplc!onin' yer. I've got an idea that you know all about I There were no tracks to he found , either those made by
what·s been goin' on here."
I horses or cattle in the gull y, but th e young deadshot ins is ted
"Hold on, Has kell," Wild called out, for he was not far en continuing on in that direction.
enough away to fail to overhear what was said. ··1 wouldn't I Not until they had covered nearly twenty miles did they see
accuse them of knowing anything- about It until I was sure anything I hat looked at all suspicious.
· about it. "
I Then a faint column of smoke was discovered rising_ from
"Sure about it, eh?" Malloy called out, angrily, "Maybe you behind a hi gh r.liff.
have got some suspici ons about ll, too. ··
I The afternoon was pretty well advanci>d now and the horses
'"Maybe I have," was the reply. "Don't you think It seems were beginning to show signs of being tired.'
rather strange that thls thing Ebould happen? It's a pretty · '' Girls," the ~· oung deadsbot said, as he turoed in the
queer sort of story, I think. All three of you fellows have saddle, ·Tm Forry we took you along now, for we a1e getting
told me that you didn't know there were any strangers about too far away from the ranch. Probably it would be a good
these parts, and yet lots of steers, cows and calves have been idea for you to turn and ride back. You can let your horses
stolen."
' go a little slow, and maybe we'll overtake you before you get
"That's right, too. It ain't likely rustlers is goln' to let there."
1
you know they're around if they kin help it."
"Just as yon say, Wild, but I would like to stay with yon
"No, of course not. But seems mighty strange. Now I have · Jong enou"'h to find out what that smoke means " Arletta
got an idea that we are not going to be over a couple of answered. "'
'
hours in finding where the cattle are. If we don't find any
"You know pretty well what it means, little girl. That
one around there I will be compelled to think that Jackson smoke comes from a camp-fire, and no doubt we w!ll find the
and Stumpy _to~k the cattle there themselYes, and that you told . rustlers there. There will be some shooting, however, if we
them t4:> d!) it.
do, so you take my advice and go on back with Anna and

I

I

I

I
I
I

I
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l
Eloise. You will have no trouble at all, for you can follow over your heads. If you don't, some of you will drop In a
hurry!"
,
the trail easily enough."
"Jep, •· cried one of them as he quickly threw up his hands
'' All right, Wild. We'll go, then. Be careful and don't
make a target of yourself, if there Is any shooting going on." and turned his face toward the ranchman, "this is all a
'l'he boy laughed lightly at this, and then Arietta, Anna and mighty big mlstake. I don't know what you mean, anyhow."
'·You don·t, ch? Well, I ain't goin' to bother ter tell yer,
Eloise turned and rode on back, going along at an easy pace.
They were soon lost to view, and just then our hero decided , then. Jackson an' Stumpy turned them steers over to you an'
that they were close enough to the smoke to become cautious. you drove 'em oYer this way. Now I want to know where you
He gave the word for all hands to bring their horses down intended to take 'em?"
"We didn't intend to take 'em nowheres."
to a walk, and then turning to the ranchman, said:
"You didn 't, eh? Now what's the use of Jyin'? Don't think
"What do you think about it, Mr. Haskell?"
"It looks as though we're gittin' mighty close to our game, that you'll save yourself by tellin' a lie, 'cause I know all
Wild," was the reply. "Maybe after ail It's a gang of strang- about it.•·
·' Did Stumpy an' Jackson tell yer?" the man asked, as he
ers what's been doin' the rustlin'."
"Maybe it Is, but I have an idea they are not strangers. hung his head.
"Never mind who.t they told me. But the point Is just this:
Where are all your men to-day?"
Where has all the steers, cows an' calves been took to that's
"Out workln' on the range, I s'pose."
been rustled from my range?"
"How many men have you got, anyhow?"
"How do I know?"
"Sixteen now. I generally have more later in the fall, when
"Speak up quick,·• and the ranchman showed his teeth,
I round up my stock."
something in the fashion of an angry wolf, while at the same
''That means that there are thirteen away somewhere."
"No, only twelve. I was countln' the tenderfoot, you know." time he leveled his revolver straight at the man's breast.
"Most likely you know all about It, anyhow, so I'll tell
"Oh, I see. Well, how many of the twelve do you think
yer. As far as I know, all the stock what's been stole has
you could really trust?"
'' I did think I could trust 'em all. But It ain't likely we'll been took over to the 1V X. There's men there what's been
find 'em all together. There's foun men away over to the meetin' us every time we took away some of the cattle.
west part of the range, I know. They've got the wagon over There's some of 'em what's clue here now. f'm mighty sorry
. there, an' they're huntin' up all the strays that went in that they didn't come afore you got here, 'cause then we wouldn't
have got caught like this."
direction."
"You're mighty sorry, eh? Well, I ain't. I'm mighty glad."
'' And the other eight might be here, then."
Jim Dart had dismounted by this time, and h-e coolly pro"They might be, but I don't see what they're doin' here."
ceeded to take the weapons from the rowboys, who had all
"We'll soon find out, anyhow. Come on."
The gully took a sharp turn just then, and when they came raised their hands over their heads and were st1.ndlng In meek
'
out about a hundred yards further they found a place where it submission.
Jim had barely accomplished his task when the clatter or
branched of[ with quite an open spot lying between.
A high pile of rocks lay a short distance ahead, and from hoofs sounded a short distance away.
"The crowd from the W X are com!n!" Dart exclaimed.
behind this the smoke came.
As they rode toward this, their horses at a walk, Wild :.ud- "Look out, Wild!"
The next minute five horsemen came in view from behind a
denly caught sight of a small bunch of cattle.
He gave vent to an exclamation of satisfaction, and then projection of rock a hundred yards away.
motioned for his companions to remain silent.
"There are your steers, Mr. Haskell," he said, coolly.
wNow, then, we'll see who has got the fire \!urning there."
CHAPTER VII.
Then he started his horse forward at a gallop, and the rest
followed his example.
HEMMED IN BY THE RUSTLERS.
As they rode up toward the pile of rocks & man suddenly
came running from behind It.
No one knew the lay of the land better than the range bos&
He gave a start of surprise and quickly turned back, waving
and the two villains with him.
his ha-nds excitedly.
They rode straight for a ridge some distance a way, and,
"Did you see that fellow?" Wild asked the ranchman.
reaching it, dismounted and got down to the other side.
"Yes, he's one of my men," was the quick reply.
Then they pushed forwa rd almost due east, hoping to get
"I thought so. Now come on and be ready to shoot."
Around the pile of rocks the young de11,dshot rode, Chey- to their companions in crime in time to save them.
"There's jest one thing about it," Malloy sald, as they were
enne Charlie following him closely, while Jim and the ranchriding swiftly along, "if they ketch the rest of the gang with
man were not far behind.
Eight men were standing close to their horees as though the cattle some of 'em will tell the whole thin;:;. Then us three
will come In for our punishment, too. We've been foolin'
partly of a mind to mount and ride away,
But wh en they saw the ranchman they remained still and IIaskeJI an' a few of his. men about long enough, I s·pose. It
couldn't last forever, that's sart!n. I was tryin' my best to
waited for him to speak.
·'vVhat does this mean, boys7 What are you doin' a.way git rid of that tenderfoot, for I had an idea that he was susplclous that somethin' was wrong. One day he asked me It I
over here?" Haskell demanded.
"We come after them cattle," one or them answered, as he didn't think it might be possible that some of the boys In the
employ of Haskell was doln' the rustlln'. When a feller gits
pointed to the steers that were not far distant.
··come after 'em, eh? How did you know they was over talk!n' that way you have got to look out for him, an' that's
why I've been tryln' to discourage him an' make him quit his
hPre?"
job."
"We seen 'em beln' drove this way."
"It ain't likely he'll quit now," declared Stumpy. "Haskell
"You did, eh? Well, r reckon It's all up with yer. I'Te
found yer out, an' every man of yer is goln' to git a rope wlll keep him In spite of anything, especially If he finds out
arnund his neck. You hear what I say? I'm Jep Haskell, for fair that we've been doln' the rustlin'."
"I don't see how he kin find It out If we kin git to the boys
an' I'm runn!n' things on the Sleepy J Ranch."
"Lpok out, boys," one of them, who seemed to be a sort of in time, so they c-an't be caught red-handed. We'll do our
lea10r, cried, as he suddenly drew hls revolver. "I ain't goln' best, anyhow, 'cause we're cutt!n' off a couple of miles b'y
t
go1n 'this way."
to be taken alive, an' you're fools I! you are."
All three seemed quite hopeful now, and they kept their
Then he fired a shot which narrowl y missed Cheyenne Charbronchos going at a swift gaJlop.
lie's head.
Mile after mile was covered, and at length they were forced
"Whoopee! whoopee! Wow! wow!" yelled the scout, and
he prom ptly reta !lated by sending a bullet through the ffeshy l to come to a halt to give the animals a chance for a uttle
rest.
part of the rascal's arm.
1
But that was all the shooting there was done just then, for , · The sun was getting closer down toward tbe western horl1 zon all the tfme, and finally as the three villains came to the
Yo\rng Wilrl wist had the gang covPred .
"Gentlemen ," he said, sarcastically, "I reckon you fellows! gully, Jess tban a mile from the spot where their rascally
don't know bow to fight. You haven't got sand enough in you companions had baited to cook something to eat, they suddenly
'
to put up a fight, anyhow. You heard what your boss said heard the c atter of hoofs.
"Some one's comln'. boys!" cried the range boss, as he
just now, and you cau make up yonr minds that it is all up
with you. Now, then, take my advice and hold your hands quickly reined in his horse. "Git a.round behind these rock.a.

YOUNG WILD WEST AND THE RANGE BOSS.
Maybe it's Young Wild West an' t!le rest of 'em comin' ba.ck. it might be that they would be able to come up unobserYed
If they're comln' back it means that they ain't found 'em, au• and shoot the young deadshot ·and his companions down from
that they've give It up as far e,s goln' In this direction Is con- the cover of the ro cks and bush-es.
.. Girls," she said, in an undertone, without looking at either
cerned."
They had barely time to get their horses behind the rocks Anna or Eloise, "we must turn and go back again. We must
the leader spoke of when Arletta, Anna and Eloise came in let them know that the range boss and the other two fellows
are here. It makes no dltference if we fall to get back to
slght.
When they saw that the girls were alone the v!llalns be- the ranch until late. We have got a duty to perform now, eo
let's do It."
came much elated.
"Anything you ~ay, Arletta," Eloise answered, though her
"Here's our chance, boys. We'll stop them gals an' ask 'em
a few questions. If we find out that the rest bas gone on an' face was very pale, for she generally became frightened when
found the rest of the boys, the only thing we kin do Is to take a serious danger threatened them.
"vVhen you are ready you kin go on, 'cause we ain't goln'
one of 'em an' hold her a prisoner. Then we kin force Young
Wild West ter come to terms. I've seen slch things done afore, to bother yer. You needn't be afraid of that," Bart Malloy
an' I know It's about the only way out of it now. But maybe called out.
the boys ain't been found, an' If that's the case we'll let t he
''We are going now," the brave girl answered, st111 keep1ng
gals go on about their business, 'cause it wouldn"t do to in ter- the revolver in b er hand.
fere with them then."
Then she turned her horse and started back in the direction
The v!lla!n's companions had n0 chance to make a reply to the three had just come from.
what he said, for just then the girls came · up at a canter and
Anna and Eloise followed her example, while the thr'!e
were nearly past them when out 'rode the range boss, waving villains looked on In dismay.
;,
G<lin' back, eh?" Malloy called out.
his hat.
"Hello, gals!" he called out. "Wait a minute."
"Can't you see that we are?" came the reply from Arietta.
The three girls were surprised when they saw the range
"Goin' to tell Young Wild West. that we stopped yer?n
boss and the two cowboys ride out.
"Never mind what we are going to tell Young Wild West."
But they brought their horees to Jl halt, for they bad no
"I reckon we'll go with. yer, an' if there' s any figbtln' done
real reason for fearing them just then.
we'll help yer ot1t. Jest 'cause I've had a few words with
·'Excuie me, but where's Youn g Wild West?" Malloy said, Young Wild West don't mean that I ain't as anxious to ketch
as he took off his hat and bowed politely.
the rustlers as he is. If It's some of Husker's men what's
"He has gone on with his partners and Mr. Haskell,•· Arletta been <loin' the stealin' ·1t may be somewhat my fault. But
an;;wered, quickly.
I'm willin' ter show that I'm ready to be fair an' square, an '
"They didn't find the cattle, did they1"
if the boys fight ttey'll have to take what they git. I'll help
"Not yet, but they soon will, for they have found a camp you out. "
not far away. I wanted to go with them, but Young Wild
There wa:, redly no way of preventing them from folWest thought there might be some shooting done, so he in- lowing them along, and though the three girls were anything
sisted that we should come back."
but pleased at the arrangement, they said nothing.
uFound a camp, eh? Did you Eee it!"
As they neared t.he spot where they had turned to oome
"No, I saw the smoke coming from the fl.re, that's all," back the three girls suddenly heard a shot fired not far
ahead of them.
Arletta answered, coqlly.
Then another sounded.
"You did, eh? I ' s'pose It must be the camp-fire of the
rustlers what's got the cattle."
"They have started the fight!" Arietta exclaimed, excitedly.
"Exactly. 1 think you know who the rustlers are, too."
"Come on. We must get there to help them."
"You're mistaken, gal. I'm boss of the Sleepy J range, an'
A way they rode, urging their horses to top speed, while
I ain't s'posed to know ·who the 1;attle-thleves are, unless I the vlliains galloped along after them.
kin see 'em. Even then I might net be acquainted wttb 'em."
Just as they came in sight of Wild and his companions, five
Arletta made no reply, but started her horse, at the same strange cowboys were seen galloping toward the spot.
time nodding to Anna and Eloise to come on.
Anna and Eloise were almost afraid to go ahead any fur"Hold on, gals!" Mai!oy cried, suddenly, as he rode i)p to ther, but Arietta urged them on.
Arletta's side. "Don't be in a hurry, you especially."
Then she called out loudly:
The girl was expecting something of the kind and, as quick
"Look out, Wild! The range boss and two of bis men are
as a flash, she drew a reYolver and thrust the muzzle almost right behind us."
1n his face.
Crack! crack! crack!
"Get back!" she exclaimed. "If you dare lay banda_ on
The approaching cowboys opened fire on our friends at that
me I'll drop you dead!"
moment, and the fight was on.
"Hah!" exclaimed Malloy, savagely. "So you're putting up
a fight, are yer? All right, my pretty one. '!'here's no use
CHAPTER VIII.
in lettln' this thing go any further, for I s'pose Yonng Wild
West w!ll surprise the boys over there with the cattle, an'
READY FOR THE FINISH.
then the whole thing wlll be out. Gal, you said I knowed
When Young Wild West saw the five cowboys riding toward
who the rustlers was, an' you spoke jest right. I do know. the spot be did not fear any g,;eut danger from them.
But don't you think that I'm in with 'em, for I ain't."
"Take it easy, boys," he said to the ranchman and his
The villain \vas changing his tactics again, for it had oc- partners. "We'll soon make these fellows understand that
curred to him that should he make Arletta a prisoner it would they have gone over the limit. We'll take them prisoners
1
be all the worse for him.
in a jiffy, if I am not mistaken."
"The men what's been takin' Haskell's cattle has been
But just then hoofbeats sounded from the direction they
friends to me, an' I've shielded 'em a whole lot, thoug-h I bad come, and when the young deadshot saw bis sweetheart
1
s'pose I've done wrong about it," went on the range boss. riding forward with Anna and Eloise following her closely,
"You jest put that gun down now, an' then ride on to the be knew right away that something was wrong.
ranch."
When she finally shouted out the warning he decided that
"You just get back a ways and hold up your hands!" Ari- things were getting pretty hot.
etta answered.
"Get to cover, boys!" he exclaimed . "They are coming from
The range boss now saw that both Anna and Eioise had both directions, and the chances are we'll have to do a lot
revolvers in their bands, and that they were ready to use them. I of shooting."
He turned bis horse and rode back about twenty feet and I It was just then that the five cowboys opened fire on them.
halted beside his two companions.
But, fortunately, none ol the bullets took effect.
"Boys, they're all ma.kin' an awful mistake, ain't they?" he
At the risk of making a target of himself, Young Wild West
said, shaking his bead, sadly.
ran out to meet the girls.
"They sartlnly are,'' Stumpy declared. "That's what we glt
"This way!" he called out.
for stickin' to them v1hat's been fr!en\1.s to us."
Crack! crack!
"And maybe It will be the means of us glttln' ropes around 1, Two more Ghots were fired from the rascally men belonging
our necks," add ed Jackson.
to the W X Ranch.
Arletta was doing plenty of thinking all the time.
j But they had taken pains to stop before they got very close
She knew quite well that the three men were as deep into and proved to be poor marksmen.
the business 11.S any of the rest, and she felt it wns necessary
Wild got tbe g!rls into a little hollow that was surronnded
to go back and let Wild know that they were so close by, for I on three sides by high rocks.
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As Charlie and Jim ran to assist the newcomers to dismount
the ranchrnan was left alone with the prisoners.
None of the latter had been bound, though they had been
d isarmed, and their weapons were lying in a heap on the
ground.
The fellow Charlie had shot in the arm seemed to hal'e more
thought than any of the rest, for b:e suddenly leapedf forward
and grabbed a gun from the ]Jile.
"Light out!" he exclaimed, hoarsely.
This was quite enongh, and the rest immediately followed,
rega:·dless of the fact that Haskell promptly opened fire on
t hem.
One fell with a bullet in the calf
his leg, but the other
shots went wild, and the result was that in mueh less time
t"han it takes to record it the rustlers had succeeded in getting
behind some rocks a short di stance away.
"It's too bad)" Young Wild West exclaimed, shaking his
head. "I 'm sorry I didn't keep a watch on them. We are in
for it now, and that's certain . "
Crack! crack!
Two shots were fired froIJJ a point off to the left, and the
bullets flattened against the rocks not far above the heads o!
Charlie and Jim.
"The range boss is at work, too, I see," the young deadshot
said, in his c'ool and easy way. "All right. They have got us
hemmed in, and I suppose we'll have to stay here a while.
Girls, just keep close to the ground over there under that little
ledge."
"But I want to help you in the fight, Wild," Arietta sai\i,
earnestly.
"That's all right. There won't be much of a fight, for it's
hardly likely they'll attempt to drive us away from here. All
they want to do is to get away with the cattle and mal,e their
escape. '1.'hat me.ins that they'll" go right on where they intGnded to take the cattle, which is no doubt over to the W X
Ranch. Just keep quiet now ancl don't get a bit excited."
The cowboy Haskell had wounded lay upon the groun d a
shor t distance away.
He was moaning with pain, but none of our friends offered
to go and assist him.
If they had done so they would have drawn the fire of the
villains, who, with the exception of the range boss and Jackson and Stumpy, had got together now.
Young Wild "\Vest crouched behind a rock, revolver in hand.
He could hear the voices of the men and also the sounds
they made in moving about.
But they did not show themselves from behind the rocks.
Presently he saw the cattle moving, and then he knew that
they must have devised a way to start them going.
The next minute he saw what was the cause of it.
Bart Malloy and his two men had ridden up and started the
cattle.
They had also mana~ed to make the horses belonging to the
eight cowboys go along with them.
Wild waited until he caught sight of one of them, and then
without the least hesitation he took a quick aim with his revolver and pulled the trigger.
Crack!
As the report rang out he had the satisfaction of seeing a
pair of hands go up in the afr while a sharp cry sounded at
t he same time.
"There goes one of them," he said, coolly. "I couldn't help
it, though, for it is a case of fight it out now. They would
surely shoot me if they got the chance, but I am not going
to let them get the chance if I can help it."
It would have been extreme foolhardiness for our friends
to mount their horses and try and stop the rustlers from driving away the cattle, so they did the wise thing by remaining
right where they were.
In a very few minutes the sounds made by the hurrying
cattle and the hoofbeats of the horses that were driving them
began gradually to die out.
They were going on through the crooked trail that wound
along between the hills.
·'WiJ.d, they sartinly have got the best of us," declared Cheyenne Charlie, shaking his head, sadly, "The whole bunch of
'em has got away, an' they've got them cattle with 'em. "
"That's all right, Charlie, but they'll never get the cattle to
the place they intend to take them. They'll have the best of
us as Jong as we are in among these hills. But ju,st let us
get out into the open once and then I'll soon show you h ow
we will trim them in short order."
"We've got to go all of five miles afore we git out to an
open stretch, Wild;· spoke up the ranchman, with a sh rug of
his shoulders.
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"'I\hat's•a!J right. Five miles isn't much of a distance. We'll
let them go on for the present. We can afford to wait here,
anyhow. We are giving our horses a ch~.nce to rest, that's
certain." .
"Do you intend to keep right after them, Wild?" Arietta
asked, after a short silence.
"I certainly do, Et," was the reply. "I am going to follow
them straight, to the W X Ranch if it is necess11.ry. 1 said I
was going to run down the ga.ng of rustlers, and I mean to
do it. They have got the best of us just now, but our turn will
come later on. Maybe it won't be until to-night, or perhaps
to-morrow. But I don't 'mean to go bat:k to the Sleepy J
Ranch until we have straightened out the crookedness that's
been going on there."
''Hooray! hooray'" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, waving his
hat. ·'That's the way ter talk, Wild. You kin •b et your life
I'll stick to you as long as I'm ab le to pull a t r igger."
"Me, too!" Jim Dart cried.
"And I'll help along all I can," Arietta said, her eyes Hashing with determination.
"Them men will never dare to go back to the ranch to look
for their wages, that's sartin, " Haskell observed, his eyes
flashing. .. I s'pose we had better look after that feller hat's
hurt. l reckon it's safe now, ain't it, Wild?"
"Yes, I thln!t it is perfectly safe," the young deadshot answered. ·· I'll go out and see to him. "
Suiting the action to the words he quickly stepped aroun d
a boulder and advanced to the woumled cowboy, who .was lying
upon the ground about thirty yards distant.
"You are not feeling very wetl, I reckon," the boy said,
looking at him with the vestige of a smile on his face. "Very
thankful the bullet didn't find your heart, I suppose?"
"Do somethin' to stop the pain,, won't yer, plea.£e?" the man
called out, pleadingly. "The bullet smashed a bone, an' it's
hurtin' me awful."
"Can't you walk if I help you?"
"No no 1 "
"Try it." anyhow," and then Wild stooped and, taking him
by the arms, tried to lift him upon his feet.
But he found that it was u~eless to try and make him walk,
so he called to Charlie to come and help him.
The two then carried him behind the rocks and laid him
gently on the ground.
"Now then, Char lie, get at wor k and see how badly he is
wounded," our hero said, nodding to the scout.
"All right, Wild," was the reply, and he went right at it.
"He's been hollerin' a whole lot," he said, after he had made
a quick examination, "but I reckon he's mistaken about the
bone bein' hurt. The bullet went r'ight on through the fleshy
part of his leg. It might hurt him a whole lot, but if it's attended to right an' he's kept quiet he 'll be able to git around
ag'in in a conple of weeks, that is, if he ain't hung afore that
time. They bang rustlers down this way, so I've heard tell."
"Hang me now, then," came the quick reply from the cowboy. "I'm deservin' of it, an' I know it. But it's all the fault
of the range boss. He put this thing in our heads, an' after
we had run off a few cattle an' got paid putty good for 'em we
begun to think that the business was all right, an' that H,1skell could spare what we took. I'm mighty sorry I ever had
anything to do with it now, but it's t6o late. If I've got to be
hung, do it now an' put me out of my misery. "
"What's the fellow's name, Mr. Haskell?" Wild asked.
"They call him Soapy," was the reply. ''I don't know
whether he's got any other name or not, 'cal!se I never asked
him."
"My right name is Dick Grant,'' the cowboy spoke up.
"Soapy is only a nickname. I'm a rustler now;, but I used to
be an honest man. It's all the fault of Bart Malloy. He's the
worst man I ever met, an ' the most dediitful one, too. He's
been foolin' you right along, Jep Haskell, an' every time I've
been around where you was I've always felt as though I was
likely to be shot. I was ashamed of what I was doin', J:\ut
it's too late now, an' it was then, I s'pose, 'cause after I'd stole
the cattle the first t ime I was as bad as Malloy."
"Well, you're not as bad as some men I've met," our hero
said, shaking his head. "Just take it easy. Ther e m ight be
such a thing as you escaping being hanged. You seem to be
willing to tell all you know, and that means a whole lot."
"Yes, I'll tell all I know," spoke up the man, eagerly. " If
I ever· git well an' git the chance I'! t urn over a new leaf for
fair."
"You'll · git well, all r ight, if you live long enough, as I
said afore,,. Charlie spoke up just then, as he was busy putting
a bandRge about the wounded leg. " I' ll fix it so y ou k in be
I
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put ori horseback putty soon, an' then you kin go along with
us. "

"Jest about that time," the rnncbman declared. "If we go
along at a walk we kin do it all right in half an hour.·•
They did not try to hurry a bit, and in slightly Jess than
half an hour they suddPnly came to the top of a rise and
then it was a cor.1parat!vely level stretch of country lying
ahead.
H~re and there big patches of short grass could be seen
growing, while further off to the left the mesquite apr.;eared
in abundance.
A mountain stream no doubt flowed through that section and
fed the soi.I.
Presently the rustlers appeared before them.
They were st111 driving the cattle along, as though determined to take them to the W X Ranch.
'"Now then, boys," our hero said, nodding to his partners,
"I reckon it won't be very long before we·n have the cattl'l'l
going this way. Once we do this we will let them alone and
get after the scoundrels. It is going to be shoot to kill now,
and I want you to all remember that. They will certainly try
to drop us, for they know that unless they do they will surel v
get the punishment they deserve. We have still got two
gcod hours of daylight, and before it get-; dark we ought to
have it all over with. Come on, now. We'll gtt up close to
them and s tare the. thing going."

"You'll take me back to the ranch, then?"
"We'll take you right over to the W X Ranch, I reckon.
That's where we're goin', 'cause we've got to git the rest
of the bunch."
"You had belter not go over there. Husker is a mighty
bad man. He's worse than Bart Malloy. He's the only man
that·s been buyin' all the cattle, you know. He drives 'em up
the railroad track as fast as his cowboys gits 'em, an' every
now an' then he puts 'em in cars an' ships 'em away. He's
got the so.me brandin'-mark as Haskell has, an' that makes
1t easy for him ter do it."
"How long has he been usin' that kind or a mark?" the
ran chman spoke up; sharply.
.. Ever since he's been here. When he took hold o! the ranch
he changed the brandin'-mark so it would be the same as th e
nearest one to him. He done that for a purpose, of course. "
'"Yes, I see. '!'hen he's got a J for his mark, eh?"
··Yes, a J that runs over to one side the same as yours-the
Sleepy J."
·
··well, I wish I'd knowed that. I was over there a couple
of times, but I never thought of lookin' at any of his steers
close enough to see what the mark was."
"I heard him say that he bad as much right to that kind of
•
a brand as any one else, but, of course, it was done so you
CHAPTER IX.
wouldn't be able to pick out any or your steers if you hapALL BUT TWO.
pened to think they had been took over there. You couldn't
Young W ild West, with his partners and Ranchman Hasdo it to snve your life, Jep."
"Maybe I couldn't. But there's a few in this bunch what's kell, galloped along and soon reached the edge or the big, level
•
been drove along ahead or us that I could pick out, an' don 't stretch that lay at the root of the hills.
When the rustlers saw the little party riding toward thr m
you forgit 'it."
they qui ckly divided themselves and rode ahead, soon leaving
Charlie WiJ.S not long in dressing the wound, and when he the cattle behind.
had done so the cowboy dec1ared that he felt much· better.
Once at th e other side or th.em they slackened their p~ce
"Anything you want me to do now I'll do," he declared, and apparently waited for the attack .
earnestly. "I ain't goin' to plead !or my life, 'cause I'm
"Charlie," said Young Wild West, nodding to the s out,
deservin' or bein' hanged, an' that's all there is to it. But I "you take Mr. Haskell and go to the left. Jim and I will
would like to see Bart Malloy get what he deserves. Maybe I keep on to the right. We'll show those fellows th at t cy
was foolish. for l!stenin' to him, but if he hadn't coaxed me an' ca n 't frighten us any. Don't fire a shot until they begin
told me sich fine stories I never would have done it. A man shooting. I hate to do this, but it has come down to t!le fine
kin be led off, that's sart!n."
point now, and I simply will not be defeated in my attempt
"That's right," Charlie spoke up. "A man kin be lad off to get the rustlers.''
it he ain't got no mind of his own. A few dolls.rs made you
It was a surprise to Bart Malloy and his crowd, a..'ld almost
turn to be a rustler, an' when you got the money you spent it bercire they fairl y realized what the young deadshot Intended
every time you could git a.way where there was a whisky.:mm to do, Wild and Jim had g·alned rapidly upon them.
or a dance-hall."
On went the two, keeping a sharp watch on the v!llains,
"Yes, that's right. I'm dead broke at this very minute." neither of them attempting to fire a shot as yet.
"Well, boys," our hero spoke up just then, "I see no need
Crack! crack!
of staying here any lpnger. The rustlers have goue on with
Two bullets whizzed through the air · over their hoads.
the cattle. We may as well follow them and see what can
"Not yet, Jim," Wild said, In his cool and ,easy way, when
be done. Of course, we'll l>e able to make them leave the cattle he saw his companion raise his revolver as though he meant to
behind them after we get out into the open. But while we fire. " Wait till they get into a bunch. Then you'll be able to
are among the hills we had better go slowly."
hit something."
They now looked around for one of the horses the rascally
They easily got ahead of the crowd, and then made straight
cowboys had been riding.
for the place they were heading for.
Exasperated at seeing that their plans were likely to be
But none was left there, so there was really no chance of
foiled, the range boss and his gang urged their ho rses fortaking Soapy, the wounded man, with them.
"The only thing we kin dq is to fix him up comfortable like ward.
The distance between them quickly narrowed dow n, and
110' leave him here till we come back, Wild," tb:e .scout said,
when there was but two hundred feet intervening the shooting
Ofhen he had thought it over.
"Yes, that's right. I guess it will be all right. We can leave became dangerous.
some water within his reach, and if we don't get back this way
It was then that Wild nodded to his partner to go ahead,
again till morning he certainly won't 13tarve."
•and the next instant both began firing.
·'Don't leave me here!" the man pleaded, and then he burst
Two men were unhorsed in a jiffy, and this caused the gang
into _tears.
·
to come to a quick halt.
"We can't be both'ered with you, for there is no use or
"Whoopee! whoopee!" came from the other side, and then
trying to take a wounded tna along, riding double. You'll Cheyenne Charlie and the ranchman were seen galloping
have to stay here, Soapy."
swiftly forwa rd.
In spite of his pleadings, they made him as comfortable as
For the next ten minutes probably half a hun dred shots
they could and then all hands mounted and started on th e were fired.
trail.
But there was not a great deal of damage done, save, that
It was an easy one to follow, and In less than half an hour, three horses went down, leaving their riders crouching on
though they were riding rather slowly, they came ti" a straight the ground to escape the bullets.
stretch and saw the v1llains nearly .half a mile ahead o! them. · On came the scout and Haskell, and not tar behind them
Wild called a halt and then, dismounting, he cllmbed to an rode the girls, each of whom had a revolver ready to take part
in the firing.
eminence of rock and took a look ahead.
Wild soon saw that It would not be necessary to seek cover.
But he soon decided that there would be no chance or getThe rascally cowboys were demoralized now, and they
ting the best of the villains, for there were so many places for
th em to hide behind and form an ambuscade that it would seemed on· the point of giving lu.
"Keep on firing!" Wild shouted to Jim, who had got a
not do to take the risk.
·'We have got to let them go on until they get to the level short distance from h!m.
Crack! era-ck!
ground beyond," he said, as he swung htmselt into the saddle.
Each of them fired a shot and two more men fell from their
HWe'll just let our horses walk and have patience. In about
horses.
halt an hour we ought to ~ct there."
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============ -----Then two of them suddenly turned and rode away to the
left. leaving the rest to their !ate.
The )atter were <lazed at the ·uJden move, tor one of the
meu was th eir leader, the rauge 1.)0 ° s.
Before they could get thei r ho1 :;es around, Arietta . Anna and
-p:ioisc were r.o ch>se to them that unltlSS they ran straight
,uro the tire that "ould surely come they could not pro<:eed.
None of them tnrned their guns upon the girls at all, bu t
A;·ietta flrPd a shot that riipped a lo ck of hair from one o!
th eir h eads.
Their attention was attracted three ways now, and this
seemed altogether too much for th em, for sudden ly one of
th em threw up hls hands and yell, at the top of his voice:
.. Don't shoot no more. We'll give In!"
L'p galloped Young Wild Wes t, Dart close behlnd him, and
th en Charl!e and the ranchman came on up from their side
or the gang.
'"Cot enough, eh?" the young dead,hot said, a s::nile on his
handsome !ace. ·· I thought you would soon get enough. r
am very sorry that two of your ga,\g ha3 got away . One of
them is the man we wanted most ot' a!I. to.i. But we'll get h im
a little later on. We'll keep on following until we do get
him, you can be SUI e of that."
"It's Bart Malloy an' Stumpy who's gone away,•· came th e
r etort from the man who was hold ing his hands above his
h ead . " They're two sneakin; cowards, that's whi,t they are ...
.. All right. We'll have th e r ange boss and Stumpy," Jim
Dart retorted. ''Don 't you think that they're go ing to eFca pe
us. They may get as far as the W X Ranch, but that w!li be
a bout all, unless they keep right on going."
"That will be far enough for 'em, I s'wse, 'cause most likely
Husker will help 'em out."·
.. I hardly think so. When he finds out what has ha ppened
he will be glad enough to make terms."
The vlllalns were a sorry-looking lot when our friends rode
u p with drawn revolvers.
Not one of them appeared to be inclir.ed to...tl gJ.t any longer,
mo::e especially those who had been made prisoners before.
Two of them began pleading for their lives, while th e
others stood in s ilence and permitted themsehes to be disa rmed.
The fact was that not all of them had their weapon s, anyhow, since they had not taken time to ge t them when they
made their escape from the place where they had stopped
to cook something to eat.
The gi r ls ass isted Wild and the ra.nchman to keep them covered, while Charlie and Jim tied them securely with a couple
of lariats.
"What are you goln' to do now, Wild Y•· the scout as1-ed,
when there was no longer a chance for any of the prisoners
to get away.
''We'll go right on until it gets dark, and then we'll manage to find a place to stop over night," was th e reply. "I am
not going to give up this chase. We ought to reach the W X
In a couple of !::ours if we keep right on. But I don't want to
get there in the night-time. I prefer th e daylight."
"All right. It will be mighty tough to go without nothin'
for supper, but I reckon it won't be the first time we've been
- In that kind o! a predicament. We'll stick it out all right.''
They r ested for nearly half an hour, and then leav in g the
cattle to go wh ere they pleased, they tied the prisoners on
the horse s, enough of which h ad been spared to answer the
purpoee, and then proceeded in the direction Bart Malloy and
Stumpy hcd ta:rnn.
It was not long before they struck a regular trail, and whe n
the y had reached the top of a rlse, half an hour later, they
su ddenly saw a number of cowboys camped in a little hollow.
Near them was quite a big heard o! cattle, and Ha,,kel! at
once declared that they had reached the range that belonged
to lhe W X.
By this time the sun was sinking in the west. In another
c.alf hour it would have disappeared and darkne£s then would
come in a hurry.
There was a covered wagon with the cowboys, and this was
enough to sp.tisfy our friends that they would not go without
so mething to eat for supper, after all.
Bui in caee the cowboys put up a fight It would be different,
for they would hardly dare to take possession of the camp.
They kept right on going with their prlsonCJ·s, and as they
n eared the (;0wboy camp one of the latter mounted his horse
and came out to meet them.
·'Hello!" he said, In surprise. "What does this mean ?"
''We've got a few rustlers who were run ning off with some
cattle belonging to the Sleepy J, " Willi an.Jwt!red.

"Oh!•· anr\ the man gave a n od and smi led. "I thought
somethi n ' li ke that would llappen afore very Jong. I was
lhinkln' of quiltin' :ny job, anyhow. I don't l!l,e the way
things ha s lJeen runuin' here at the W X. Ca ught the rustfors,
eh? We!!, r thought fol' some time that Hue:ker was sellin'
cattle tllat he n ever ral:ed. Good enough! The boys will be
mighly glad to hea.r lh is . ..
.. Do you kaow who r am?" Haskell asked, as he rode up
to the n!an.
"No, can't Eay I ever seen yer afore."
'"\Ve!I, l 'ru Jep Haskell, of ther Sleepy J Ranch."
''I've h eard of yer. But where do t h ese rustlers hall !rorn ?"
"I•'rom my !'anch. They've been workin' for me right a!OflJ?:,
an' they've been playin' a double game. They got their wat',•'~
evel'y month, an' t hey've been stealin' my cattle an' runn ' u'
'e m o, er to the W X."
.. ls I.hat eo'? Well, a mighty bad lot you had workln' '.o r
yer. GJ in ' to hang ·'em putty soon? U you are, me an' ll!Y
pards will give yer a lift. We like to take part In sich thlt,;;s
as that. Any rustler ain't got no right to live."
'"W" \I on't hang them just yet,·· Young Wild West spoke 1 1p.
.. We are go ing to give them a fai r chance. I think we 'll ta '.; e
them I ii;ht Into Phoenix.··
'" Betler not take so much trouble, kid. It don't cost not:ii n'
to clean up sich a gang a s that. There's plenty of ropes In
our gang, If you ain't got none yourselves. "
·' Jt's Youug Wild West you're '.alkln' to now, stranger, n
the ranch man said. "He knows his business, I reckon." ,
'"Young Wild West, eh? Thunder! This ls what I call a
great surprise. 'l'he boys will be m ighty glad to see you.
Gracious! This ls what I call great! I s'pose it was through
Young Wild West that you got the rustlers."
.. Through him an' no one el~e. He's the one what flgu 1ed
lhe whole thing out an' chased 'em down. But two of 'em
has got away, an' I s'pose they've gone over to the W X. One
of 'em is my r ange boss, an' he's the leader of the gang."
·· He must be Malloy, then. I've seen him a couple of
times."
.. That's jest who h e is-Bart Malloy."
.. All ri ght. Husker may take a notion to stick up for h!m,
but I don't lcnow as he will, 'cause he's a putty foxy galoot.
He's jest as crooked as he kin be, but when he knows he'a
gittln' on dangerous ground he generally changes hie ways.
But come right on."
Tl11•y all rode up t o the camp with the man, who quick ly
told h! s companions, who numbered seven men, of what had
taken place.
The ro was mu ch C'xcitement there for the space of a few
minutes, and lots of questlcms were asked.
But It w:i.s not long before every man of the eight declared ~
that they were ready to h elp catch the two rustlers who . had
got awar, even though they lost their jobs by doing so.
They wanted Wild to r id e right on to the ranch, which they
said was about fifteen miles away.
,
But the young deadshot shook his head.
"No," he said. '"I have two reasons for waiting until tomorrow morning. In the first place, our horses are pretty
well played out, and in the second place I'd rather do this
bus:nets in daylight. Let Malloy- and Stumpy think they are
safe at the W X, and then we'll give them a surprise the trst
thing in the morning."
It happened that there was quite a supply ot provisions l!]t.he wagon, and the way the cowboys hastened to ret aomething to eat for our friends told plainly how w!lllng they were
to assist them.
The result was that In due time they sat down to quite a
good meal, with hot cofl'ee to wash It down . .
By this time It h ad grown dark, so there was nothing to
do now but to take the rest they were so much ln need of, :1nd
then strike out at daylight In the morning to get tne range
bo3s and l:;tump:;.

CHAPTER X.
THE RAXGE BOSS TAKES HIS MEDICI!\'&

Bart Malloy and Stumpy were thanking their atan when
they found they were not pursued.
From the distance they were able to look back and • • tllelr
companions surrender.
It must have been past the hour of nlne when they reached
the W X Ranch.
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Lights wPre burning in the house, and when they rod e
up, covered with dust and almost exhauswd, Husker himselt
ca:ne to the door.
··Who Is it?" he called out, sharply, as he peered through
the darkness at the two horsemen.
·· It's me-Bart Malloy, of the Sleepy J," the range boss answered.
·• Oh I Come on in,. Bart. What are you doin' here at this
ti me of night? ..
.
··we had to c0me here, that's ' all."
'·Hid to come!" exclaimet! tbo man. "What for?"
Inside the two men went, leaving their hor~es to shift for
themsehes.
Malloy was not long in t elling all that had happened, and
while he listened Husker's face showed slgnfl of dlspkasure.
When the story had been completed he shock his head and
said:
hWcll, I don't know as I kin do any more for you than to let

"He did, eh? Well, he !led," was the quick reply.
Malloy said not a word . He was trem bling in his boots,
.
too, and wondering how it was all going to turn out.
Stumpy was o.s pale as death, for he was even r.::iore frightened than his companion.
In a pen cloec to the adobe building at one side of the
corral was a ferocious-looking bull.
The gate to t he pen was securely closed, and near this the
two villains got, while the cowboys came up and surrounded
~hem.
··Haskell," said Husker, "I'm mighty sartin there ain't
no cattle in there that belongs to you. But you kin go in an'
look if you want to."
.. I don't know as I want to look. I'm satisfied to git back
the bunch that wi>.s bein' drove over here by the rustlers,
yisterday," was the r eply.
Wild aud Arietta had dismounted, and they walked over
close to wherP the two villains were standing.
Malloy ml';; hv.ve thought it was all up with him, an'd when
he saw the boy ;..ud girl so close to the gate of the bull-pen
he was seized with r, sudden idea.
"Stumpy," he 1:aid, in a whi!,per to his villainous companion, "I recko.i we kin git a chance to have rEJVenge, if we
can't do nothin' more. Most likely we'll git our medicine for
this, so if we kin git square with Young Wild West afore
we do it will be all the better. I'm goln' to open this here .
gate an' let that bull out at 1em. Then while he's payir:.'
attention to the bt:l! an' shootln' at hlrn, which he wlll have
tc do or else hav~ the gal tore to pieces, I'm goiu' to sta.-t in
firin', too. But I ain't goin' to shoot at the bull. I'll make
out I am, though.. But if I don't bring Young Wild West
down aforn I git through then I'll never fire another shot as
long as I llve."
.. Better not," Stumpy said, in a faltering voice.
"All right. You don't have to help me. I'm goin' ter do it."
The bull's attention had been attracted by the crowd that
had gathered around, and it stood pawing the earth and
showing signs of wanting to get out.
Wlld and Arietta were walking straight toward them.
'rllen something happened tha t they were not exactly prepared for.
The range boss flung open the gate and in rushed the maddened bull.
"!-{ow then. Champion Deadzhot, £how what you can do!"
he cried, sneeringly. "Klll tlio bull afore he kills you an'
·
the gal!"
With a fierce bellow the bnl! charged the boy and girl.
But as quick as a flash Wild's revolver was in his hand.
Cra k! crack!
Ee fired twice, and the bullets landed squarely between the
eyes of the animal.
With a quivering roar it fell heavily to the ground.
Crack!
The range boss fired, and the bullet narrowly missed our
hero's head and brought down the horse that one of the cowboys was mounted upon.
He aimed another '3hot, but before he could pull the trigger
Cheyenne Charlie's revolver spoke sharply and he f l to th'3
grouml, face downward.
·" I reckon that will be about all," Young Wild West said,
nodding to Husker. "Now, then, you'll have to explain yourself and then we'll get ready to ride back to the Sleepy J. ''
There is not much more to add to this particular adventure
of Young Wlld West's.
Suffice it to say that Husker managed to tell a story that
caused Jep Haskel! to let up on him.
Stumpy and the rest of the rustlers were taken to town that
very day, along with the man who had been shot by the ranchman, and it ls needless to say that they had a fair trial and
rece·ved the punishment they were deserving of.
Young Wild West and his friends remained a couple of days
at the Sleepy J and had a very good time, and then well
sati::.fled with the work they had done by ridding that Rertion
of the countr y of a bad gang, they set out on horseback in
search of anything that might turn up and give them a. chance
to do another good turn for some one who was deserving of it.

you stop here to-night. Things has got down into bad .,hape.
I ain't goin' to git Into trouble, so I'll jest turn loose all the
cattle you have brought here, an' then play the part of- an
innocent. I'm goln' to say that I thought yo1. wns tl 1e owner
of the Sleepy J, an' that when I bought th•' ('attle of ,on I
was doin' it in good faith. Ycu kin say wL,;t you re a mind
t o, but I reckon my word will go a whole lot further than
yours.·•
·• I don't care what you say as long as you give ui; a chance.
We'll strike out to-morrow mornin' for sc-me other place.
It's all up as far as doin' business around here is concernerl
any more. I hope you don't git caught, Husker, 'cause you
have been a good friend to us. You have paid us a heap of
IJlOney."
"I know I have. But I can't see that I've made enough
out of it to pay -me for the risk I've been takln'. But leave
lt to me to git out of this scrape."
T he two v1llains were given food, and then the ranch man
fu rn ished them with a bed in the house.
H e did not arouse them until quite some time after daylight In the morning, and when he did so he smiled at t hem in
a peculiar way and said:
''\Vell, they're eomln'."
"Who's comln'?" Stumpy asked, in a frightened sort of way.
" Young Wild West an• a whole lot of 'em. Some of my men
is with 'em, too. I see that Jep Haskell is there. Yoa dic~n·t
say he was with 'em . ··
''Yes, I -did . I told you be was one of the gang,·• declared
Malloy.
"Well, there ain't much uec of you tryin' to git away, so
what are you goin' to do about it?"
" I reckon you'll have enough influence to make 'em let us
go, if you want ter use it," the range boss declared, ,;tubbornly.
"I'll see what I kin do. But there ain't goin' to be no
fl ght in ' done here. You kin put that down as comln' from me."
Sure enough, our friends were approaching.
They had made a rather early start from the camp and Wl}re
rapidly nParlng the house.
"I'm goin' out to the corral,'' said the boss of the '\Y X, as
he put on his hat and started from the house. ''I se,m to it
last night that there wasn't no cattle there but what belouga
to me, an' which I kin prove my claim to. If yon two fellers
wru1t to come along you kin do it."
Malloy a nd Stumpy hardly knew what they wanted to do.
But they left lt to the ranchman, and went with hii,1 to t!J.e
corral.
They were seen by those approaching, and the party at
once turned in that direction.
Wild and Arietta were the first to reach the spot.
T he range boss and Stumpy wer e standing at ~he gate
of the corral with Husker, who seemed to be perrecLly unconcerned.
·· Good-morning! " he said, raising his hat, politely. "I
reckon I know wha't you're after."
·'Maybe you do," Wild answered, in his cool and easy way.
"vVe are after these two rascals you have got there."
•· All rigM; you can take 'em jest as soon as you like."
" And we think there might be some cattle in here that don't
belong to you."
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD WEST
"You're welcome to go in an' look. "
"Come on; Mr. Haskell," Wild called out, and up came the CAUGHT BY SAVAGES; OR, ARIETTA'S DARING RESCUE."
uwner of the Sleepy J.
'
··Morniu', Haskell;·· said Husker. "I'm mighty sorry tllere's
oeen any t1ouble here. I've been buyin' cattle from Bart
Malloy right along, thinkln' he was the owner of 'em. He
told me he was in partners with you. "
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CURRENT NEWS
A. B. Carman, a teacher in the Young Men's Christian
Association at No. 5 West 125th street, New York, went
into the public baths at No. 250 West 60th street the
other afternoon and came out $95 poorer. Some one took
it from his trousers pocket while he was in his bathing
suit. The loss was reported to the West 68th street station.

t

John J\fonus Maloney, son of Mr. and Mrs. James Maloney, of Littleton, Col., former Brooklynites, was recently graduated from the Littleton Grammar School with
a rather r emarkable record. He completed his eight-}'ear
course in seven years, and stood at the head of his cl.ass
each term. During the whole seven years be was n ot absent twice during that time. The boy is a grandson of the
late John Monus, who was a well-known resident of Broo!.lyn prior to his death, some years ago. His mother was
Miss Daisy Flynn, whose father was a member of the
Board of Education of the old City of Brooklyn fo r a·
long time. Mr. Maloney has been Mayor of Littleton, Col.,
twice and has filled other positions in that city.

Four American tourists met with an exceedingly disagreeable experience while motoring in the Alps. The other
Sunday they crossed the Brunig Pass, unaware that the
authorities of the Canton of Obwald had ordered the pass
to be closed on that day, and on reaching Lucerne they
were arrested. Not only were they :fined $10, but were
After two well-dressed young men had visited the jewalso ordered to retrace their route and wait until the
elry store of Dreicer & Co., No. 560 :F ifth a-venue, New
next day, when the pass was "officially" open.
York, the other afternoon, it was found that necklaces to
the value of $400 were gone. The clerk who made the disAn attendant at the Louvre, Paris, recently caught a
covery and _had waited on the men, showing the goods
young woman in the act of smearing with red ink a valwhich they did not buy, but asked to have reserved, was
uable painting by Boucher. Examined by the police, the
Thomas J. Donlin. Donlin telephoned the police and a
woman gave the name of Delarue Frolaine and said she
detective hurried to the store. In the meanwhile Donlin
arrived from Brittany a few days ago. From t he incoherbad run to see if be could find the men. He finally came
ent n ature of her replies it is believed that she is not in
up with them at the store of Schumann & Sons, No. 71 6
the enjoyment of all her faculties. The picture was not
Fifth avenue. The pair had just asked to see SOlpe neckseriously damaged and can be cleaned. The picture by
laces. Clerks in the second jewelry store guarded the
Francois Boucher described in the above dispatch as havdoor, a policeman was called and a detective from the
ing been defaced probably is "Rinaldo and Armida." It
East Fifty-first street station was on the scene in a minwas painted in 1734.
ute. The men were arrested and the necklaces stolen from
Driecer & Co. were found on one of them . The men said
The Cana.dian Government has now decided to both they were Herbert Hass, twenty-one years old, and Sidwiden and deepen the Welland canal from Port Colborne ney Chrisler, twenty-three, o! Chicago. They were taken
to a short distance north of Thorold. The can al will be to the East Fifty-first street police station charged with
deepened from 14 to 215 feet and 80 feet in the locks, and grand larceny:
'
it will be widened from 150 t o 200 feet. A new sect ion
of similar dimensions is to be cut for a distance of 5 miles
While standing on top of one of many mounds near
from Thorold to Lake Ontario at Ten Mile Creek. This Magdalena, in the hilly County of Socorro, Santa Fe, N.
reconstruction will make possible the reduction of the M., the other day, Ursulo Borrego, a shepherd, sank knee
number of locks from 22 to 7. Eight hours will be saved deep in the soft earth. He struggled to free himself and
between Port Colborne and Fort Dalhoueie. The total suddenly plunged on through the crust 1of ground, fell
estimated cost of the n,ew wor k is $45,000,000.
thr ough space for twenty feet and landed on a stone floor,
He had discovered one of the apartments of a communal
Frederick Bridal, an Englishman on a tour of thfa dwelling believed to be centuries old. Borrego, aided by
country, found matching coins with total strangers e.n light, which came in at the opening he had made in fallexpensive pastime, as it cost him just $875 to indulge his ing, explored the room, which contained several lkeletons,
gambling instincts. The other day he appeared as com- charred red corn and many pieces of pottery, samples of.
plainant against Benjamin Lawrence, a clerk, of No. 249 which he took with him to Magdalena as conftrmation of
West 49th street,
New York, whom he charged with hav- his story. Such pottery has sold for $:100 apiece whenever
1
ing swindled him. , The case came up before Magistrat e it bas been found. The hole through which Bonego fall
Butts, in the West Side court. According to Bridal, he luckily was close to the wall of the prehistoric room, and
is stopping at the Grand Union Hotel, where he met after prowling about h e was able to climb to the surface
Lawrence and two other men in the cafe several days ago. by gaining foothold in the stones. Exploring parties will
The four began to match coins to pass the time away. go from here to dig on the moun d and on ot hers in the
Bridal said he won several small wagers; then the stakes vicinity. It is not known whether the room found by the
were raised and he began to lose heavily. The alleged shepherd is one of several subterranean dwellings or part
swi:n.dler said he had never seen Bridal before, but Magis- of an old cliff house, over which the aborgirines had built a
mound.
irate Butts held him in $3,000 bail for ex.aminatiO'Jl.
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The Specter of the Ptteblo
OR,

THE PHANTOM HAND
By PAULBRADDON
(A SEillAL £TORY)
CHAPTER XXIII. (Continued)

They had lel"L U1ree of th eir comrades behinrl-two men

rind a bo_r-1.o keep up the fircQ and the racket, and so
"Y cs, senor capitan, considerable of it."
"Well, it will be burdensome to carry after to-monow, keep up the delu~ion for an hour or hYo longer.
for if we arc successful in our attack on the cattle ran ch,
Th en' IJcing nothing fut thcr to wait for, the command
we shall be obliged to make quick time to,nrc1 tbe frontier. to fall in wa s given, and once more the marauders were
·
Now 1 propose, in acknowledgment of the handsome man- on the road.
ner in which we have been reC'eivetl and enterlainetl by
] t ,rn.., 11011· hroacl cla_r.
Senor Juan Fuentes, that we invite him and his bantl, a~
well as Don Felipe Sanchez's men, to visit our camp arnl
partake or our hospitality."
'·Gootl-good !" went around the boarLl.
"\Yell, then, the quicker we get about it the better," said
Gonzolez.
The word was speedily passed from mouth to mouth, and
within te~ minutes all were assembled at the camp.
Fuentes now insistetl that pickets should be thrown out,
and within ten minutes all were as~ernbled at the C'amp.
Fuentes now insisted that pickets should be thrown onl,
and that any person found prowling about the camp Fhoulcl
be instantly sei?:ed and brought before the chiefs.
Swiftly and secretly the preparations for the clepa rtu re
were made, and when all was ready, the hulk of the 1miled
bands started down the road with as little 11oi8e as po,sible.
A few were left behind to keep up the clelu~ion that the
whol e party was still in camp, and this they did to perfection .
The pickets were also orclererl to remain on duty for so m0
time, to arrest any inquisitive person wbo might fpproacl1
too near the discovery of the secret.
You sec the lo~s of Senor Fuent<'s' wealth hacl sharpened
his wits a bit.
On went the mongrel hand wiih A nsclmo Gonzolez an(l
Juan Fuentes at their bead.
No specter arose in their path to bar the ,my; nn phantom hand appeared to turn them back ; no ghostly warning
came to chill their heart~.
On and on they went to1rnrrl the Am crirnn camJJ. and
with every advancing step Fuentes' spirits arose until they
had almost reach ed fever heat.
Soon the sound of hor~es' hoofs, rapidly advancing. waR
heard, and not many minutes had elapsed when tbev 11·er0
joined by the greater part of those whom they left behind.
Their report was most satisfactory. Not a susp iciou~
person had bt'en seen near th~ camp. Undoubtedly it wa,,
4'till supposed to be occupied by the full force.

::ioou U1t>y came iu 5ight of lhe .-\.merican camp.
Ho 1r i'air, lio1r peaecl'ul all ~eeruccl.
T!rcre 11·a~ lite nea tl_y paiuieLl house with its broad veranda:-;, green ,rith climuing ,·ines, which were so trained
and entwined as alnioft to <;ouceal lhe light woodwork, and
furnish a grateful ancl luxurious i,.hade, as well as a delightful home to many a fenthereLl ,ongster.
.-\ t some cJ istancc to lhc ri g hi 11·as a ra , t crushing mill,
nea r ih is the engine-house, a u<J, Rlil l fo rthcr away, was a
,aw mi!!.
So ,rork ,,·ns hcing- ,lrme in nny of these buildings. All
the nrnchinrry \l'HS 8ilcnt.
To the left. ancl 110nr the l10u ~0. ll'as the workmrn's quarters . '!'hen C'ame great anrl orrrflowing barn R, storehouse:0,
a nrl 011l-- b11ildings. nnrl nl a li11l c di,taucc beyond, the corr:i lR w0re ,it:1aird. All of 1Yl:ich plainly showed thnt, al though the rrvrntH's from the mines might be great, still,
"thr rarth gine forth hPr incrcaRe" in no ungenerous
lll('foRllfl'.

To look upon (hi~ pl0a,:ant iincl. peaceful ,;ce11r, as we
hare ll0,:nilw<l it·, 11·ho eoulcl lirlirrc that, in a few short
mom'r nfi;, nil would b0 C'irnngcd-horrihly changed?
Tlrni for the notr. of tile bird whic·h nestles in the climbing rinC'. thr nu·k of the rine f'hall he lieard, and for the
lo,r of Urn rn11·, in the 11 r ighliori 11g corral, the shriek of some
roor ,n-dch.
That the hroriklet. whi<'h no11· f101ys on11·ard toward lhe
ri,·<'r, p1ire ns cr~·stal, shall soon be dyed red.
But it i~ c,·cu 1<0.
;:;;urldcnly, flll(l with R wiltl _rf'll, the nrnn1nclcn: come
rushing do ,rn 11pon lhc place.
Q11ickl}.' the home is snrronnrlcd, a11d a storm of b't1llets
rain upon it.
For a time there is no response; the place seems deserted,
and so, tlismo:mting, many of the marauders rush upon the
clo~ea doors in order to force an entrance.
Then, incJe~tl, come~ the ans,rering ~torm !
l•: rrry windo,r , C\'err loop-hole-rrncl lhcy are manybelch forth fire ihat seems to have been borrowed from the
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1
pit o.C hades itself. And not a few of the over-rash assail- out-house, wh en there was a pot of gold at hand · to be had
for lhe laking.
ants bite the dust.
But Dayton was not lo be found. In ~hort, he was not in
So then, the Americans had not been taken wholly unathe house at all, neither were there any traces of the
wares ?
X o; Riddle, who had been out on one of his roving ex- lady.
Fuentes gave vent to his rage by hocking ot the bed,
pedi_iions, saw_ the bnnd as it entered the clump of trees to
whi ch it was ericl eJJt his en emy had lately occupird. And
await the commg of those left behind.
'The boy came within an ace of being disroYered, and had I when he realized that this was time wasted, he comrnenreo,
he !wen, it would have gone hard with him; but h,v throw-I in company wi th his friends, the search after lhe hidden
.
ing himself upon his face, and worming his way through treasure.
And, while the awful work was going on without! them
t he undergrowth, he managed to get out of the way and
two went f rom room to room, seeking for what they could
gi,·c the alarm.
not find.
At length they wer e satisfied that it had bee n so carefully sec reted that much time would be required to discoYcr
CHAPTER XXIV.
it, and Fuentes, in his baffied rage, was for burning the
place at once.
JOSE TAKES A FEW PRISONERS .
But Gonzolez insist ea lhat they should wait a lillle.
"iYe"ll have in some of the men and t ear up the floor !''
X o sooner did Spencer comprehend the great and imniinent danger that threatened them than he dispatched a said he. "Burning the place 1rnn 't 1Je the best way of gettrusty and well mounted messenger, by a roundabout way, ting possession of what we seek."
Meanwhile the attack on the out-building went on, and
to the Navajo chief.
proved destn1ctive, indeed. Ancl what to ~pencer seemed
.
He _then took measures for Dayton's safety.
"While he was t hus engaged a secret messenger arrn-ed still worse, and filled him wi1.h consternation. was, that the
who bore credentials from a mysterious and important per- I other out-buildings were bein" entered and t hat in all
I
sonage, and, when he had made himself known, he produced probability, before succor could arriYc, 'Dayton w~uld be
discovered and murdered.
a note of warning.
He looked about him .
When he had read it, Spencer sadly told him that he
Jn all he could not muster aboYe fifteen men.
had come too late, as the enemy were already close at hana;
1\Iore than half his force was al read y eilher killc<1 or
but they should do their best to defend themselves.
He th en made such arrangements as were possible 1.o wounded.
Re plainly saw that the end was not far off.
prepare the house to withstand an assault. .
He i::alled Riddle to him.
Jt came, and quite as soon as they were ready for it.
"Can yon get out of this place without gelling killed?"
For more than half an hour the little party in the honse
b~ld Lhei r 01rn; but the enemy were too strong-too de- h c asIrn d .
termin ed.
The hoy grin11ecl.
On e of th e d oors at length gave way, and many of the
"There is no time to wa ~tc in wonl ~. yon ~f'e how we a re
b
d
win ows had een crushed in. Then, wi th fiend ish yells, situated. Go therefore at once to the adohe house and tell
they rush ed forward and soon had made a lodgment within
the good lady, or, if you cannot find her, sre .Tose and tell
·
the building.
Step by step ancl from room to room, the gallant Ameri- him e.v erytbing. Jf we cannot be deli,,ercll, let them see •
lo it that we arc avenged."
cans contested every inch of the ground; but at length they
'I'he boy pull ed up a board in th e floor 9f the building ,u1d
wrrr forced to retreat.
This they did in a ma.aterly manner, cutting their way dropped ~hrough the o_pen_ing. 'l'hen. crawling through nn
through a party of the enemy stationed in the rear of t he aperture m the under_p mnmg, made his way, under cover of
hou se, and reaching the sheltering walls of an ou t-building I thP. tall gra~s'. to a _distance bc?ond the r~ach of bullets.
He then r_a1sc<l h1m;;elf 11p and was off like a flas h.
at some littl e distance away.
On rca~hmg the forh he cnc om:_itered a la_rge band of
Bnt, alas! they left behind them no less than ten brave
the ~avaJos uncle: comma·n<l of. their great chief, who had
mrn, who would never battle more.
-:\fany of the Mexicans rushed after t he little party in received a mysterious mesrnge from the Pueblo aa well M
on1er to renew the attack, bu t Fuentes and Gonzolez r e- th at sent by Spencer .
Riddle bade th em hasten with fill sperd if they would be
urnin.<'rl h"hind in the house.
of an y 8ervice to his nrn~ters, or even in time to avenge t heir
Roth Imel potent rearnns for so doing.
Fu r ni es not only believed that the treasure taken from deflths. He then hastened forward .
He reached the adobe house.
l1irn the night before was ther ein deposited, but he also beHe could not find the Senora Camila; sh e was not about
lieYed that in one of those rooms he should find . his most
hated enemy-Dayton-find him helpless and unresisting, the place, and none could tell where she was.
and he had strong hopes of finding the Senorita Eugenia! Jose he discovered at last, and to him he told his doleful
story, and it lost nothing in the telling.
Cardenas as well.
(fonzolr7,_tlrn 1ght hr had now rrached the place to find : 'For a time the good old man could barl1ly control hi mwhi.rh he hail nnder1aken the expr diti on, and he saw no seH.
(To be Continued)
reason for troubling himself about a handiul of men in a11 I
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
MUST NOT MAIL TOADS.
Uncle Sam's representatives in the Southwest have begun their annual warning to travellers against the practice
of placing live horned toads in the · mails. Since the
season's crop of too.de is unusually large, due to the frequent ruins of the early spring, and the number of tourists
is greater than ever, postmast ers have already found many
toads in the mail boxes. They have to be thrown out, and
many a friend or loved one back home will fail to r eceive
the much sought after pet from the Southwest.

PROTESTS AGAINST DOGS.
Having appealed to nearly every city department in an
effort t o have a large number of dogs removed from a
street in the Vhshington Heights section of New York, a
woman resident there has lately asked Health Commissioner Lederle to rid the street of dogs at once or the
woman says she will lose her mind. In an attached statement the complainant gives the number of dogs in the
apartment house in which she lives. '!'here are more than
fifty, she says. One of them, she declares, "is as big as a
bull moose," and the other night when she tried to go
out of the front door the big dog got in the way and she
fell over it. The woman said she had appealed in vain to
the Police Department and to all the others, as well as
a number of societies interested in dogs. She was told
she said, that most of the apartment houses of the city
were the homes of countless dogs and that she was "up
against it" if she expected to get any relief.

NEEDLE IN TOE 30 YEARS.
After walking for thirty years with a needle in her foot,
Mrs. Daniel S. Hornbeck, of Milford, N. J., had the needle
taken out recently. Thirty years ago, when Mrs. Hornbeck was a ten-year-old girl, she stepped upon the needle.
No trace o.f it could be found. Time went on and the
needle gave her no trouble until a few years ago, when she
had much pain in her foot, which was attributed to a corn.
She stood the pain as long as possible and then decided to
REVENUE FROM BIRD'S NESTS.
have the corn removed, but the com proved to be the
Among
the strangest methods by which governments
sewing needle that she had pick'ed up thirty years before.
derive income is that employed by the Siamese authorIt was imbedded in the bone of her large toe.
itie:i, who now gain a considerable revenue from the r.ental
of the islands where the sea-swallows breed.
TO EXPLORE UNKNOWN LAND.
These birds construct a nest which is edible, and is
Henry G. Bryant, president of the Philadelphia Geo- highly prized by the Chinese
and Japanese, as well as
graphical Society, left St. Augustine, Labrador, recently other Orientals. In fact,
in recent years these bird's
to explore and map the St. Augustine River. He enters nests have been imported and find a considerable sale,
at
the Gulf of St. Lawrence at this place, and will traverse a very high prices, in the Chinese
cafes.
country never penetrated by white men. Mr. Bryant inThere are between 4.00 and 500 of these islands, the matends to make a thorough reconnaissance of the river and jority of which lie off the
coast of the Siamese-Malayan
its adjacent country on either side from its mouth to its provinces, especially that of Bandon. Stretching
for
8ource, crossing a tributary of the Grand River, and thence hundreds of miles, in this vicinity,
are the islands, crags
to Hamilton Inlet and the Hudson Bay sections on its of rocks, volcanic in origin. They
are the all-the-yearshore. Russell W. Porter, of Greenland, Alaskan and round homes of the millions
of swallows, and nowhere else
Franz Joseph Land experience, accompani!)s Mr. Bryant in the world are they found
in commercially profitable
as topographer, and two Newfoundland boatmen and two numbers.
Indian packers make up the party.
A superstition exists among" the natives that the birds
extract the glutinous substance from which they build
OLYMPIAD HURTS ENGLAND.
their nests from the sea.foam, through which they are
'J_'he newspapers of London continue to grieye over the frequently seen to dive. Scientists, however, while not
poor display made by the British athletes at Stockho_lm. entirely agreeing as to the source of the substance, do
The "Standard" sa)'t!: "We idle and loaf over various generally incline to the belief that it is a secretion from
games without throwing into physical education either the their stomachs, perhaps of partially digested food.
artistic zest of the Scandinavians or the stern system of
The first nests built are of the highest grade and very
the Americans. Our athletes failed not so much through delicate. When these are taken by the bunters the feindividual deficiencies as in the way of proper manage- male sets about the building of a second, which is coarser
ment, control over training and discipline, and the gen- in fiber and less valued. After the second nest is taken
eral result is that we cut a poor figure in the eyes of a vast the female becomes extremely petulent, attacks her mate,
crowd of q-itical spectators and the world outside. It and forces him to assist in the construction of a new home.
calls for serious reflection on our part. Our leading Less care is exercised by the unfortunate bird this time,
athletes and sportsmen do not want another fiasco in 1916, and sticks and grasses are employed in the building. The
and at Berlin, of all places, where the Germans will make third nest is never disturbed by the hunter.
the most strenuous efforts to dispute the palm with the
Professional hunters derive an astonishi\1gly large inpresent winners once again. Great Britain must make come from the bird's nests, which have a permanent
m,,rket.
up."
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KIT CARSOI\l'S CHUM
OR,

A BOY tS FIGHT WITH REDSKINS
BY COL. RALPH FENTON
( A SERIAL STORY)

CHAPTER XL (Continued)
"I've got it!" Budd mused. "Hanford was afraid I'd
find my friends and come here; and he's hurried off to the
main village, wherever it is, anc1 has taken Betty with him.
I 've come here for nothin', but I won't give up the hunt,
f or all that; and if these fellers make trouble, I'll settle
with some of 'em before I leave."
There was still a chance that the captive girl might be
iL the other tent, however, and 13udcl made his way cautiously toward it, determined 1.o satisfy himself on that
point before leaving the camp.
While he was making his way to the tent he heard the
cry of a night-bird, r epeated two or three times, and then
several of the Indians arose anJ answered the cry.
In a :few moments three or four Apaches came in and
there was considerable excitecl talk, l.Jut what it was al.Jout
Budd could not determine.
He lay perfectly still and was unnoticed, and after a
while several of the party left the camp.
Again the boy made his way toward the tent and had
almost reached it when the Indians returned and there was
more talk and a great deal of bustle in the camp.
The fires were started up again, but Budcl was far
enough away not to be detected, although he knew not at
what moment the excited Indians might approach him.
He was ready to defend himself, knowing that he would
h aYe to fight for his life, and he watchecl every movement
of the Apaches with the greatest concern.
Finally some of the savages began taking down the tepees
and three or fom approached the one he hacl been watching and proceeded to take it down, the boy assi~ting, l.Jut
keeping his face in the shadow.
'l'here was no one in the tepee, and his long vigil hacl
been in vain .
Knowing that it was dangerous to remain !ouger, he
p resently managed to withdraw without being seen, and
made his way out of the camp and along the defile in the
r ocks.
At the end of the passage he encountered several Indian s
and had to go in a direction opposite to lhe one he wished
to take so as to avoid talking with them .
Finally he left them behind and came out upon a path
r unning along the top of a cliff where there was a magnificent view· of the surrounding country, the valley below,
t he river and the distant mountain.
It was nearly daylight now, and not wishing to ru:ri the
chance of meeting any large body of Indians just then, he
looked around for a convenient place to hide.
H e r emoved his disguise and threw it over the cliff and

then finding a stunted tree growing in a :fissur e of rock
somewhat back from the edge of the precipice, he ensconced himself behind it where the trunk and foliage concealed him and was soon asleep in spite of himself, worn
out by the many exciting incidents of the day an d night .
In fact, he had slept but little for two days, and it was
no wonder that when the tension was removed he should
fall into a deep slumber from which no ordinary sounds
would awake him.
A Jeep or awake, however, his senses seemed always on
the alert, owing to the excitement of his life and the
dangers which generally surrounded him, and now he was
aroused soon after sunrise by some feeling of insecurity
which made him come out of his hiding place, stretch his
l imus, look carefully around him and test his weapon.
"I don't bear nothin' suspicious," he muttered, "but I
reckon it' 1.ime to be movin'. The sun's up an' I gotter
look for Tim and Cuff. Reckon they're putty tired waitin'
·
for me."
He started down the path when suddenly a t omahawk
whistled past his bead, struck the rock ahead of him, sending out a shower of sparks and falling, with a clatter, over
the cliff.
The boy wheeled, threw his gun to his shoulder and fired
at a fl eeing Apache, who, knowing he had missed his aim,
was now seek ing safety in fl.igllt.
'l'he len den messenger sped swiftly on its errand and in
another instant there was a scream of agony and the redskin v;ent tumbling over the precipice.
"That's anotl1er," muttered Budd, as he beat a retreat ;
but in another instant a powerful half-naked savage, in all
the ferocity of his war-paint and feathers, rushed upon h im,
while not far away he saw fully a dozen others hurriedly
approaching.
Budd's weapon was only a single barrel, and t here was
no time to reload nor do anything but put himself on the
'
defensive.
He threw aside his gun, drew his knife and aimed a blow
at his savage foe as the latter rushed upon him.
Steel clashed against steel, and a shower of sparks flew
,
out as the two knives met.
. Again the two combatants struck at each other, and
again the knives struck together, Budd's falling out of his
hand.
The Indian, with a look of triumph upon his hideoUB
features, rushed upon t h e boy, expecting to cut him down.
Budd seized the uplifted a.rm, however, and in an instant
the two clinched-
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'l'he other Indians stood apai·t, watching the fight, but
never doubting its outcome.
Toward tl1e edge of the precipite ihe two strnggletl, eae:11
striving to get a grasp oll tnc other nml throw him ol'er.
The savage m1s a powerful l'ellow, ancl all that Bu1l1l
could hope to do was to prevent him getting the better of
him, having little hope of throwing his desperate foe.
Along the edge of the precipice they staggered, 110w so
close that it seemed as if both must inevitably go over.
The savage could not get the hold on Budd that he
wished, for the boy held on to him, grimly, as if determined
to tire him out, at the same time looking for any achantagf',
eYen the slightest, which would enable him to conquer in
the end.
'L'he savage tried to use his knife, but Budd preventecl
this by pressing his adversary's arm close to his side.
Up and down, along the edge of the precipice, they
struggled, clasped in a close embrace, both striving to his
utmost to overcome the other, but neither gaining the
advantage.
.A.t la.st, however, Budd's foot turned on a loose stone;
he lost his hold on the savage and in an instant he was
thrown on his back, where he lay, half stunned.
The Apache, with a look of hate and triumph upon his
rage-distorted features, rushed at Budd, knelt above him
and raued his knife to drive it into the boy's body. At
that instant, IO full of peril to the half-unconscious boy,
there was a sudden sharp report and the savage leaped to
his feet, turned completely around and then fell headlong
over the precipice, with a bullet in his brain.
The other Indian-, seeing him :fall, came dashing for'ftrd, hoping to avenge his death upon Budd, but at that
moment Carson, Colonel Hawkins, Tim, Cuff and a dozen
inen from the fort swept into view and they fled in dismay.
"Jmt in time, old chum l" said the scout.

,CHAPTER XII.
A HOT 01USE.

The soldiers fired at the retreating Indians and pursued
them for some little distance, killing several but finally
returning when the saYages sought shelter in places where
it was impossible for a horse to follow.
"I reckoned you might be in some trouble," said Carson, taking Budd's hand and grasping it, warmly. "We
came upon the nigger and the Irishman, and they said you
was spyin' upon the ' Paches, but that ye hadn't come back
and they was afraid ye'd been carried off."
"That was about the ciosest squeeze I e-ver had," said
Budd, "and you didn't come none too soon. I reckon if
you hadn't fired when you did, I'd'ye been a dead boy now."
"l saw there wasn't no time to lose if I meant to save
my chum," said Carson, "and l drew bead in a mighty
hurry, I can tell you, and just took all the chances there
was."
"I never heard of Kit Carson's missin' a shot," said
Budd, "and if you got a sight on the skunk, that was
enough. 'l'here's another one of 'em settled with, but
there's a lot more to come till the score is wiped out."
"'I'ell me, boy," said Colonel Hawkins, "have you seen
anything of my darlin&' Betty?"

''Yes,'' said Bud cl, "lint J clitln ·t get her a way from the
varmiJJts !'' ancl the Loy therC'11pon told the story of his
adve11tures.
''\\'C'·n· gol a h11nt before 11~, T r.ec-kon," said Carso~;
"ht1l l've sd out to rt'sky the gal, and rm goin' to do it,
whatever happenR."
"That's just \1hat I'm going todo myself," said Buad.
"Troth, yez ean c·ount me in on that,'' said Tim.
"I'se heah, too, Mars Budd," said Cuff, "an' whatever
yo' does, I'se gwine ter do, too, chile."
At this moment the soldiers returned and Teportecl the
ronL arnl escape of the lndians.
'· TL i~1J'l liJ,a,]y that the gal was with 'em," saiJ Carson,
"and tl1ey may not have ucen a part of the bancl that took
her ofl', and so 1 rcc:kon we·ve got to find the trail of the
re ·t and foller it up. There uin 't no time to lose, so tlie
sooner we get started, lhe ucttel'."
Oil' they started without delay, hoping to get upon the
trail of the Apaches before the latter acquired too great a
lead .
They kept on till noon, following a trail which Carson
said he knew led to an Apache settlement, it being their
intention to go there and demand the return of the capti,·e
girl.
""We're not sartain that she's there," said the guide,
"but if we talk business to 'em they'll mebby stir their
stumps an' try an' do suthin' for us.''
"Then you think you may frighten them into finding
where my daughter is, and giving her up?" asked the
colonel.

"Thet'e jest it," returned the scout. "The 'Paches talks
of goin' on the war trail and all that, but at the sight o'
so<Ters nn' talk of cuttin' ofl' their rations, they hain't got so
m~ch to say. They're a nasty lot, them 'Paches, and ye
can't tru-st 'em nohow; but when they see that the GoYernment means business, they gen'ally go slow.
"Ef the hull tribe of 'em was wiped out," said Budd,
"we'd have no trouble with 'em; but as long as they's any
o! 'em left, they're bound to cut up rough. The on'y way
to get peace with 'em is to wipe out the hull durned tribe."
"Troth I think ye're right," said Tim. "It's throuble
enough 1"1·e had wid th· Jnj ine~, and av they was all dhruv
into the say then there'd be some comfort in liYin' out in
these haythin lands."
"I wanter settle ,1·ith Tied WoH," said Budd. "iD1en I
wipe him out and get back my little sister, then I can take
a rest; but 1 won't get one till I do it."
"'l'roth and I'd like to be there to help yez, me bye," said
Tim.
"So 'd I, ).fars Budd," said Cliff; "an' when yo' yanks de
skalp off'n clat yer feller, 1'11 help yo' do it."
At noon they halted for dinner and to rest the hon:es,
as the latter had been on the go continually since early
morning, and the road over which they traveled was none
of the best.
After diIJ11er, it being the intention of the men to rest
for another hour before proceeding, Budd took Tim and
Cuff with him and started off to see i! he could scare up
some game, as it was necessary that the party should have
provisions.

(To· be Continued)
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TIMELY TOPICS
M. Vechiu, the superintendent of a large farm at Bmcr,
Rurnania, wa recently attacked by an army of fifty women.
M. Vechiu had refused a demand to allow their cows lo
graze on his land and to frighten the deputation away he
hau. fired over the heads of the women. Infuriated, the
milkmaids rushed upon him and it was only by the inter,
vcntion of som~ shepherds that he was rcs<:ued from their
vengeance.

}Irs. Andrew Reilly, aged thirty-five year;;, was burnad
to death at her home near Fishkill anding, N. Y., t}ie
other day. The woman, who was alone at the time, fled
from tl;ie flames and then remembered she had left $65
in the hou~e. She went back for the money and, being
overcome, was burned to a crisp. 1\frs. Reilly came here
from New York with her husband, who is a blacksmith on
the New York Central Railroad.
Jennie Halberson, thirty-eight yel-"\rs old, and employed
by :\frs. Sarah Schlamowitz as a mai<l in o. 55 Le:uox
a venue, Kew York, was arraigned in the Harlem Court
recently charged with having taken dresses and clo'thing
valued at $500 from Mrs. Schlamowitz's home. The young
woman said she had lost her position and was to have
left her home, but Mrs. Schlamowitz refui>ed to pay her.
1\fter Mrs. Schlamo\':itz left thr house she took the clothing and left. A part of the clothing was recovered in
the girl's room in East One Hundred and Tenth street.
She was held in $2,000 bail for the Grand Jury.
An EngliRh naval engincrr has jwt 1nkrn out a patc11t
for an i1wi1,ible airship. It i~ a balloon of the dirigiblr
type, the outer envelope Ol which iR mane of chronium, a
metal susceptible of so high a polish that it becomes ai>
bright as a mirror. This is covered with a tran,;parent
varni~h to prcrnnt its lmtrc from h0ing climmccl. Thns
the Eurface of 1.he ualloon act~ a~ a mirror that reflect~ th0
Eky and the clouds among which it soars; the airship takes
on the exact color of its backgroun<l and is lost in it. This
balloon is made in a form that will cast as inconspicuous
a shadow as possible, and it is said to become absolutely
inrijule ,rhcn at an elevation of 500 foet.
Salomone, !he most spectacular brigan<l of recrnt year, ,
ha, just been sentenced by lhe Court of Assizes at Aquila,
Italy, to thirty ye.1rs in prison. S.1lomone looks like an
e[~,gant nobleman. Ile is tall, tltirlr-sevcn years old, always well dressed; his nails are well manicured and his
heavy beard is carefully trimmed, brushed and-perfumed I He writes clever stories for newspapers and has
published some clever poetry. He was tried and sentenced
for one murder and for one attcmptc<l murder, but he
confesses to having murdered three men, tried to kill another, and to having been guilty of many extortions.
Henceforth he will have an opportunity to do his literary
work in prison.
·

After stealing his brother's bankbook and obtaining
$200 from a private banker on a forged order, Bruno
1/,urkand, a cooper, eighteen years old, of No. 218 India
~trcct, Williamsburg, N. Y., was about to set out the other
day for a trip to a New England seaside resort when he
was arrested. This was not accomplished, however, until
the young man had led detectives a lively chase. He
was fimilly captured in a bedstead factory. Alexander
Zurkaml, of No. 78 Box ;;treet, is the complainant. He
had rnved more than $500 and put it on deposit with a
private banking concern. Recently Brun paid him a visit
and, left alone for a moment, he took his brother's passbook to the private bank. He went to the bank and on a
forged note drew $200. Meanwhile Alexander discovered
the theft and notified the police.
For a few moments the other day a silver mesh pocket~
book lay on the sidewalk near Fulton and Bond streets,
flrooklyn, N. Y. It contained two $500 bills, two additional yellowbacks each of $100 denomination, and some
loose coin amounting to 65 cents. The first person to
see it was Charley Hertle, 17 years old, who lives with his
father and mother at 37 Hill street, Brooklyn. He picked
the pocketbook 11p and examined its contents in a doorwa~·- The bills made him gasp. A richly-dressed diamond
bcclecked woman passed the doorway. She was wringing
hrr hands in bewilderment. "What shall I do!" she wailed.
''l've lost my pocketbook!" Charley handed her the silver
mesh purse. She did not hug him. Instead, her jewelled
fingers cla~ped the purse and she fumbled with the bills.
"Y C'~, everything is here," she informed him, excitedly.
"Thank you; oh, thank you!" and she hurried on. "Geel
that's tough!" said Charley, despairingly.
The organization equipment of the ,French Army came
in for severe criticism in the Chamber of Deputies recently during the cons1deration of the War Office estimates
for the year. Commander Driant, Nationalist Deputy
for Nancy, drew the attention of the Minister of War to
the marked numerical superiority of the Germa:g. over
the French army. Germany, by reason of the re<:ent augmentation, would, after October next, in the event of the
sudden outbreak of hostilities, be able immediately to put
over 700,000 men against the French frontier defenses,
and this without appealing to her reserve . .All that France
could oppose to this enormous host was 500,000 men, and
in October the French time-expired men would have reltirned to civil life, and their places would be filled largely
by conscripts. Were an enemy suddenly to attack the
eastern frontier, these conscripts, Commandant Driant, declared, would be overwhelmed before the reserves could
be mobilized and sent to their assistance. M. lfillerand,
Minister of Wnr, replying, said he was aware of the great
responsibility that rested upon him, but it did not appear
to him possible to bring about an increase in the French
army, corresponding to that of Germany.
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GOOD CUHHEN'I' NEW~ AH'l1ICLES

Iu Newfo ndland, a suburb of Paterson, N. J., two
young men recently broke into the residence of John Sisco,
a wealthy farmer, and after binding and gagging Miss
Elsie Sisco, his eighteen-year-old daughter, ransacked
every room in the house. 'rhey escaped with $800 worth
of plunder. rrhe girl's parents had gone to Paterson shopping. When the mother rel.urned she found the girl on
the floor in the front room with her feet and hands tied
and a piece of muslin tied OYer her mouth. News of the
robbery spread quickly in the village and a posse, in automobiles, started after the robbers who had two hours start.
The fugitives were not overtaken, although it was learned
that they had gone in the direction of Greenwood Lake.
The girl says the two men, both of whom were about
twenty years old, wore black su its and were smooth shaven.
Several persons assert they saw the men at New Milford
while others claim to have seen them walking in the direction of Greenwood Lake. A search was made at the lake
but the men were not. found; it will be continued.

-----------

"He's out," said the catcher. "He's dead ." said the
umpire just as Jo~eph Laverick, fifteen years ol.ll, rolled
GRINS A~D ('UUClfLE~
into the home plate while attempting to make a "squeeze
play" recently in a ball game on Duquesne Heights, Pitts"Did my diamonds call forth any comment?" asked Mrs.
burg. He was struck on the head with a bat which slipped
Cumrox. "Yes, ind eed," answered Miss Cayenne. "I
from the hands of the batter and died imtantly. The
hear<l several people refer to you as the human chandecatcher tagged thE! dead player wii.h the ball, not know- lier."
ing that the boy had been struck with the bat.
After being lost on the desert of Southern California,
for nearly three days, Dr. D. B. Wylie. of Calzona, was
rescued by a party of citizens of Wic:kenburg, Arir.. While
on a professional call Wylie alighted from his horse to
tighten the girth. The horse bolted and ran, leaving the
physician to walk. He lost his way in the darkness, and
after tramping many miles was on the point of giving up
when he heard a pistol shot and was able to give a faint
yell, which attrncted his rescuers. He lost sixty pounds
in weight in three days.

beacon Jones-Don't you know it is very wrong for
little boys to throw stones? Tommy Wicks-M'm! Last
Sunday you was cracking up David for letting go at
Goliath.
"You?" snorted Miss Sharpe. "Marry you? Why, you
are only an apology for a man." "But," protested Mr.
Small, "you will not--" "No; I will not accept the
apology."

Patient-Do you · consider this trouble fatal, doctor?
You know my means are limited and- "Well, as a rule_,
Demands made by Daniel Logan, a prisoner in the Yon- the patient succumbs to it after about $2,000 worth of
kers lockup, that lie be given a 1:,hower bath every twenty treatment."
minutes led to the appointment o.f alienists to examine
him as to his sanity. Logan, who liYes at No. 100 Upland
J\Ir. Gooder-Here's a book I'd very much like to have
avenue, Yonkers, N. Y., was arrested as a kleptomaniac. our daughter read. It contains some good advice for a
His specialty was stealing petty things, such as wearing girl of her age. Mrs. Gooder-Very well. I'll forbid her
apparel. H e got a notion that he should have a shower to touch it.
bath every twenty minutes or else he could not live. At
the bequest of his wife, Dr. W. S. Coons and two other
"I swear by you, tall elm in the park," he began, but
alienists designated by Jud ge Beall, examined him.
she ehut him off. "Swear not by it," she said, imploringly. "Why not?" he asked. "Because it is a slippery
Startling figures as to the volume of the traffic in worn- elm," she answered, knowingly.
out horses between England and t he Continent are conCassidy-! suppose ye heard the news about Flannery.
tained in the report just issued of the Departmental Committee which has considered the best means of developing Casey-Pwhat news? Cassidy-Ile was drowned thi.s
British export trade in live stock. The total number of marnin'. Casey-I don't believe it. Shure, I was talkin'
British and Irish horses exported in UllO was 59,149, val- to him yistherd'y an' he niver sed a word about it.
ued at over $5,000,000. More than 50,000 of these horses
were sent to the Low Countries-19,937 to Holland and
Indian Killer from New York-Where's yer Indians ?
30,206 to Belgium-and it is evident that most of these Colorado Jack-All dead. Indian Killer-Who killed
were intended for slaughter and food, as the average value 'em? Colorado Jack-Why, you see, young feller, they
was only about $55 and $65 respectively.
heard you was coming and they laid down and died.
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"Still Squire Halsey permitted my visits, although I
think he never dreamed of pen;nitting me to marry Minnie.
"Time passed.
By Horace Appleton..
"She had another suitor, in the person of a young lord, a
profligate, graceless ft:lllow.
A party of ten New Yorkers, myself included, under
"Squire Halsey knew it, but tainted with that curse, a
charge of Luke Howard, a weather-beaten tar, were in a longing .for connection with the aristoc1 ac_v, he encouraged
:fishing-smack, lazily fishing off the coast of Newfoundland. j h~s visits, and endeavored to pers~ade ::\finnic to accept
It was late in the afternoon, about four o'clock. Luke , him as a husband, but she, poor girl, already loved., and
Howard broke a silence that had settled down on us, by ! plainly told young Lord Link that his suite was in vain.
remarking, in a lone o.f expression not in keeping with his
"One evening he and I met at her house.
rough appearance:
"During it, she broughi from her own room for inspco"Gentlemen, we must go back to the hut without any tion a pair of handsome pearl bracelets, which her father
delay."
had presented her with on her birthday; and after we had
"Why so?" I inquired.
admired them, she set the box on a table in the room.
"Because there are signs of an approaching storm,
"Lord Link and myself left the honse together, and
which may even now overtake us before we get ashore." when we reached my house he expressed a desire for a
Our boat headed landward, and we were within a half drink of water.
mile of the shore when we first felt the storm. We landed,
"I invited him in, and conducted him to my own room.
and hastened to the hut, and were just safely ensconced in
"He departed shortly after and I retired iittle dreamit, when the storm with all its violence rushed upon us. ing of the storm that was goi~g to break ov;r mv head on
Luke, who had remained behind to care for his boat, : the morrow.
"
now came in.
.
.
.
"As I left the house at noon the next day, a hand was
From the moment I first saw him he ha~ been an e~1gma · placed on my shoulder, and I was informed th11t I was a
to me. Always courteous, yet never speaking, except if ab- prisoner.
solutely necess_ary, unless spoken to. Reserved to an extent
" 'What is the charge?' I asked.
that almost might be called moroseness.
" 'Stealin' Miss Halsey's pearls ' replied the bai1iff.
~?t s~llen, yet always appearing downcast..
.
"'Impossible,' I replied.
'
. 'Ilie au was damp ~nd raw, and the fire which :vas bu?t
"'We'll see about that'; we marched away, while anot.;ier
m the large, old-fashioned hearth, and threw out its gemal of the same ilk proceeded to examine my room on ths
warmth, was _very gratef?l.
authority of a search warrant.
I was furtivel y watchmg Howard, and as he arranged
"In an ld Jl,nd disused coat a pearl bracelet one of the
his blue woollen shirt, I caught a glimpse of a fine gold pair as ~ound
'
'
chain which ran about his neck.
' w
·
"'rhere was a trial,· I was convicted aud sentenced to
"Ah !" thought I , "a love affair of some kind."
In catching hold of the collar of his shirt, he uncon- prison at hard labor for the period of one year.
scious1y took hold of the chain.
"When my term expired and I emerged, determined to
There was a snap, and it fell to the floor, and then I saw root out the author of the plot that had wrecked iny charit connected with a bracelet of magnificent pearls.
acter and destroyed my fondest hopes, it was to learn that
All the rest of the company saw them, before, with Lord Link had been engaged in an affair of honor, anJ
flushed face Luke quickly caught them up and bid them killed his man, and so forced to leave the country for his
from sight.'
own safety. I saw Minnie, she told me she loved_me ~ill,
We were all on the qui vive, and Jimmy Banks, in an ' an,~ would marry me when I .cleared my reputahon.
undertone, said to another of the party that he would like
I started on a hunt for Lmk, who~ I cons1dereu, and
to know the history connected with the pearls.
nghtly, too, the author of my de3truction.
Although not intended for Luke's ears, he heard the
"I sailed before the mast and in other capacities for
remark, and alter a moment's painful hesitation, he said years, and had not found trace of the fugitive. At last I
in a low but impressive tone:
was a seaman on board a merchant ship which foundered,
"Gentlemen, you are no doubt curious to know how I and I, with two others, were so fortunate as to secure the
came into possession of. those pearls. I had thought never jolly-boat; for a week we floated hither and thither; then,
to tell the story; but no matter; I will if you wish."
when exhausted and faint, almost to the point of death, we
"We would like to hear it, but--"
were picked up by H. B. M. ship of war, the Grand
"Enough. It is now years ago, and I was a boy of Duchess, bound to the \Vest Indies on a mission to extermieighteen.
nate a piratical cruiser which had long frequented those
"As my name suggests, perhaps, I am English.
waters.
"In the same village in which I waa born and bred,
"We met the pirate; he tried to escape by showing us his
there lived a certain Squire Halsey, whose only daughter, heels; but our long swivel-gun in the fore shattered his
:Minnie, became dearer to me than life.
mainmast and it fell. He had nothing to do but fight, and
"My father was a retired business man, and worth a fight he did, with awful ferocity; but our superior armaconsiderable amount of money, but I was a younger son, ment decided the contest. All at once there was a sudden
and therefore had little.
cessation of hostilities on her part, we saw the vessel lurch
THE DIVER'S STORY.
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wildly a moment, and the next instant she had entirely disRalf an hour later the gallant ship struck, there was a
appeared. ~rhe mission accomplished, they were to re- 'last wild ·wail of the wind through the rigging, and the
turn. Stopping at an American port, my two companions ' spaTS toppled over.
and myself left the Grand Duchess.
'
\ We did all we could, and seventeen unfortunates were
"The pi.rate, whose Yessel we had snnk, and who was · rescued and con,eyed to Luke's hut, and among them two
known as Captain Blood, ,;ras supposed to have on board women.
his ressel wealth untold; and we we1e one day vi8ited by a/ It was long after daylight when Luke came in, and when
company of capitalists wl10 wi3hed to undertake searching he did, despite the fact that he was completely worn out,
the vessel.
he sought to see if he could do anythi~g for the saved per"We consented to accompany them. The expedition sons.
was fii.ted out, and an accomplished diver taken along. Be- I He approached the ladies first; then there came a wild
1
fore reaching the spot, he was taken with a violent fever, cry of mingled joy and pain, doubt and certainty; he
whi,ch would disable him from gojug beneath the water. pressed his hands to his forehead, staggered back, then
"In this extremity I consented to take his place. We threw himself on the floor beside one, and cried:
found the place and vessel one afternoon.
'"Tis she-my Minnie."
The woman for the first time since h~r rescue opened her
''.Everything was got in rea~iness, and the next mo~ning,
armd much bustle and confus10n, I arrayed myself m the eyes.
As they rested on l!.is face, a look of incredulity first
diving suit, and started on my perilous task. I shot downward and landed on the deck of the pirate vessel.
Icrossed her countenance, then it was lighted u~ by one of
"I made my way along the deck, which was lumbere.d happiness, and she whispered:
.
"I've come for the bracelet."
with overturned guns, the broken spars, and other litter,
with difficulty. I found the cabin, and descended into it.
He knew what it implied; she was free once more-free
"Through the visor of my helmet I could see quite plain- 1to become his wife.
ly, and as I advanced I was not surprised to see dead bodies
"Thank heaven I"
'
here and there.
'iVe remained with Luke a week, and before we left we
"In the back part of the cabin I saw another in a partly saw him and his Minnie united in marriage, and this was
standing position, with head resting in a porthole, ·whose I the way that came to a close the diver's story.
glass was broken, and through which, as I approached, several fish that had been partaking of a ghastly meal, dashed
CBAB.S THAT HUNT BIRDS.
away in the sea beyond. The dead man's back rested
Spor t smen wh o recen tly v1s1
· ·t ed th a t littl e k nown poragainst
a sofa, and his arms hung loosely
~"
. . by his side.
f th B ·t· h ..,,.___ · th I 1 d f ci k t
And 1 saw that he held somethmg m one hand. I took t'
b d·
d . 1'e tl t ·t
d 1011 o
e n 1s .=.up1re
e s an o oo o ra aver
a step nearer, and part1Y en !ng, gaze . 1~ 11 Y_ a 1 '. an , that no hunter can successfully compete on even terms
saw it was th~ other bracel_et of th e nnssrng pall' whlch I with the enormous crabs that hunt on its coasts. The
had been convicted of st eahng.
sportsman is always checkmated by the big crustacean.
"I snatched it from the dead man's hand, and then bend'l'he lagoons swarm with fish and are the resort of .laro-e
ing over him, scrutinized his face. 1t was that of-Link. flocks of duck. A difficulty in getting any of this gan~e
It was all clear now. He had stolen the pair, and when at lies in the presence of these crabs.
my house had slipped one in my pocket,_ and ret~ined the
The queer and hideous creatures appear to be amphibiother. Once out of England, and dependmg on lns own re- ous, for they excavate tunnels in ilie banks of the lagoons
sources, he had taken up the liie of a pirate.
and then he at the mouth of the openings to watch. Trav"It is not my purpose to say more about the pirate ves- ellers tell of the decidedly unpleasant appearance of these
sel. Suffice it, that the company were well paid for their crabs. They are of a greenish yellow color and measure a
tl'onble, as much was found on board the freebooter. With foot across.
the bracelet in my possession, and with other proofs, 1
Should a bird drop anywhere near it is at once seized
· hastened to England, and arrived there to see Minnie, my and dragged into a tunnel by a crnb. So it follows that
olu love, before the altar with another; I saw her-offered when the human hunter has had a successful shot he is
her the bracelet. She bade me keep it until she came for by no means certain to reap the benefit of it. At the reit. Unable to endure the pain of the associations there, I port of the gun the crab appears and claims the bird; the
came to this country, and assumed the character I now whole of it and never a part.
One sporlcman chopped a big sandpiper in the water
bear, and shall finish my days here in this little hut. Gensome twenty yarus from the opposite bank. A crab ro~e
tlemen, this is my story, and I trust it has--"
He suddenly paused and assumed a listening attitude. from the bottom and dragged clown the bird. Then the
The wind roared and whistled; the rain fell in drops so sandpiper in_some way escaped and came bobbing up
' huge that they fairly seemed to make an echo when they again. A shot was ready for his pursuer. The minute the
struck; still, despite it all, there could be heard a sullen big crab rose to regain its qnarry the sportsman let it
booming above it all.
liave the other barrel. Bits oJ: crab and bits of bird flut" A minute-gun I" exclaimed Luke. "A ship in distress tered in the breeze, and on securing the mangled remains
and being driven on this coast." .
of the sandpiper it was found that the crab had eaten
Away to the beach we went, a.nd found that Luke's re- away nearly all the head and neck; and this in less than
marb nre only too true.
a minute.

I

I
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NEWS OF THE DAY
tee:ti re ::\Iurph_v. Ea rly the other afternoon J acob · Koh a11,
who acts as his fathe r 's ca8hier, missed $31 from a p ile
of bill::, lhat he kept behind tho cage on his desk. H e al - ,
found a ver y small hole in the wire mesh which incloses
tl1e desk. Just before closing time the other night Kohan
saw a mall hand reach through another hole in the wire
to the place where he had transferred the bills and take
a $1 bill from the pile. Ho noticed P ru sack ~tanding
near the opening, and, going to the telephon e, notified
the police, and the detectires arrested the lad. 1' hey
Major Roche of the French army is responsible for the found $19 on hi::; person, and the boy explained tha t $14
statement that 25 per cent. of the accident~ sustained Ly o E this rn m was part of tho $3 1 he had t ake n at noon
aYiators are due to lack or natural aptitude, 25 per cent. Prn~sack wi ll be arraigned in the Ch ildren's Court.
to poor comtrueti0i1 in the aeroplane,, J 3 per cent. to insufficient training of the pilot;:;, 1:3 per cent. to a tota l misThe hancst field as a source of income for coll ege men
conception of the limitations of th e aeroplane, from 10 to i.s being ~upplanteu in popul:::rity by book canvassing, at
12 per cent. to atmospheric conditions, over which the least at institutions of learning in Kansas City. Mo., As
aviator has no control, and G per cent. to sheer recklei,s- 80on as the spring breezes start to blow across t he campus
ness of aviators who go up without tc;;tiug their machines and the seH-,upporti ng stud0nt begins looking a~kancc nt
or land on unfamiliar ground.
h:, n:pillly diminishing pur~e the book agents swarm in to

Vincent Astor is 110w a full -fl.edged citizen of Rhinebeck, N. Y., and if the sport:ng elelllont of the to\rn has
anything to say about it he can haYe anything in that
place. By r ecently presenting to lhe Rhinebeck Baseball
Club a fine baseball park, he has won the hearts of the
baseball fans of that community and the admiration of the
rest of the population. 'rhe plot placed at the disposc1J
of the fans is a part of the A~tor estate, just outside the
village limits, but ea~y of access.

In the Forl ed Deer River, northra~t of Tiumboldt,
Tenn., is a hollow log that forms one of the mo,t efficient
fi sh traps imaginable, and for years it bas yielded P . L.
Draper and J. L. Hend erson, uea1· whoEe farms it is located, all the fish they c:ared to u;:;e and left some oyer
for their neighbors. Hee:cn tly they took fifty-four poundP
of catfish from the log a t one haul, one 11·c;ghing thirtysix pounds and another eighteen pcmnd:i. Jdp~,; r,. Draper
and Henderson claim th at lh(i_v arc riolatin g no an ti -trapping game la\,· in taking fish fro111 the hollow log, as they
did not put it in the l'i Yer and al'c iJOt to b!arnc for th?
fish getting into the log.
One of the uiggest wine gro1rcr,; of California is 110w
shipping hi,, protluct ca.-· hnnd in !auk tars. The til',;l,
shipment of the kind arri ,ed a l'ell' 11 cl'k,; ago at J ndia
\Vharf, Brooklyn, N . Y., in six bnk Ull'~ . 'l'he local nrnnager of the compa ny had pipl'" laid lo the wharf and the
wine was pumped from tlil' c·,tr~ lo tlt0 Lig tanb in tl1e
storehouse. So succe~sful 11a~ lite experi11H'11t lhat perinanent }Jipes are bei11g laid lll!llngro1111d a11d all the wine
will be shippcu this way. Five o[ the car,; co ntai ned cad,
six wooden tauks, eaclt ll'itlt a l'apal'ily of 1, 100 ga llons ,
or a tnL.tl ol' u,GDO gallu1is lo U1,· ear. 'l'ltl· other c·M had
Olll' ~lel'I tank ltoldi11g about I ~,OOU gallo11~, and coated
on th(• in,;id c with a pn·pa1·ation tit.at prnted~ the ll'ine
front the metal. 'l'lt e frei~lti ra i e OJI II' iur from ( 'al ifurnia
in barrels is 7_½ c·c11b p l·I' 1f.tllon, while the ralc 011 ll'illl'
in iank cars i;:; about 3 .½ ce11t.,; per gallon, so lhe rn ving in
freight alone on thi;:; ship111cut a1nouJ1 ted to almo;:;l $~,000.
C'l1argcd with stealing ~;16 from the banking establishment 0£ 8amuel Kohan, ~u Canal street, Xew York, whie:h
lie divided with an old 111an, who, the boy 8ays, directed
hi.;; efforts, Isidore Prns;:;ac:k was an cste<l. recently by De-

the college town like flies to a dish of syrup. The increasing popul ari ty of this work among co ll rge stu dents
is e1·idcncCll by the books of a concern han dling a yeterinary work sold among farmer::;. Last summer 700 t udents,
high-school and college, so ld this book in different parts
of the country. 'l'his summer 1,500 are sell ing this boo k.
The a rerage income made by those rnlesrncn was $5.83 a
da_l", ll'hich i.i considerably bdter than can be made in the
harrcst fields. The work is not so hard and is more attrad i ve to students who have trird it, it is said. It is
~afr to my that from Jii0 to 20() men out of the U niversi ty.
of ::\J is~ou1·i alone will attempt to make thei r next yea r·s
sclioo l Jl\Olll'}' by selling I.Jooks or periodicals thi~ suni rn er.
. \ fador y

to produce art ificial r ubber has jnst been es-

la bl ishecl at Ymu iuen, Holland, the port at the mouth

of

X orth l:3ea Canal. 1t is said th at the company instituting this J'actory has succeeded in producing a substan ce
havi11g the qualities of ruuber and also certain special adrnn tagl'S over genuine rubber. T he process is a secret,
but the principal ingredient of the product is said to be
t'l'e~h ,;l'a fi~h, which are brought to Ymuiden in vast
qua11lil ics by the D utch fishing fleets. .According to reporl 1,5 to 16 per cent. of n,atural rubber is added to the., .
(i,h, and lhe result is a substance as flexible and elaslic
a~ rnl; lJer, bnt much cheaper-about aa 1.25 to 8 in pri ce,
co111pal'cl1 with real r ubber. The low price of this prodnd
ll'ill be caused partly by the by-products which are pos~iblc, for it is said that much albumin will be made from
Lhe fi,h and that half of the factory is arranged for tha
nwnufadure of guano. It is sta ted that th is artificial
rnbber can be vulcanized in a short time; t hat it is benzine-proof and can resist the effect 0£ heat. At first sight
tho substance much re;;cmbles real rubber. A slightly fishy
smell bdrays the chief ingredients, but it is explained that
this will be prevented by exti·acting the tat ot the :!ah.
t lt e
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
THE GRA111APHONE LOOK.
The my:;tery of the door which opened for the forty
thieves at the magic "open sesame" has just been explained . It is clear that the door of the treasm-e-biding
cate was fitted with a patent lock of the kind just invented ( or re-invented) by a genious of Denver, Ool. This
is the gramaphone lock. The inventor says that although
safes fitted with his appliance will open automatically on
hearing the sound of a human voice, safer safes it would
be impossible to imagine, inasmuch as the only human
vo ice to which t he door will respond is that of the owner,
Fi tted in the door of the safe, in place of a keyhole, is
·a mouthpiece; and t o open the safe it is necessary for the
owner to press a spring which sets a phonograph cylinder
in motion and then speak into the mouthpiece the keyphrase recorded on that cylinder. But this it not all, for
the vibrations of the voice speaking the keyphrase must
coincide exactly with the voice vibrations recorded on
t he cylinder.
J EWELS STOLEN IN STREET.
Jewelry valued at neariy -$25,000 was stolen from a
sample carried the other day· in a crowded street in front
of the Silv!l:s~ith Building, No. 12 South Wabash avenue,
Chicago. The jewelry was taken from P atrick McDermott,
who was carrying the sample case for Jacob Levin, a salesman employed by the Low-Taussig-Karples Company, of
,
New York.
Similarity of to-day's theft to the disappearance of a
sample case with· $37,000 worth of jewelry left in a Chicago jewelry house a few months ago was noted by the
police.
The samp1e carrier, McDermott, was held by the police.
H e declared he had been intrusted with two cases of jewelry by Levin and instructed to meet the salesman a.t the
Silversmith Building. He told the police he set the cases
down in front of the building e.nd sat on one of them and
that he had hardly noticed the disappearance of the case
beside him when Mr. Levin met him.
The police assert that McDermott was the sample carrier who had chsrge of the $87,000 caae of jewelry, the
theft of whioh ia still unexplained.

DIES FOR 1MS OENTS.
Peter McCarthy, of No. 476 West 57th street, New York,
was instantly killed recently W'hile doing IL small job for
which he was to receive IL quarter. Being a recent arrival in thia city and having no relatives or friends, his
body was removed to the morgue.
McCarthy had noticed t hat the clothes-lines used by
Mrs. Edward Donnelly, in the rear yard between Nos. 544
and 542 West 127th street, were entangled. The woman
accepted his offer to straighten them out. McCarthy
climbed to the top of the high pole to earn the offered
quarter. After getting the lines disentangled he started
to alide down. The pole or1Lcked and shivered, and he

commenced sliding faster. When at a point near the
center, the pole gave way at the bottom and crashed into
the areaway between the two houses. :Mrs. Donnelly and
other women saw the man fall and saw him lying still. A
policeman from the West 125th street station was summoned. Dr. Dickens, of the J. Hood Wright Hospital,
came in answer to the ambulance call which he turned in.
While the surgeon was leaning over McCarthy's body
a priest from St. Joseph's Church, near by, knelt and
prayed. The women on the roof followed the prieat's example.
McCarthy had been living with his father and mother in
Troy, N. Y. He was thirty-tiuee years old.
WANTED TO S'rAY.

In the Nebraska State Penitentiary for sevcri:tl weeks
has been a voluntary prisoner. Although he has been at
liberty to return-to the world under an unconditional pardon, he preferred to keep hia cell and stripes and to have
no favors. He had been no outcast, either, for he had occupied responsible places and could rely on influential
friends to help him rehabilitate himself.
Joseph H. Edmonson was formerly a political len.der in
Hamilton County, a member of the Legislature, County
Judge, and County Attorney. He was the guardian of
three orphans, and when the time came for settlement of
their estate hie accounts were short several thousand dollars. He declared that he had not misused the money and
had been only a careless bookkeeper, but he was prosecuted
on a charge of embezzlement and last January began a.
term of two years in the penitentiary.
Friends set out to get a pardon. The Judge who tried
him said he waa a victim of circumstances, and those who
prosecuted him admitted that he deserved clemency. The
Pardon Board unanimously urged the Governor to pardon
him and this was done. Warden Melick told him of his
good fortune. The official expected to see evidence of
great joy, but was disappointed. Edmonson showed no
desire to leave.
"This place is not so bad," he remarked. "If you don't
object, I'll just stay here a while."
The warden offered him tJie privilege of going and coming as he desired and special sleeping accommodations,
•
but he declined.
."My cell is all right; I'll stay there," was the reply.
Edmonson explained that the prison life had given him
a new point of view in many matters e.nd he was in no
hurry to end it until he bad seen all he wished. He also
declared that there was no basis for agitation that has
been carried on by certain prison reformers recently for
better treatment of. Nebraska convicts. Statements have
been published that convicts had found life almost unbearable in the institution, but Edmonson says that tlie
conduct of it is admirable and, so far as he · could see, the
prisoners were well treated and only those who would not
submit to .proper discipline made comp_laint.
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GIANT SAV.
PUZZLE.
This puzzle contains
twenty-one pieces of i
wood niceJy ftnlehed: I
talte them apart and I
p u t them together '
s am e as illustrated.
Everybody would like
to try It, a• It lo very ·
fascinating. Price, by
mall, postpaid, 26c.
each.
ll. F. LA...'10, 216 Wal worth Bt., B'klyn., N. Y.
1

Sure Fire
Accuracy

DELUSION TRICK.
A magic little box In three
parts that Is very mystifying to those not in the trl clc.
A coin placed on a piece at
paper disappears by dropping

Penetration

The World's
Record Holders

a. nfcke l ring around it from

the magic bo:<. Made of hard
wood two Inches In diameter.
Price, 12c.
111. O'NEILL, 425 W. 56th St., N. Y.,

Remington• UMC .22

ITCH l'O\VD.ll:ll.
Gee whiz! Wbnt tun
y ou cau bav e wltb
t b I a atutl:.
l\1oleteo
the tip or 1our ltn&er,
tnp It on the contents
of the hox, a n d a little
bit wlll st ick.
Theo
sh ake bands wlth your
Ir 1 e n d, or drop a
speck down hi~ bnck.
lu a mlnute Ile will
[eel as IC be bad t h e
seven years' Itch. It
wlll mn.ke hlm acratch, roar, squirm and
mak e tacea. But It ta perfectl7 lrnrm less 1, a1
It la made from the aeeda or wild ro ae1. Ihe
horrlble Itch 1top1 ,n a few minute.., or cau
be checked Immediately by rubbi ng t be spot
with a wet cloth. While It la working, you
will be apt to laugh your suspender buttono
ol!. The best Joke qt all. Price 10 ce nts a
box, by mall, postpalO.
wou,.i,· 1'OV.b L'1·.. c.;O., 29 w. 26th St., N. Y .

Remington- UMC-the perfect ahootinc combiaatioo
REMINGTON ARMS-UNION METALLIC CARTRIDGE CO.

~

OLD COINS

i ~~

cotnaj keep all money dated bofore- 188,f, and 11end
1.' EN cent• at ouce ror our New llluetrated Coln
Value Book, ah:e •O.i . It may rne11.11 your roi:iuce.

the

most

C. F. CLARK E &. CO., Coln UHier, , Dept. 83
LxBOY, NEW YORK

ures consist of Policeman.
Chtnan1an ,
and
other

~t':.~n"bl~
p1:i;,~~:~
i: W-'!~m~:';~.:r=-~~~~~h::tfn';~d~~ss~°r~~ g~~I~~~;
each figure 1s m01.1nted men territory. Ou tftt to start, dlme silver. Money

on a. separate block, any
boy ca.n 8et up a regula.r
parade or circus by print•
Ing the ftE,'tlres In different poslttons. With each set ot ttgures we
aend a bottle of colored Ink, an Ink pad and
full Instructions. Chlldren can stamp these
pictures on their toys, picture books, writing
paper and envelopes, and they are without
doubt

t1. '7~ pa.td forRAnEdfl.te l868qu•rterl'I. $20.00 ror
a·~- We pay a CA.SU premtu.m ou buudrede of

_ ~~~1~\ bfict:.d T0hebl~t

' ·

amusing

and

enter taining

299 Broadw"'· New Tort Cit,

Don't Wear
A Truss!

COJlllCAL RUBBER STAMPS.
A complete set of ftve
groteequ<>
little
people
made
of Indestructible

::

cal.

cartridges have broken
Iii• laa1,11e..1111c cau ,ukt • II••
two records in two years.
The present world's 100-shot gallery record, 248.f ex 2500, held by
Arthur Hubalek was made with these hard hitting .22'11.
They will help you, too, to break your best shooting records.
Remins·ton-UMC .22'1 aro made, too, with hollow point bullet,.
Tbia increases their shocking and killing power.

\Ji>ok If not ei>tlsfled.

II ..

KEYSTONE

'After Thirty Years Experience I Have
Produced An Appliance for Men,
Women or Children That
Cures Rupture.
J SEND IT ON TRIAL.
It you · have tried most everything •lae,
come to me. Whe re others ra.11 la where I
have my greatest Ruccess.
Send attached

co., Ha•leton, Pa.

O.dCHOO OB SNEEZING POWDER.
The greatest fun-nuike r o1
,hen1 all. A small amount
ot thia powder, when blown
in a room, will ca.use

:~;1J11°ene k~~;f:;zewr~;~ 0'U

novelty gotti•n up in years. Price or tho con1- \ comoa from. It 11 very llght, w ill float In tho
plete set of "'lubber Stamps, ,vlth Ink and air tor some time, and penetrate eve r y nook
ink pad, only lOc .• 3 sets for 25c., one dozen and corner of & roem. It ls perfecttly harm-..
90c., by mall postpaid.
1 l em:1.
Ca.choo ls pu t up in bottles, and one
L. Senarene, 347 Winthrop St,, Brooklyn, N. Y. b"ttle contains enough to be used rrom 1 0 to
16 times. Price, by mall, 10c. each; 3 for 250.
WOLFF NOVEL'I'Y CO., 21l W. 26th ~t .• N. Y.
JUMPING TEI.ESCOPE.
· This Is an oblong
tube lo exact Imitation ot a telescope. By looking
through it, reveals
one highly magnified picture of a
dancer or o t h e r
subject.
It contains on the elde a
button, which the
victim 11 t old to
I
prees for a. change or picture.
Instead \ Ot
another picture appearing, the entire Inside
rrtce ~U cent•, Po•'Cpald
11
1
Those tr:!.ter-wlngs take np no more room tl10.n •
r.ar!n:t~r;s h°..~~1:: •••hi;in g\~e! ~g;;a~l~r1m
pocket--bi>nterohlef. ThGy weigh 3 ounces and supgenuine ,mare.
Price, lllc. each; 2 tor ll~e. by mall, postpaid. port from 60 to 250 r>Ouuda. W itb a. pair anyone c&n
loa.rn to 1wlm or fto&t. For !lse, you ha."r"e only- to we t
WOLlV'F NOVELTY co .. 29 W . 26th St., N. Y.
~~inttrP~:~e.together tlle two
n. F. LANG, 215 Walworth St., B'kl;ni .• N. Y.
THE FLUTOPHONE.
A new musical ln•
RARE POSTAGE STA!\11'8
1trument, producing the
swee test dulcet t ones of
Our package! are the be•t. aa
the !lute.
The upper
each contains at leaat 2 rare
part of the lnetrument
01...~s.
worth the price or the
1s placed 1n the mouth,
who:..,, lot.
Start a colleotton.
the lips covering the
In time it · will grow very valopenings tn the centre.
uable.
J.Jvery kno wn variety
Then by blowing gently
of foreici.. and domeelic na1np1
upon ,J't you ca.n p lay
in these i,acka&;'ea. Ftrty va·
a.oy tune desired as easily aa whistling. But
rieties for 6 ce:ne; one
buadred
little practice ls r equired to become a. finished 10 cents; two hundred, 20 c~nu; three
hunla.yer. It la made entirely ot metal, and will dred, ar, cents; five hundred, $1.25; ono thou·
ast & lifetime. We send !ull Instruction• aand, $3.26; two thouaand. $18.00; 1,000 mixed
with each inatrurnen t. Price, 1lie., or 2 tor lot~ 26 cenu. All in good condition and woru,
Ilic., by mall, postpaid.
twice the amount we ask.
•. .4. W~OBD, 18 Bart St., Brookl:,a,N. Y, WOLFF NOVELTl: CO., 29 W. 26th 8t., N. Y.

Ayvad's W ater.JNings

Learn to swim

!

:r:::n~~i: ,;:\1!::- 1;.h~

r.

by

one·, trial

The above Is e. E. Brook•, Inventor of th•

A~~!su:,~';;n ,~~i~ln~w-~he~sm;~~f

:V1!~

soho

yeat"~ . If rnptu r ec~, write hlm today.
coupon today and I will send you free my
illustrated book on Rupture and Its c ure,
!~dw~~':n~Yof~~~8;-n~eeo~J~ ,~hv~nfat~'Utrf!~c~i
and were cured. lt gives instant rcUer when
all others fall. Remember I use no salvee, no
h3rn ess, no Uee.
I send on trial to prove wha.t I say ta true.
You are the judge and once having s een my
llluet.rated boolc a nd read It you will be aa enthusiastic as my hundreds or patients whose
Jette rs you can also read. _Fill out free coupon
bc1op and mail today. It's well worth your
time whether you try my Appliance or not.
FREE INl,'ORl\IATION COUPON
C. E . Brooka, 1222A State Street, Marshall. Mich.
Plea.se send me by mail tn plain wrapper your illustrated book and f ull tntormatlon about your Appliance for the
cure of rupture.
Ne.me •..•......•.••.••.• , ••• •• .• •• ••••

Addre•• . .. • •••.••. . ..•....••..••••••••
City .•.....••....••.. State . . ......... .

THE llJAGII' CIO,\R CAS't':.

GOOD LUCK BAJ.It!!.
Ornan1ental a11 w·Bll as uae.ful.
Ho.lie oC highly n!ckolod bra••·
It holc!I juat One .D ollo.r. When
!llled It open• lteo!!.
Remain•
locked nntll refilled. Can be i:eod
aa. J. we tchcharm. Money re!unded I! not •atlsfted.
Price, 10c.
by mall.
L. SENARE::-t!,
H7 WIDturop St., Brookl7n, N. Y.

A hP.:ZUtlful ~n,1

NAJI, PUZZLE.
Mado or 2 111c tal nails
link ed t oge th e r.
Keep•
!oll:s guessing; eaey to

~

i\.UJ

kn ow
how.
Directions
with every one.
Price, 6e., postpaid.

,~ho een$1allon
Pronounred by al

baffling and scJen
out. 'l'hfluF>a n rl s

at It for hours w
terfng ft, &till 1t can bP ,~nne tn t.
by giving the links the orc,pP.r tw
Jess you know how, the harder you
the ~lghter they grow. Prke. 6c.;
one dozen, 50c., by -mall , postpaid .
WOLF'F" NOVEJ,TY CO., 20 n;. 2Ct

-----WINDOW SMASJi.MtS

I

take th em apart when you

~

The greatest se
from Parl~. A m
ful
errect of o.
breaking,
fallln
glass. It will ele
body. When YOU
slam th e door s
the same time
dloca to the floor. Eve ry pane or
house wHI o.t once se~m to hav
tored.
Price, by mall, poslpald,
"t alx pl ates.
H. F. LA.NG, 2lG Walworth St. ,

·.

~

.

NORWEGIAN MOUSE..
.
A very large gray mouse,
measuring 8 in che::s from tip
or nose to end oC tail. The
body
of
mouse ts
hollow.
Pla ce your firs~ fln'r.t:ff In his
body, and the n by moving your
finger up and cl own, the mouse
appears to be runntn,e- up your
sleeve. Ent€'r a ro o m where
~~~:~ :;~n ·.~~d~e;, yo~~t~leo\~~~
THE FlCil'l'ING ROOST
and vou will Eee a rapid scat- 1
~
A t11ll blo
·
taring or the ratr sex.
Many
fightin g
g a.
practical jokes can be perpe- ~ These IIJipu
trated with this small rodent.
.
have r eal fpa
Prtce, lOc.; 3 tor 2Gc. rnatl~<l, postpaid.
\
....
legs and fler
H. J,'. LANG, 21/i Walworth St., ll'kl:rn .• N. Y. ,
·;
~~'1{f1111 0~:;,e1
A NEW SQUIRT DADGE.
ural and lite
Great run for the mil· Is known only to tbenei;:~a~~r~h:)
Jlon !
Weo.r it in your them to battle with ea.ch oth

IVOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St., N. Y.
·.fUJ,; l'II.AGIO NAIL.
A com mon natl le given
tor exan,tnatlon, and then in ..
sta.1 Uy ohown pierced throu a-h
the ftnger: and yet, when
to.ken out, the n.nger la round
to be perfectly uninjured,
a.nd th e nail Is agajn given
to be examined. Nicely finished.
Price, 10c. by mall, postpa.hl.
,J. I<F:NNEDl'. 803 West 127th St., N. Y.

I

buttonhole and then press
the bulb and watch the
other fellow run.
Price, Un.
J. KENNED\'.,
303 We,ot 127tb St., N. Y.

ROUGH RIDER DISC PISTOLS.
Made o! nicely col"Jred wood 5 \i inchce
long.
The power h,
furnish ed by rubber
band•.
Ten discs or
cardboard with each
piatol. Price, 6c. each,
poatpald.

Dla.mond rlnga or etuda ot
hair-Inch ',,.nd one Inch In
diameter are heard or tn
,,,.
!ll'tor1es o nly.
We have them
..,.
Imitated by prodl&'lo ua spa rk-.
ltng stone.a which wi11 deceive
the glance ot any 11:pectato r.
1!ze, 25e. each; ~~~':e t;Tize".'~J~. P:~~~~td, •mall
JI . F. LANG, 2111 Walworth St., B'kl;ni., N . Y.
~

Q

MAGIC l'UZZLE

beautiful

enam:f:d

a

Price, 20c,

111. O'NE!f,L, 425 W. 5Gth St .• N. Y.

keys lnterlock--

ed tn such a manner
It seems lmpoe-11:ible to
flle parate
them,
but
when learned It la
easil y done.
Price, 6<'., postpatd.
WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 2Gtb St., N. Y.

THE MAGNETIC Tor.
A handuome meta.I,
hl 1<h ll' ma,:ne, !ze d t oy,
A horaeehoe a.nd a spiral
wtre
furnlsh~d
wit h
each top.
,vh c n spun
n f'x t to th e wires, thPY
make. the 1nost surpris ing m oYenien u.
You
can mave wire• or dlr·

.

TilE ,Tl"~iPI~G FllOG.
Th !s Jittle novelty createe
a world or laugh ter.
Its
ch1e( at tracttvenesa ts that
Jt t f'ke a a !ew seconds before leap ing high tn the air,
10 that when set, very lnnoCftntly along 11lde of an unsuapectlng person,
he la auddenly startled by the wonde:-fu l
a.cth"lty or tills frog. Price, 15c. each by mall
postpaid.
11. F. J.A:-.G, 215 Wnlworf'., Sf., B'kl:rn., N. Y.

~

~h~en!no~~ap;:cut~~ ~i~
.,,.-r ects, Price, Cic., pos t ·
pa.Id.
L. Senarcna, 847 Wlnturop St. , Brook.\yn, N. Y.
&.."!IIARCBJST BOllJB!I.

They are aman gt._
Y1ale. and con t a I n a
It q u t d chemical that
produce• a ho r r 1 b 1 •
odor. When dro p ped tn

A ! .U ~JlNU.lll DRINIGNO CUPS.
These hen ds<'mEi little cups are
very handy tn size, do not len.J<, and
arv Satin flniehed.
'\\' hen cornpreased, ca'l bP carried In the \·est
pocket. TJ:,ey hold a good quantity
o r ttqu ~J . and a re very strong, llgh t,
~ ~~\d~urable. Price, 14'"!. e ach, post-

a r<>o

#

thtty wlll make

e.,. e y peraon prf'sent
nreh out, holding thel!'
nosee.
In a tnw min•
utPs the eme.f w!Jl d!•apr,~:ir. Pertactly harm1-. No danger of any HI! en'eet. 1'h• only
rtalt la thllt Tour frtend" may m,'lko yuu amell
• • ot tbo 'bomba your11eJt, It th ey ca.tch you.
J:-'r1i.:e , lU...: u btix. c,r 3 for'..'.:•
!,,\ 1n: ... c,~1 1, ,.
WOJ , l•J' ::-O\"ELT\" CO .. ~fl W. 26th ~t.. X. Y.

ti

WOl.J'F NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 20th St., N. Y.
COMICAL ,:t;NN}' l · AC.l,;S.
This genuine laugh producer la

TH"E CROWN STYLO.

Matl~ or alun1lnum,
nut.de of nic,;dy culored canll>oan1.
A aharp, Uen t hool~ u n t the ha<.'k
no~n:~hiea~~a~.~1~;
\o at.ta.'-.:h lt to the lap•:l ut your
coat.
Hide 011e h:,nU unuer th6
stylogr,.lph k 1111: penla1,e~ a.net twit c h th" small, l>la<:lc cil Is made on o.. new plan.
Jt ca.r111ot corthre ad, It will cautte a reJ tongue , rode and will outJ,at and outclass auy .!jfmi-

-sr::&PFiffldt1

to dart Ir. arid out of tht: mou1h In
the most comical ma.one, lma l( inable at l he.
won1 or commaud. 1t Is ver:,· nivstllylng. and
never tu.lls to pror·.uce a hearty 1.tugh.
Price, 6c. wH·h by n1al1.
B. F. L.&.SG, 215 '1-\'alworth St., U'k.l7n., N. Y,

~:~~n

lar penc.'11 on th 1:: market.
H Is a svl\•lh\ld
wrltbr. an<l Is easily kept In o,·dt-r. Ji; ac:h one
pacl\ed with a 11 llel', nnd a div to hold It

I in

your vest r,ockel.

Price, 20c. ea.ch, postpaid.

H, J,, l.A."'iG, Uo Walworth St,, li'kl)u., JS . Y.

:,:q

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W,

I

THE PEG J{Tl\lPER.

~~

r{~\°;v :ti

~~ any one.

paddle ls
trn.l holes are drilled tltrouyh lq
peg 18 lneide of the upper h o le. ~
both sldP-S or the paddle, the perf
by simpl y br,oathlng up on It, the
the uppt.ir bolo, and &.lH>ear In th
'!"hflln Jt jumps to the lower hole,
middle one, and lastl y to the
Both aides or the paddl e are repei
Pr,ce
J. KJ!:NNEDY, 803 West U7th

MARBLE l ' ASE •
A cleve r and pu:1.zllng en'ect,
ea.sy t o do; the appa.rn.tus can
be mtnutely examined. Eft. Prt:
A marLle can be made to pas·,
from the hand Into the clos "!d /
valle, whfch a moment beCore
:~~~~d ~~gJY·vaa';~is is

IiE~S.

'

;f

the market.
The stunt Is to
1eparato the antlera and i:.ejoln them. Jt looks e1uy, but
try tt anu you will admit that
ft Is without exception the beat
puzzle- you have evfl!r •~e n. You can't leave
ft alone. lfade or silvered IY'etal.
Price, 12c .; S for ffO~., sent by mall. postpaid.
H. J··. 1.A~<:. 2J.'\ \\"ahvflrth St.. D'klrn .. N. Y.

JMI1'A.1'10N GIANT DIAMONDS.

,m

·

10
~;~t~:g
J~v?S!~rerii,in~c~;:
0
mantel or11amcnts.
Price for t
strong box, lOe.; 3 pairs tor 2
postpaid.

1'HI,; ELK HEAD PUZZLE.
'
.Just out, and one ot the
m oa t fascinating pl'zz!es on

WOLFF NOVELTY CO., 29 W. 26th St.. N. Y.

T"'"

ri:zz1

J.11\°h TilE U.N"R
f)'"'l"'-

fect cigar -:n8P, mad"
or lm1t<itlon alllg-ator
and aea.lRkln leather;
worth a quarter as a
cigar case alon e.
It
can be shown full o r
ctgars and tnsta.ntty
ho. nd{'d to s. perao n,
who, upt>!l. opPntng tt, flnd.s only on empty
cnae.
The box has a s ecr~t sprln 6 and A.
do·Jble case, and can be operate d only by one
In the secret. Full printed tnstn:ctlons sent
with each case. Every smoker should have
one. Price. 20c.; 2 for ~-; e, by mall, i;.,et.paid; .
~ne dozen bi· expres•. lll.:10.
J. l{KN::-t,OY, 303 \\e,,t 127 th St., N. Y.

DEAD SHOT SQl'fRT P

If you
with this '
be~ too
th
anclm~
e
d idn't
kn
\ l<>aded." I
wi th a f•
water, And tnkfng aim, prcf!s th
at tJil e butt of the P1atC'l, when a
or wale r Is squlrtPd into hl3 fa
thing to do th on Is to, po,.ket .
run. There are "loads ot run" t
1 llttle Joker, which looks like n.
trigger. cork. C"hambers, barrel a
' only 7c.: 4 f()r !!."><'.: one do:cen
• .....,. ... i..:.
II. 1'"'. LANG, 215 \\"tdn-or!h St..

I

THE

InDY.Ct;S SPID

I ,,,,,,,,,,.-./2~ \

~~,JJ

I

~~aut

~~

I

®

~

/\__.. . . . ,

I

.fu

br:11e
I• 3
whit

specklP@. bulging Pyefl. ar.
mout h.
Ile la armed whh sJY
ui,rl,:;ht fePler!-=, m:1de or rt~,JUle
A dark, tndslolc thiE>acl otta.ch e1eta you shake him In the al
fr lendfl' eyes, when thP leJiH wlgnatural, llfellke mann.., r . Ona.ra
~ny Judy hO\Vl un d to S<'are t.l1
on earth out or his \.l(•r,ts.
r·, Ice by m
'WOLFF NOVELTY CO ., 29 "\\'.,
lot\'

i

0

I\UlSJATt;RF: C:O~l'MlS
A b 3.\1t!,.uJ
w or:i on the w~
consiKt! or a tr
co,np:iei;, to w
ed. by a plrnl
11u1..gnl!'y iug r;l:l

tn U!~ the magnifying gltu!6 fl.ts
t he cumvass and rs nol SC'en. '!
pro t e,·tt-d by a ,;lass cry st al,
aom cly gJI\ ~r-n.lckPI plo.teJ a.no

etmling fl \t".'l'Y :11tr~1etivc n.p:;t.;
you ha ,·e a relln lJ:e compubS, a.
nJrylug !:lass. an1.: a handsonie
onu.
lt lo a P~1'ifJl3.n noYelty,

Price, 25c. by ma.fl. nu1lnai<l

11. .I:". LA..°'\(,, 21.; Wul ,VQrll1 St.,

